Welcome

This Educator Esports Framework has been produced as part of a wider Minecraft: Education Edition Scholastic Esports learning
resource that includes:
• 11 x Minecraft Make & Model worlds – Competitive Build Battles that can be exported to 3D printers
• 11 x Minecraft Code 2 Create worlds – Code-based competitive Build Battles that can be exported to 3D printers
• 3 x Minecraft Creative Clash worlds – Competitive strategic and exploratory games
• A Step-by-Step Minecraft Playbook – instructions for set up and game-play of each world.
This guide is designed to provide educators with an in-depth insight into esports and its place in education. It has been compiled from a
variety of research on game-based learning and esports, as well as from discussion and interviews with esports educators and
researchers.
Esports competitions have increased in popularity over the last two decades and have become an integral part of youth culture, with
tournaments that attract interest from millions of people from around the world. In addition to the professional players who compete
against each other, a fundamental component of esports culture is the huge number of spectators, who attend tournaments in person or
who access the competitions by streaming them online. In 2018 The League of Legends esports World Championships had audience
viewing figures comparable with the 2018 Superbowl, and it is projected that by 2021, esports audiences will have more viewers than all
other professional sports leagues, except perhaps the NFL.
This growing industry has a great many connections to both technology and STEM sectors, with roles such as game design, coding, data
analytics, technical set up and management, streaming, event organization, marketing, social media and brand management, and more.
These employment opportunities offered by the growing esports industry are in addition to those directly associated with the game-play
itself, such as coaching, team management and esports athlete.

Esports have now begun to find their place in educational settings, with many colleges having varsity esports teams, and a growing
number offering esports scholarships. It's no surprise that educators in schools are exploring the ways in which esports may offer
students learning opportunities, access to college, and pathways into industry.
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In chapter one we explore the What, Who and How of esports, from its humble beginnings in internet cafes some twenty years ago, to its explosion into
an activity that is now firmly embedded into our culture, through global tournaments and events such as The Olympic Games. We define what esports
means in professional sporting contexts and ask questions about if, and how, we should redefine esports for scholastic settings.

Chapter 2 positions Game-Based Learning (GBL) as a key foundational approach to introducing esports to your school setting. Associated with the
pedagogy of play, situated learning and mastery learning, Chapter 2 presents the research evidence for the benefits and limitations of using videogames for learning, and addresses issues such as assessment of GBL through formative and summative approaches.

Many schools introduce esports into their school setting as a club or extracurricular activity. However there is growing evidence that there are large,
significant learning gains to be made from esports, if embedded in the curriculum and supported by effective teaching and pedagogy. Chapter 3
identifies the key learning opportunities and provides insights into how these can be utilized to take advantage of the learning potential of esports.

Building upon the learning opportunities outlined in Chapter 3, in Chapter 4 we identify 3 case studies of curricular esports programs from around the
world. Each case study presents a different approach to embedding esports into the curriculum, providing educators with an insight to the diverse
possibilities for designing an esports program of their own.

The esports learning resources that accompany this framework have been built in Minecraft: Education Edition. In Chapter 5, we outline the rationale
for using Minecraft as a scholastic esports resource, and provide step-by-step instructions on how to set up and play our Minecraft: Education Edition
Esports Worlds.

The final chapter of the Framework focuses on the practicalities of setting up a Minecraft Esports program, club or team. It identifies a pathway for
success that supports educators in building an inclusive, sustainable and people-centered initiative, that will allow effective evaluation and
accountability. We interview leading esports educators, who provide their top-tips on starting an esports team, and sustaining one.

The final section in the Esports Educator Framework is a set of Playbooks for each Minecraft: Education Edition Esports World. There is one Playbook
per world, providing step-by-step instructions on how to play the game with students, with insights into the game objectives, victory conditions (how
to win), and student skills and capacities to evaluate.
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1.1 What is Esports?

There are many different perspectives on what constitutes electronic sports, or esports, but put simply, esports is competitive video-gaming at a professional or semiprofessional level. It has a variety of different definitions including "an umbrella term used to describe organized, sanctioned video game competitions, most often in the
context of video game tournaments”1, and 'Organized, computer-mediated and competitive gaming'2.
While many of the definitions relate to competitive, organized or professional play, few give consideration to one of the most important dimensions of esports – the
community of spectators who watch live tournaments in arenas, or who live stream competitions from all over the world. This community aspect of esports is a vibrant,
interactive and participative space, which is driving the growth of esports as an industry, as entertainment, and even as a route to a college education, and a potential career
pathway.

Esports competitions have increased in popularity over the last two decades and are now an integral part of youth culture, with tournaments that attract interest from millions
of people around the world3. In addition to the professional players who compete against each other, a fundamental component of esports culture is the huge number of
spectators, who attend tournaments in person, who access the competitions by streaming them online through platforms such as Mixer, Twitch and YouTube. In 2018 The
League of Legends esports World Championships had audience viewing figures comparable with the 2018 Superbowl4, 5. It is projected that by 2021, esports audiences will
reach 300 million worldwide, and in the United States, it will have more viewers than all other professional sports leagues, except perhaps the NFL6, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Projected esports viewers in the USA by 20216

As such, esports has now become a global industry estimated to grow to $1.5 billion by 2020 with international competitions, generous monetary prizes, and the potential for
sponsorship, as well as being viewed as a valid career pathway with opportunities for university scholarships and a range of career options within the growing esports
entertainment industry itself5.
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Esports have been well-established in Asia for over twenty years, thought to have been sparked
by the widespread use of internet cafes by young people in South Korea. In the year 2000,
South Korea became one of the first countries to license pro-gamers, and established the
Korean Esports Association (KESA). Since then, online gaming has become an integral and
accepted part of everyday culture in Korea with esports athletes often given celebrity status.
Esports is now embedded within mainstream culture across much of Asia with organized
leagues for games such as StarCraft and Lineage, typically broadcast on prime time television in
much the same way traditional sports matches are in other countries 7. At the same time in the
US, convention centers were becoming a meeting place for young people, competing in videogaming tournaments with games such as Space Invaders on the Atari. While some of these
competitions attracted as many as 10,000 players, the gaming community showed some signs
of establishing a legitimate gaming competitions, but largely remained a fringe, or niche group
and didn't receive the same acceptance into mainstream society as in other countries 7.
The growth of esports in the US and Europe is now beginning to excel, with competitive
gaming becoming a mainstream activity, attracting millions of spectators to regional and
international events organized by large professional organizations like the World Cyber Games
(WCG), Electronic Sports World Cup (ESWC) and Cyberathlete Professional League (CPL) 8. In
this professional arena, pro-gamers, sometimes referred to as esports athletes, receive salaries
and in 2017 the highest scoring player won a staggering $2,436,772.409. Therefore, this aspect
of gaming culture has moved away from being merely an adolescent passtime for a niche
group into an organized, professional domain with international leagues and tournaments,
salaried athletes and teams with professional coaches, as well as the potential for large
sponsorship deals from companies such as Audi, Redbull, Amazon, Nike and BMW.
Furthermore, this explosion in the esports industry has resulted in some 50 colleges and
universities offering varsity esports courses and scholarships, recognized by a governing body,
the National Association of Collegiate Esports10, 22.

The growth of esports into an industry supported by global brands and sponsors, as well as the media is enabling reach from what was once a niche audience into mainstream
entertainment and leisure across the world. In addition, the move by colleges and universities to not only offer scholarships, but to begin to offer esports courses is beginning to
change mindsets about the viability of esports as an industry that offers a wealth of career opportunities – not just as players or athletes, but across the whole sector. In turn,
educators in high schools are considering whether there is a place for esports in schools, either as part of college preparatory classes, or whether there may be other educational
benefits from this growing field. Much of the discussion about esports legitimacy as a leisure and entertainment activity, and even as a school subject, revolve around
disagreements about whether it should actually be considered a sport. Since traditional sports have a well-respected place as part of cultural activities (such as the Olympics),
leisure and entertainment (such as the Super Bowl, Wimbledon, Ryder Cup, etc.), and schooling (Physical Education and Sports Science), many argue that if esports can officially
become recognized as a sport, then its growth in these sectors will be driven and supported by its wider cultural acceptance as a legitimate, productive and valuable activity.
This is explored further in Section 1.2.
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1.2 Esports – Game or Sport?

According to the Entertainment Software Association (2017) video-games have become one of the most popular recreational activities, with as many adults as
children playing for entertainment. This growth in video-game popularity has seen esports become an accepted form of sporting entertainment across the world, yet
there is strong debate in the sports industry about its legitimacy as a sport – and coincidentally, some questions from educators about where it might fit in school
curricula.

There are differing opinions on what exactly constitutes a sport. Research exploring the connection between esports and Sport presents a set of criteria outlining what
constitutes a sport, based on a review of work undertaken a by a number of different researchers 11. The five criteria identified are:

Many of the official definitions of a sport require 'Physical Activity' as a central tenet. This appears to be one of the gre atest sources of disparity in opinion about the
legitimacy of esports as a sport. Yet games such as darts, chess and snooker are considered sport by some organizations, even though there is little in the way of
physical exertion. Some researchers propose that esports players, commonly referred to as 'esports athletes', perform at peak level, collaborating as part of a team,
analyzing and responding to large amounts of information with precision timing and motor skills. These similarities, they arg ue, have led to the US authorities
granting P-1A athletic visas to esports competitors 12. Some studies indicate that esports players can undergo physical, physiological and psychological strains similar
to athletes from more traditional sports, with cortisol levels comparable to those experienced in, for example, motor racing 13.

Other work in this field suggests that the similarities do not stop there 14,15,16 , considering factors such as:
• the use of rules in gameplay
• competitions are presided over by governing bodies

• there is competition that results in winners and losers
In addition to this, and in accordance with the criteria set out by Hallman and Giel (2018), esports also have media and spo nsorship support, with large audiences
streaming competitions through platforms such as Mixer, Twitch and YouTube 17. With esports developing (i) a professional structure for esports similar to traditional
sports (including tournaments, leagues, fans, teams, team owners, player contracts, sponsors), and (ii) an emerging prize an d pay structure, scholars argue that there
are 'undoubted parallels' between traditional sporting competitions and esports 18.
From an educational point of view, considering esports only from the perspective of sports may be far too narrow in terms of its inherent value as a tool for teaching
and learning. Educators may be interested in explorations of esports that consider the underlying role of play in all games. Work undertaken in by researchers in
201019, presents a model based on earlier work by Allen Guttmann 20 that defines sport as (I) physical (ii) competitive and (iii) organized play. For educators, this
foundational element of play in sport, may provide a pedagogical cornerstone for considering whether esports has a place in f ormal education, and if so, how it may
be threaded through other curricular or extra-curricular activities.
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Figure 2 Guttmann's Model of Sport as physical, competitive and organized play 19

Physical Education teachers with experience working with students on esports programs also suggest that there are close paral lels between esports and traditional
sports.

Currently, esports is officially accepted as a sport in more than 60 countries (including Russia, Italy, Denmark, Nepal, Chin a, Korea, South Africa, and Finland) and is
under consideration in another 40 countries 21,22. The United States began recognizing esports as a sport in 2013 when it categorized esports players as professional
athletes, and since then the legitimacy of esports has continued to be strengthened 23. An announcement that the Olympic Council of Asia is to include esports in the
official program at the 2022 Asian Games in China may be an indication that esports may officially gain world -wide recognition among traditional sports in the notso-distant future.
It would seem, that to some degree esports may be battling the same ‘image’ problems that video -games have, with gaming culture being characterized as isolating,
anti-social and a lazy pastime in the mass media. Whether esports gain world-wide recognition as a sport may determine the extent to which it becomes accepted as
a legitimate activity for players, or indeed students, to participate in. However, the question of whether esports is a legit imate classroom activity, with solid
educational foundations is a different matter, explored in depth in Section 2.
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1.3 Esports as Culture

Over the last two decades, esports has seen its worldwide audience explode, and with it, interest from the sports and enterta inment industry. Estimates24 suggest that esports will reach a
worldwide audience of over 300 million people and revenues are estimated to rise to $1,23 billion by 2022.
This growing industry is populated by competitors or esports athletes, esports teams competing in leagues, and professional l evel competitive events are supported by coaches, managers and
sponsors. Its rapid growth has attracted attention from global brands, such as Amazon who own the most popular esports streaming platfo rm, Twitch, and now there is a growing interest from
colleges and schools, with more than 1200 schools in the US taking part in esports league competitions 25.

Many refer to this complex network of players, community, and commercial aspects as the Esports Ecosystem. It’s a highly interconnected system where individuals can engage with the game in
multiple ways – via playing, watching, and organizing informal events, as well as consuming merchandise and becoming part of an esports commu nity. Researchers exploring the link between
esports and Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) have identified five categories of participation for members of the esports community within the esports ecosystem (Figure 3),
including content creators, strategists, organizers, and entrepreneurs 26. While players and teams are found at the very center of this ecosystem, the authors argue that it is actually the wider
community, their practices, engagement and even their products that create and drive the entire esports engine. The researchers go on to make the case that the knowledge and skills learned as
part of an esports curriculum connect with STEM, college preparatory skills and Career Technical Education standards in US sc hools27.

Figure 3 The Esports Ecosystem illustrating five routes to participation for players and the community 27

In addition to the player and community dimension, the ecosystem also contains professional and commercial components, includ ing publishers, business managers, marketing experts, physical
therapists and professionals representing brands and platforms. Figure 4 explores this in further detail 28. As the industry continues to grow, it is this professional aspect that is becoming
increasingly recognized, attracting investors, media attention – and with it reaching audiences that may be considered mainstream by the public.

Participants

Publishers

Teams

Description

Examples

Companies who design and publish video-games.
• Riot Games
Publishers may also have a role in organising
• Blizzard
tournaments, or may licence out their products
• Valve
(titles) to external league organisers or broadcasters.
Professional or semi-professional players are selected
to play as part of a team (sometimes known as a
squad). Teams compete against each other in
organised tournaments for cash prizes. Typically an
esports club might run several different squads
specializing in different games.

• Cloud 9
• Unicorns of Love
• Astralis
• FeZe Clan
• Team Liquid

A range of third party organisations (such as Major
League Gaming) are responsible for organisation

• ESL Gaming
• DreamHack
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Notes
The games used in esports are often referred to as Titles
e.g. League of Legends is published by Riot Games,
DOTA is published by Valve

Esports Leagues:
• Rocket League Championship Series

League
Organizers

Platforms

Brands and
Investors

A range of third party organisations (such as Major
League Gaming) are responsible for organisation
leagues and tournaments, as well as managing the
coverage and media at the events. Broadcasting
rights are then sold to platforms such as Twitch and
YouTube.

• ESL Gaming
• DreamHack
• Major League Gaming

Platforms such as Twitch and YouTube offer live and
on-demand streaming of esports to the huge
community of esports fans.

• Twitch
• YouTube
• Mixer
• Smashcast

Sponsorship and investment in the industry has
supported the growth of esports in recent years.
Teams wear brand logos on their shirts, use products
and produce social media content around their
sponsors.

• Intel
• Logitech
• HTC
• Redbull
• Nissan
• Volkswagen

Esports Leagues:
• Rocket League Championship Series
• Overwatch League
• League of Legends Championship series
Esports tournaments:
• The International
• Intel Extreme Masters
• Overwatch World Cup

Some brands sponsor their own teams within the scene,
including the Red Bulls, Roccat and Team Kinguin.

Figure 4 The commercial dimension of the Esports Ecosystem 28

There are a number of different games that are used to practice and play esports. In 2019, the most popular titles were Fortn ite, Defense of the Ancients 2 (DOTA 2) and Counter Strike, with
between 200 and almost 700 tournaments hosted for these games (Figure 5). However, there are also different types of games, a nd this is particularly interesting from an educational perspective,
because different types of games illicit different forms of game-play, and require players to develop different skill sets. Additionally, it is important to understand the differences betwee n these
games, because some will be more appropriate for a school esports team than others.

Prize money

Game

Rank

Players

Tournaments

1.

Fortnite

$64,422,992.50

2273 Players

350 Tournaments

2.

Dota 2

$46,963,099.34

1286 Players

205 Tournaments

3.

Counter Strike: Global Offensive

$21,716,225.02

3823 Players

776 Tournaments

4.

PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds

$12,890,294.86

1358 Players

103 Tournaments

5.

Overwatch

$9,587,036.77

1226 Players

58 Tournaments

6.

League of Legends

$9,149,465.80

1747 Players

162 Tournaments

7.

Call of Duty: Black Ops 4

$6,517,557.00

384 Players

38 Tournaments

8.

Arena of Valor

$5,801,003.19

242 Players

16 Tournaments

9.

Rainbow Six Siege

$4,669,338.74

756 Players

70 Tournaments

10.

Hearthstone

$4,567,263.29

401 Players

37 Tournaments

Figure 5 The top ten games played in 2019 by prize earnings, players and number of tournaments

29

Generally, with respect to esports, there are 4 main types of games; Player Vs Player (PVP), Real Time Strategy (RTS), Multi player On-Line Battle Arena (MOBA), and First Person Shooter (FPS). A
fifth type of game is Role-Playing Games (RPG), and while these have been studied a lot in Game-Based Learning research because of the ways in which they create community, discussion, critical
thinking and decision-making, they are not as popular in the esports domain as the other types. However, as the esports industry continues to explo de, the emergence of new titles sees games
that blend action with strategy and role-playing, making it increasingly difficult for educators to classify these games by type alone. For example in League of Legen ds, which is typified as a Real
Time Strategy game, players assume the role of a character, or avatar with unique strengths and abilities. Here, some of the strategy in the game occurs when teams have to co-ordinate different
character's strengths as part of their plan, merging the strategy and role-playing genres.
For simplicity, in the section below, we review the characteristics of each of the four main types of video -games.

Player versus Player, also known as PvP, are games where one player competes against another (or several others). A distincti on is made here, that this kind of face-off is between one or more
human players, as opposed to a human player battling against the computer. In days gone by, you may have expected to see this kind of action on a console game such as Mario kart, where one
player races against another around a race track, or in Street Fighter where one player participates in open combat against a nother opponent. However, the genre has moved with the times and
PVP is found in both fighting games and sports games. Figure 6, below shows popular PvP Titles used in esports.

Title

Publisher

Objective

PEGI Rating

Super Smash Bro's (or Smash) Nintendo

In this fighting video-game involving characters from different
franchises (Mario, Zelda, Pokemon…) players seek to launch their
opponents off the stage and out of bounds.

12

Rocket League

Psyonix

A team game, much like soccer, where the objective is to score by
knocking a ball into the opponents net. Unlike soccer individuals
play in cars!

3+

Street Fighter

Capcom

In this fighting video-game, the player engages opponents in 1on-1 martial combat. The objective is to decrease the other
player's vitality before the timer runs out and to win 2 matches
out of 3.

12
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out of 3.
FIFA

EA Sports

In this football simulation, the 2 players take control of 2 football
teams to compete against each other like in a real match.

3+

Figure 6 Examples of Player versus Player (PvP) video-game titles, publishers and their PEGI age-rating

In a Real-Time Strategy game, players do not take turns to play. Instead, play occurs continuously as players compete against each othe r to achieve the game's objective. In RTS games, generally,
each player is positioned on a map, with limited resources and the objective is to strategize the best way to secure their re sources, build their forces and defend their territory. As players begin to
use up the world's resources, the game requires them to take over their opponent's bases to secure enough resources for their own growing empire.
Resource gathering is a main feature here, but so is resource use (including economic expansion and large -scale strategic maneuvering), and players must think tactically to overcome their
opponents and win the game. Figure 7 lists popular RTS titles used in esports.

Title

Objective

Publisher

PEGI Rating

Starcraft

Blizzard

A Real-Time Strategy game where up to 8 players choose to become one of 3 races
(Protoss, Terran or Zerg), each with different play styles and strengths, to create and
control an army. Set in the future in a distant part of the Milky Way, the objective is to
defeat the opponents by gathering resources, building bases and units, conquering
territories to, finally, annihilate the opponent's structures.
Some modes allow other victory conditions as:
• Conquering and defending territories during a certain lapse of time (Capture The
Flag),
• Being the first player to reach a set number of minerals (Greed),
• Being the first player to reach a set number of kills (Slaughter) etc.

16

Starcraft 2

Blizzard

The objective is the same as in Starcraft (see above) with updated armies, and a better
graphic engine.

16

Warcraft

Blizzard

A Real-Time Strategy game where up to 12 players can take on the role of an Orc or a
Human. The objective is to find, build and manage to lead a small army to victory by
destroying the other players' forces/bases.

12

Figure 7 Examples of popular Real-Time Strategy (RTS) video -game titles, publishers and their PEGI age-rating

In recent years, interest in RTS games has waned, partly because for spectators these games are not as fast -paced as other types of games. The Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) genre is
offering both players and spectators the tactical challenge of RTS, but with the pace and excitement of an action video -game. In MOBA, individual players must work as a team to gather
resources and successfully destroy the opposing team’s base or structure. Typically a player will assume the identity of an avatar (or character) with specific abilities in -game, and therefore a huge
part of tactical play in this kind of game depends on the team deciding when, where and how to use different player's strengt hs to help their quest. Clever game-play can result in avatars gaining
experience, skills or 'levelling up', making them even stronger opponents as the game proceeds, but there may be a cost to th is, which teams will have to weigh up as part of their battle plan.
Figure 8 lists popular MOBA titles used in esports.

Title

Publisher

Objective

PEGI Rating

League of Legends

Riot Games

Players assume the role of a Champion with unique abilities and battle as part of a
team with the goal of destroying the opposing team's "Nexus" (or base). All
Champions initially start off with basic skills but can level up through game-play.

12

Defense of the
Ancients (DOTA)

Valve

This game is actually a 'mod' for the video-game Warcraft. The objective is to
12
destroy the opponents' Ancient (a guarded structure at the opposite end of the
map). Players use powerful units known as heroes, and are assisted by teammates
and AI-controlled fighters. As in role-playing games, players level up their heroes and
use gold to buy equipment during the mission.

Heroes of the Storm

Blizzard

Players work in teams of 5 to destroy the opposing team's main structure, called the
"Core". To reach the Core, at least one line of defensive structures, known as "forts"
and "keeps", needs to be destroyed.

12

Figure 8 Popular Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) video -game titles, publishers and their PEGI age-rating

In a First Person Shooter, the player views the world through the eyes of their character. In this sense, often the player wo n't see their character's body, but they can usually see objects they are
carrying (weapons, maps etc.) and an indication of their status in the form of health points, lives, armor, ammunition etc. T his status enables the player to make strategic decisions in-game about
which actions to take, or which avenues to pursue in meeting the overall objective of the game.
As the name suggests FPS, these games are typically set in battlefields or battle arenas with the objective of killing the ot her team. Figure 9 shows popular FPS titles used in esports.
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Title

Objective

Publisher

PEGI Rating

Overwatch

Blizzard

Overwatch assigns players into two teams of six, with each player selecting from over
30 characters, known as heroes, with unique characteristics. Players work together to
secure and defend control points on a map, or go on missions to escort a payload
across a map. Players can earn rewards that are cosmetic (better skins etc.) and do not
affect game-play.

Pegi 12

Counter-Strike

Turtle Rock Studios

Two opposing teams—the Terrorists and the Counter Terrorists—compete to complete Pegi 18
objectives, such as securing a location, defusing a bomb, or rescuing hostages. Scoring
is based on individual performance, enabling players to upgrade weapons, armor and
so on.

Call of Duty

Activision

The series originally focused on the World War II setting but subsequent releases are
set in the cold war, and in modern war zones. A range of game-play options allow
players to engage in Special Operations mode (where teams play against AI to
complete a high stakes mission), play in multi-player format in Deathmatch mode
(human teams play each other), Dominion (teams have to seek and secure 3 points
across the map – and stay alive) and Search. There are a variety of other modes, but
scoring is based on individual performance.

Pegi 18

Figure 9 Popular First Person Shooter (FPS) video-game titles, publishers and their PEGI age-rating

Game-based learning proponents often argue that not all games will be equally effective at all levels of learning, and different t ypes of games are effective depending on the learning objectives.
While fast-paced action games will be better for promoting speed of response, decision -making, and visual processing, narrative-driven adventure games are likely to be best for promoting
problem solving skills30.
As you'll see from the Tables above, all of these games come with an age rating, and this is a good place to start in determining whether a game is suitable for your classroom setting. Pan
European Game Information (PEGI) is the video games age ratings system that is in force across Europe. This means it is illeg al for a retailer to sell a video game to someone who is below the
game’s official PEGI age rating.
There are five age ratings: 3, 7, 12, 16 and 18. It is worth noting that many online games (including PEGI 3+ titles) enable voice or text chat in their online multiplayer modes, and as such, adult
discussion, swearwords and insults can be common, and therefore educators should use the ratings as a guide only. The Britis h Esports Association have published an Esports Age Guide and
recommend that it’s good practice for teachers and parents to research the video game before purchasing 31.
Consideration of game ratings and researching the games before purchasing them is an essential first step for educators. This combined with a thorough consideration of your curriculum learning
objectives, and your school's ethos and values will set a clear benchmark for games that are suitable for your educational se tting.
These issues are explored in greater depth in later sections, with section 6, providing a step-by-step guide for educators wishing to start their own esports team, and section 4 detailing case
studies where by esports have been successfully introduced into the school curriculum in a variety of settings. We also ask experienced educators how they choose their esports games in our
'Top Tips' interviews in Section 6.2.

Some of esports' finest players have reached celebrity status in the gaming community, and beyond. Often known first and fore most by their gamer tag, these professional level players are
generally (but not always) skilled at playing one particular type of game and are often scouted by the top teams. For example , Faker (birth name Lee, Sang Hyeok) is said to be the world's finest
League of Legends player, having won the world championship 3 times. Beginning his career at the age of 17, he is believed to have won more than over $1.2 million in prize money and has a
place on the Korean National Team. This story is not unusual in esports, and as the industry begins to establish itself firml y with sponsorship and media support, schools, colleges and the wider
esports industry are seeing valid career pathways emerge. Figure 10 gives a brief overview of some of the world's biggest esp orts stars.

Figure 10 Overview of some of the world's biggest Esports stars 32

A lot of research has been conducted on the players themselves. It is important for game designers to understand what makes p layers want to play, and from this single consideration has come
the realization that not all players are alike. Early research on the theory of games suggested that this 'want' was tied to a player's strategic consideration of cost-benefit or 'how can I maximize
my minimal payoff, while minimizing the maximal payoff of the other players?' 33 The data gathered was based on a specific game genre, MMORPG, and while this early game -theory was groundbreaking, it failed to take into account what is known as the 'fuzzy' human dimension that arises from understanding how game s influence emotion and cognition, particularly factors such as
motivation, satisfaction and pleasure 34.
The Bartle Model explores different player motivations for game-play, expressing them as four discrete player 'types' (Figure 11); The Explorer, The Achiever, The Killer and The Socializer 35. It
categorizes players based on the ways in which they are motivated by two aspects of a game; (i) Game Content (x axis) and (i i) Control (y axis).
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categorizes players based on the ways in which they are motivated by two aspects of a game; (i) Game Content (x axis) and (i i) Control (y axis).
• Game Content is shown on the vertical axis and refers to the ways in which players are motivated to interact with the game world (or conte nt), either having a preference to interact with
objects and environments in the game, or whether they prefer to interact and experience the game through other players.
• Control , shown on the horizontal axis, refers to the preferences players show for either taking unilateral, autonomous action (having full control to exercise their decisions etc.), or at the
other end of the spectrum, a preference for interacting with the overarching game system to deeply understand its processes a nd mechanics35. This combination of preferences for content
and control, enables a player to be categorized in one of the four quadrants. Alternative models have been proposed, but the Bartle Model has been widely used by both players, and
researchers in trying to understand player psychology and motivation. It is worth noting that while the original model sugge sts these player types are discrete, more recent work suggests
that players may exhibit a combination of different motivations, rather than belonging to a single quadrant. It is thought th at Socializers make up 80% of the average game community, and
the rest is comprised of 10% each for Achievers and Explorers, and a minority of Killers 35.

Figure 11 The Bartle Model, showing four player types based on game-play preference; Killer, Achiever, Socializer and Explorer 35

What might these player types tell us about our students? Like any model, The Bartle Model makes generalizations based on obs ervations of a sample of players, and using a specific game genre,
and we must bear this in mind when considering our own students. However, Figure 12 identifies some of the factors that may m otivate each of the player 'types' to engage with either (I) specific
games or (ii) specific types of game-play – or both.

Player Type

Characteristics

Achiever

Competitive and enjoy winning difficult challenges - whether they are set by the game, or by themselves. The more
challenging the goal, the most rewarded they tend to feel. Motivated by reward, scoring points and winning.

Explorer

Interested in understanding the world. They like to explore the environment, and the finer details of the game
mechanics. These players may end up knowing how the game works and behave better than the game creators
themselves. They are motivated by discovering short-cuts, tricks, and glitches and solving puzzles.

Killer

Socializer

Provocative and are motivated by defeating other people. Trolls, hackers, cheaters, are found in this category, along
with the most ferocious and skillful PvP opponents.
Sociable and enjoy the community aspect of gaming. They help to spread knowledge and empathy, and are often
found to take on roles in the game community. Motivated by connection and by seeing their team/ guild/
community succeed.

Figure 12 Characteristics of The Bartle Model's player types

Understanding the psychology and motivations of players is not only essential for game designers, but is incredibly useful fo r educators too. It reminds us that different players come to games
with different motivations, and different preferences – there is no one 'perfect game' for all of our students. Additionally, it's worth considering the concept of ' shifting' preferences, or the ways in
which different games (with different objectives and types of challenges) may be able to illicit different motivations, emoti ons, approaches – and in essence develop different kinds of
competencies in our students 36.
In a study examining the neurobiology of play, the Bartle Model's four types of player were mapped on to neuro -biological functions, enabling researchers to make indirect connections between
player motivations and cognitive and emotional processes occurring in specific parts of the brain during play. The research a lso proposed that regular game play may stimulate, and develop the
function, size, and shape of a subject’s brain 34. The research identifies four main areas of the brain, and within the context of play relates them to Fear, Pleasure, Social izing and
Memory/Association. From a teaching perspective, these insights may be useful in informing us of what it is about game mechan ics and game design that is capturing the imagination of our
students and motivating them to play. It helps us frame the idea that there is no 'one size fits all' game within the context of understanding our student's preferences. Finally, the research's
findings that, regular game play may alter the function, size, and shape of a subject’s brain means that we can help students set goals and target areas for development, whether this is problem
solving, social skills or motor skills, the good news is we can use game-play to help our students improve and develop with practice.
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1.4 Esports as Organized Play

Over the past decade, the number of esports leagues and tournaments has grown exponentially, reflecting its growing acceptance in mainstream culture. This growth
in esports events has been supported by the establishment of professional esports bodies, such as the International Esports Federation (South Korea) representing
over 50 member nations including the United States, Sweden, China, Russia and Germany. In 2017, almost 4000 esports tournaments took place, with total prize
money reaching $110.6 million dollars29.
Figure 13 presents information on professional tournaments that took place in 2019. Not listed here, but of particular significance is the World Cyber Games,
comparable to the Olympic Games in that it attracts competitors from over 70 countries, and more than a million participants for entry into the national preliminary
rounds37.

Top Esport Tournaments

Top Esport Leagues

1.

The International

1.

Evolution Championship series

2.

Intel Extreme Masters

2.

League of Legends Championship Series

3.

CS:GO Majors

3.

Call of Duty World League

4.

Overwatch World Cup

4.

Rocket League Championship Series

5.

Fortnite World Cup Finals

5.

PUBG Global Championship

6.

Evolution Championship series

Figure 13 Top esports tournaments and leagues in 201938

Leagues typically develop around the most popular games, with publishers such as Riot, Blizzard and Valve hosting competitions for their games (League of Legends,
Overwatch and DOTA 2, respectively). However, large organizations such as the Electronic Sports League (ESL) and Major League Gaming (MLG) also run events.
Rather than showcasing games, these organizations give their star esports teams time in the limelight, selling out arenas, and granting broadcasting rights to
particular streaming platforms. There are a number of smaller events such as regional qualifiers and so on that are organized by smaller groups with official
sponsorship.
International events such as the World Cyber Games (WCG) attract such huge numbers of participants and spectators, that corporate sponsorship, media naturally
follows, generating even larger audiences and larger prizes, helping to further embed esports as an increasingly accepted cultural activity39.
It is this foundation as a cultural activity, supported by mainstream media and sponsored by global brands that has laid the groundwork for the establishment of
institutionalized governance of esports, giving rise to an increase in the number of professional leagues, as well as the number of regulatory organizations
representing esports throughout the world including The Cyberathlete Professional League (US), Korean Esports Association (South Korea), and the Electronic Sports
League (Europe)39,40.

At the time of writing, there is no single international governing body for esports. Currently, each esport is individually governed by a game publisher (for example,
League of Legends by Riot Games, Rocket League by Psyonix). Because of the fast-paced growth of the industry, and also because the participants are most likely to
be young, adolescents from around the world, there is a great need for international regulation, rule-setting, ethical guidance and governance.
In practice, the rules of an esport are generally dictated by the game mechanics created by the developer. Typically, all behavior that is allowed by the game
mechanics is generally allowed in an esports competition. In effect, this means that the only regulations that can be 'set' are for out-of-game expectations such as
rules about competitive integrity, behavior, and equipment. Currently, these rules are either set by the developer or by the tournament organizers but with
internationalization, there are calls for better regulation. A consortium of 12 Swedish esports organizations have collaborated to produce the Esports Code of
Conduct for tournament players, organizers and parents.

Globally, there are two main organizations beginning to establish governance, the International Esports Federation (IsSf) and the World Esports Association (WESA)41.

Founded in 2008, the International Esports Federation aims to promote standardization in esports, to provide esports oriented human resource training,
and to continually promote esports and its values42. Based in South Korea, its members come from national esports federations in countries such as the
United States, Germany, Denmark, Russia and China. Competitions associated with IeSf’s World Championships are organized in such a way that teams
need to consist of players with the same nationality, and they aim to separate tournaments into men’s and women’s tournaments. Recently, the Federation
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need to consist of players with the same nationality, and they aim to separate tournaments into men’s and women’s tournaments. Recently, the Federation
entered into a partnership with the Chinese corporation Alibaba, a collaboration that has enabled them to bring esports to the 2022 Asian Games41.

The World Esports Association was founded in 2016 by ESL (the world's largest esports company) and 8 multi-gaming organizations. It was founded to
both professionalize esports, to establish players’ rights and influence in esports policies, and to introduce a revenue share between all parties involved
with the project43. It's executive board has two members chosen by ESL and two by the teams. The fifth member is the chair and is selected by the other
board members. This gives ESL a lot more influence than any other individual organization within WESA41. WESA created a Player Council to be elected by
players to represent them in a wide range of areas, including players transfers, policy and rules.

While these organizations give some regulatory structure to the esports industry, some criticize the lack of independence and objectivity created by having
publishers, and other 'insiders' in positions of authority, with a sense that these organizations may make decisions best-suited to their business, rather than
for the profession, players or the industry at large. Furthermore, none of these organizations have yet established any real enforcement mechanisms
necessary to enforce rules and regulations in the esports industry41,44.

Recommendations are for a global governing body to unify governance and regulation of esports across all games and publishers, with independent rule
setting, metrics and reporting45.

A number of esports organisations exist at national and regional scales. At a regional scale, organizations like the Asian Electronic Sports Federation (AESF)
are the governing body for 45 member countries including South Korea, China and Singapore. At a national level, organizations like the United States
Esports Federation and others are the official governing bodies for professional esports in the USA and are members of International esports bodies such
as the International Esports Federation. Figure 14 provides an insight to some of the other national and regional governing organizations around the
world.

Organization

Mission

Asian Electronic Sports Federation (AESF)

Governing body of esports in Asia and recognized by Olympic Council of Asia with 45 member countries including
(China, Singapore, South Korea)

United States Esports Federation

Official governing body for esports in the USA and a member of the International eSports Federation (IeSF) with the
responsibility to promote, grow and develop the quality, diversity and beauty of esports

The British Esports Association (BEA)

Represent player interests at all levels of esports.

France Esports Federation

Regulate esports and advise the French government

Russian Esports Federation

National sport federation

Arab Esports Federation & the Global eSports Resources

Partnership representing 11 member countries in the Middle East

The Korea Esports Association (KeSPA)

Established to manage esports in South Korea. It is a member of the Korean Olympic Committee and the
International Esports Federation, managing 25 esports in the country and also hosts the annual KeSPA Cup,

National Association of Collegiate Esports (NACE)

American collegiate esports association, mentioned here because of its 42 members colleges across the US

Tespa (formerly Texas Esports Association)

North American collegiate esports

Thailand Esports Federation

It is recognised by the Sports Authority of Thailand and is a member of the International Esports Federation.

Finnish Esports Federation (SEUL)

Umbrella organization for Finnish competitive electronic gaming

Professional Esports Association (PEA)

US based professional video gaming and esports league. Created with the aim of having a "stable, healthy,
long-term environment for the players. Its founding members include some of the US's best esports teams
including Team Liquid, Cloud 9 and Team Solomid

Figure 14 National and regional esports governing organizations around the world.

A number of college and high school leagues have now been established. Those presented here are not an exhaustive list, but rather an indication of the growth of
this activity within the education sector. In addition to the growth of leagues and tournaments, a number of schools and colleges are beginning to create esports
courses and curricula. In Norway, the Garnes Vidaregaande Skule was the first high school to add esports to the school’s core curriculum. The Arlanda Gymnasiet
School in Sweden introduced an esports curriculum in 2015 with the goal of equipping students to work in the growing esports industry, as players and in a range of
technical jobs across the sector. A new esports program has also been launched in schools in Finland with the support of the Finnish Esport Federation. We take a
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technical jobs across the sector. A new esports program has also been launched in schools in Finland with the support of the Finnish Esport Federation. We take a
more in-depth look at some of these courses in our Case Studies in Section 4.
Figure 15 provides an insight into College and High School esports leagues.

•
High School Esports League (HSEL), North America Scholastic Esports Federation (NASEF) and PlayVS, Electronic Gaming Federation (EGF)

•

League of Schools (Scandinavia) - A league for high schools competing in League of Legends or Counter Strike in Nordic countries. Prize pool 40,000 Euro.
Sweden’s new esports curriculum enrolled at Arlanda Gymnasiet school in Mrsta.

•
British Esports Championships open to schools and colleges with participants over the age of 12 years old.

•
Garena Premier League – formerly for collegiate esports now runs a competition for high schools in Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, China and Hong Kong.

•

New Zealand High School League with over 50 participating schools.
Figure 15 College and High School esports leagues around the world.
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2.1 An introduction to Game-Based Learning

As explored in the introduction, there is yet to be consensus on whether esports should be considered as a sport, in the traditional sense. From an educational perspective, however,
sport isn't the only discipline we can consider drawing from in the curriculum. Because of the intrinsic nature of esports as being facilitated through playing video-games1, its wider
foundations are based in both Game-Based Learning (GBL) and Sport Education. In this section, we explore Game-Based Learning in some depth, as one of the foundational
element of esports . Figure 15 illustrates the skills and competencies that can be delivered through esports, when the theoretical and pedagogical foundations are rooted largely,
but not exclusively, in Digital Game Based Learning. Being able to conceive esports as having wider curricular foundations than just sport education, opens up a wide range of
teaching possibilities including Social and Emotional Learning, 21st Century Skills and Digital Citizenship which are broadly applicable across a range of curricular areas.

Figure 15 Esports skills and competencies from a Digital Game-Based Learning (GBL) perspective
Throughout the literature, and in some existing esports courses, there are references to even wider curricular links for esports including, for example, tapping into subjects such as
Enterprise, Business Studies and Media Studies. However, these disciplines are firmly embedded in many curricula, and generally well-understood. For the purposes of this esports
educator framework, we take a deeper dive into the pedagogical and curricular foundations of a newer and evolving approach, Game-Based Learning.

Game-based learning is a relatively new field in education. It can be described as using games in educational contexts to reach educational objectives2. All forms of games can be
used for GBL including traditional board games, however the term most commonly refers to the use of digital or video-games as a tool for classroom learning, and in this context it
is referred to as Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL).
Since this field is still developing, and the terminology is fairly new, GBL is often confused with the term Gamification. However, they are two distinct and very different approaches.
According to Shapiro3, educators are already very well acquainted with gamification – the use of game elements (such as points, badges, prizes, progression to more challenging
'levels' etc.) to motivate and engage students. This happens in a normal classroom setting without the need to use technology, or even the need to play games.

Game-based learning, however, is associated with constructivist theories of learning, where knowledge is actively learned through participation, is socially constructed through
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Game-based learning, however, is associated with constructivist theories of learning, where knowledge is actively learned through participation, is socially constructed through
interacting and learning with others, and is influenced by personal experience4. The educational foundation for GBL draws from concepts such as the pedagogy of play, situated
learning, self-directed learning and mastery learning. We explore these in more depth here, and examine how coupling digital games and play with effective pedagogy can
positively shape attitudes to failure, support the development of crucial 'learning to learn' skills, as well as provide a safe environment for learners to develop complex cognitive, social
and emotional skills that support academic achievement.

The value of play in children's learning has long been established in developmental education 5,6,7. Play is an innately intuitive medium for children’s learning and can
enhance childhood development from 33%-67%, supporting the growth of a wide range of skills including intellectual (problem solving, logic, IQ), social, emotional, and
physical development8,9. Experts on the importance of play in early childhood development suggest that it is through play that children develop i mportant 'learning to
learn' skills, problem solving skills and create important neurochemical pathways that govern skill sets such as organizing, monitor ing, and planning for the future. In fact,
this body of work suggests that children who are not stimulated by play or being played with may not be able to develop the n eural pathways fundamental for learning 8.
While play is viewed differently by educators as children become older, often being considered 'distracting' or diverting fro m more serious learning and assessment
activities, children do not stop playing. Instead, the nature of their play changes with games that become gradually more c omplex or challenging10. This evolution of play
is accompanied with an increase in complexity, including rules, ethics, morality, judgement, decision -making, and social engagement providing young people with
opportunities to practice and refine the growing skill sets they will need in later life. An important development is researc h by the American Psychology Association, that
video-games provide the same opportunities to develop emotional mastery and social competence as those provided by and explored thr ough children’s play, including
opportunities to explore and resolve issues of dominance, anxiety, growth and so on 11. The playful learning associated with game-based learning and digital game-based
learning, and their links with developing complex cognitive, social and emotional skills can offer many opportunities for cla ssroom learning.

Situated learning is an instructional approach based on the theoretical foundations proposed by constructivists Dewey and Vyg otsky that suggests students learn by
actively participating in the learning experience, and by learning theories that criticize the abstract and 'unrealistic' nat ure of classroom learning12. In practice it requires
the educator to create a situational context for learning outcomes that enable students to develop skills and knowledge that can be transferred and applied to other
problems or challenges. When students immerse themselves in virtual worlds and actively solve problems, puzzles and challeng es to achieve a pre-defined goal, it can be
considered situated learning. There is evidence to suggest that situated learning is related to high student motivation, eng agement and to the development of skills to
support complex problem solving, and its transfer to other contexts 13,14. It is argued that DGBL actively develops cognitive skills because of in-game features that provide
instant and continuous feedback. Video-games are designed to encourage players to undertake specific cognitive activities in-game: use feedback to (i) interpret their
experiences and (ii) reflect upon their failures in order to improve. However, situated learning is often socially mediated, and while interpretation and reflection are an
integral part of a game's design, research shows that meaning and sense-making is also constructed though the communities that game players create.

This kind of community demonstrates the highly connected, collaborative and social aspects of situated learning occurring through digital game-based learning,
that can give rise to what is known as an affinity space; often virtual (but not exclusively) community spaces organized around a common passion or interest. These
affinity spaces are of interest to educators, because of their potential to drive learning through collaboration, co-creation and tacit knowledge.

Contrary to popular belief that self-directed learning is about independent, isolating and solitary ways of learning, the concept stems from the idea that studen ts should
become independent thinkers through a combination of approaches that involve giving the learner more choice in how and what t hey learn, and empowering them to
make more decisions about their own learning 15. As self-directed learning increasingly becomes recognized as a 21 st Century Skill, schools are beginning to tap into a
wide range of technologies to support learners in developing skills in independent learning 16. Digital game-based learning to can be described as self-directed to some
extent, being driven by a combination of learner-initiated activities and game mechanics. Learners work towards specific goals, using continual feedback to appraise their
own performance, and reflect upon their actions, strategies and game-play to set their own goals for future success. This use of self-assessment, reflection and setting
self-determined goals are all part of the 'learning to learn' process, and what is known by educators as incidental learning 17.

Digital Game-Based Learning also lends itself to Mastery Learning approaches, where students are given time and repeated opportunities to improve their skills until they
reach a desired level of expertise. Because game mechanics allow for tracking, scoring and progress monitoring, and that oft en players have many 'lives', they reinforce
the concept that failure is nothing to be ashamed of, in fact, it is a useful signpost indicating where further practice is needed18. According to Anderson et al (2019),
mastery oriented individuals exhibit quite marked differences in their attitudes towards failure, demonstrating positive rea ctions such as renewed effort, heightened
affect, and positive language19. This aspect of DGBL has also been associated with shifts in learner identity, whereby learners with low ability have fres h opportunities to
leave behind their classroom 'tag' as a low achiever and instead forge a new identity for themselves as they work towards mas tery20.
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Game-based learning has been fairly well-established in schools across the world for a number of years. In 2013, 74% of K8 educators across the US said they use video-games in
class, and in 2015, 64% of K-12 educators used video games for the purpose of teaching21, and in a 2018 survey, 74% of parents agreed that video games have educational
benefits22. A number of DGBL proponents suggest that one reason games provide such rich learning environments is because they embody all of the principles of a good lesson, but
in a beautifully realized, graphically-rich immersive environment. Games, they suggest, provide similar scaffolds for learning as are found in high quality learning environments
including; clear goals, motivation, opportunities for practice, reinforcing expertise, feedback, progress monitoring, engagement, planning, fun failure, choice, agency and problembased learning23. Much of the early work of James Paul Gee, aimed at trying to better understand the ways in which games are so effective at creating excellent learning
environments in order to influence real-world instructional and educational design in classrooms.

There are many perspectives on what exactly makes Digital Game-Based Learning so successful in developing a whole range of skills and competencies. One of the many arguments
is that game-based learning isn't something that is only happening in schools. It is something that is so deeply embedded in youth culture that critical 21st Century skills and
competencies are being developed through children and adolescents' play, leisure and social activities – and participation is completely voluntary; children want to take part.
Researchers suggest that games are engaging because people (of all ages) like to be in control of what’s on the screen, and games offer this control on a continuing basis. In
addition, games can give children and adolescents a strong sense of mastery and competence, and these can make an individual feel empowered24. Small, continual doses of
confidence-boosting feelings of mastery are, of course, somewhat addictive. In addition to fostering feelings of control and mastery, other reasons that games are believed to be
so engaging are because players are motivated to by a range of factors seamlessly offered by games and their environments, including social interaction, competition, and escapism.
Despite the DGBL becoming a widely established practice in classrooms, fears about the impact of screen time, addictive or violent behavior are still pervasive. McGonigal (2011), an
advocate of play and GBL argues that it is time for us to reconsider the negative connotations that we associate with video games—that they are “escapist” or “time wasters' and
instead begin to harness their incredible power. Research in this field has increased over the last 10 years, with numerous advances from the field of neurology, medicine,
psychology and education illustrating the positive impacts (explored more fully in the following sections). In Figure 16, we address the primary concerns of educators when it comes
to using video-games in the classroom, and explore the ways in which educators themselves can play a primary role in transforming the culture of gaming.
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Figure 16 Infographic addressing common concerns about the impact of video -games on adolescents, and the role educators can play in transforming culture

In addition to these societal concerns about the use of video-games by adolescents and young people, educators have classroom specific concerns that relate to (i) policy and
curriculum, (ii) assessment (iv) time pressures and (iv) their own proficiency with technology. We address these issues in section 2.3, Overcoming Barriers.
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2.2 Benefits of Digital Game-Based Learning

Video-games are an accepted part of almost all children’s’ lives, with 97% playing for at least one hour per day in the US11. However, there is now a growing interest in the use of
digital tools in the classroom, and with this comes the exploration of video-games for learning and assessment. This movement, is in part, driven by a recognition of an emerging
digital economy, the digital skills gap (a shortfall between the number of digital jobs and the number of employees with appropriate skills to fill them), and the demand for 21st
Century skills in places of employment, and within a technologically advancing society26.
The use of video-games for teaching in the classroom has received mixed appraisal. There is a wealth of literature exploring the impacts of playing video-games. Much of the
early research was conducted in response to concerns and fears about the potentially negative consequences of video-game play for adolescents11,27. In 2005 a consortium of
organizations including The Federation of American Scientists, and the National Science Foundation brought together a wide array of experts to explore the learning potential of
video-games. They found that many of the skills required for success in games such as thinking, planning, learning, and technical skills are highly regarded by employers23.
In addition to the development of cognitive skills and academic achievement, there is a plethora of research that identifies benefits across a range of domains including pro-social
skills, social and emotional skills, self-determination and self-efficacy, decision-making and risk taking, and physical, emotional and mental health and well-being28,29,30,31,32,33. A
report for the American Psychological Association11 , found positive impacts relating to four broad areas:

Video-games have been shown to improve attention, focus, and reaction time

Video-games inspire intrinsic, rather than extrinsic motivation

Gamers are able to transfer the prosocial skills that they learn from multi-player gameplay to peer and family relations

Games induce positive mood states, and help players develop effective responses to failure, manage complex emotions and rela te to others
From our review, we have identified a fifth impact relating to Inclusion in the classroom. In this section, we use the categories outlined above to present evidence on the benefits
of Digital Game Based Learning gathered across multiple research disciplines.

Before we explore the range of cognitive benefits identified in the research, it is worth pointing out that since the research disciplines span cognitive and behavioral science,
neurology, psychology and education, there may be some differences in terminology. In education, we might expect cognitive benefits to relate to problem solving, critical
thinking, reasoning and so on, referred to as Cognitive Skills. However in neurology, these relate to a range of other benefits, referred to as Cognitive Functions. We explore all of
these cognitive benefits and their relationship to learning below.

A number of studies from the field of medicine and neuroscience suggest that people who regularly play action video-games develop superior Cognitive Functions34,35,36,37.
These include faster and more efficient; attention, memory, and executive control, sensory processing, and spatial and visual performance .
From an educational point of view these cognitive skills can have a significant influence on learning, since they are related to Working Memory, which influences the ways in
which students store, access and use information, prioritize information and tasks, regulate emotions and behavior, and focus on goals38.

Notably, evidence suggests these highly influential functions are not fixed, and in fact can be developed and improved using video-games. Some studies suggest that these
benefits can be gained in a very short period of time – perhaps as little as 10 hours of game-play, and may be transferable to activities outside the game environment11,39.
Research exploring the impact of activities specifically designed to target working memory showed correlations with improvements in reading ability, reading comprehension
and mathematics performance40,41,42 and that working memory is highly predictive of scholastic achievement43.
The research field of cognitive science has produced a large amount of research exploring the impacts of video-game-play on the brain. Here, we provide a snapshot into the
main findings.

• The ability to process information very quickly, in parallel, at the same time, and from a range of different sources, and without being distracted (resisting
perceptual interference).

A research study showed that doctors who spent at least three hours a week playing video games made about 37 % fewer mistakes in surgery and performed the
task 27% faster than non-gaming surgeons44,45.
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• The brain's ability to change - and improve over time (or neuroplasticity).

Ordinarily, cognitive functions decline with age. Because video-gaming places complex motor and cognitive demands on specific parts of the brain, gamers have
shown increases in grey matter in parts of the brain crucial for spatial navigation, strategic planning, working memory and motor performance 11, 46
• Multi-tasking, prioritization and the ability to determine what is and is not of relevance for a given task.
Recent neurology studies suggest that associated with increases in attentional behavior, are some complex changes in the brain that enable video-game players to
filter out irrelevant tasks, whilst multi-tasking47,48
• Decision-making and reaction time.

Video-gamers, or people who play action-based video games, make decisions faster than others, and importantly they do this without sacrificing accuracy,
according to a study from the University of Rochester49. The studies have shown that non-gamers can improve their decision-making after 10-50 hours of videogame play.
• Visual learning and visualization
Playing fast-paced, unpredictable action video-games helps tune players' visual skills. These are related more generally to spatial cognition, and are essential for
successful problem solving in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and occupations. Visualization is an advanced cognitive
strategy, and can play a powerful role in problem-solving strategies particularly in STEM disciplines50.

• Spatial abilities
Playing action video-games Improves the ability to track objects moving at greater speeds, detecting changes to objects stored in visual short-term memory,
switching quickly from one task to another, and mentally rotating objects51,52. These abilities have been found to correlate with success in STEM subjects such as
math, science and engineering, and they are associated with improved performance on standardized tests, and in the choice of mathematics and science as majors
in college53,54,55
• Students' ability to develop important 'Learning to Learn' skills.

Researchers propose that these learning to learn skills developed through playing action video-games, could provide templates for high impact learning, and that
in the longer term video game-play may delay or even reverse the decline in perceptual, cognitive, and motor function that occurs as part of the aging process51.
It is important to stress that these cognitive gains are evidenced from playing action video games, and may not arise from other kinds of games (such as puzzle or role-playing
games52. A TED Talk by Cognitive Scientist Daphne Bavelier entitled 'Faster, Better, Smarter, Stronger' explores some of benefits of playing action video games in more depth.

Beyond the field of neurology and cognitive science and their work on action video-games, a number of studies have explored the wider cognitive benefits of playing a range
of video-games, including action, role play, puzzle games and serious games. Across the literature authors cite improvements in problem solving, creative thinking,
adaptability, critical thinking and decision-making, systems thinking, reasoning and judgement, to name a few56,57,58, as well as skills in communication and
collaboration59,60,61,62. Many of these skills can be mapped on to the 21st Century skills framework used in many schools to support the development of a range of
transferable and career-ready skills.
One of the reasons that video-games might be so successful in developing this array of cognitive capacities is because of the way in which problems, obstacles and
challenges are situated in an immersive, contextualized setting. It is widely accepted that games provide 'situated problem-solving environments, in which players are
immersed in a culture, and a way of thinking’63 Here we provide a summary of the research findings in this area.

• Improve problem solving by developing visualization skills in graphically-rich virtual worlds.

DGBL researchers suggest that the immersive worlds designed by game developers provide important visual scaffolds, or visual structure for learners64, and this is
important for educators, because visualization is thought to play an important role in a multitude of cognitive functions suc h as finding patterns, problem solving,
reasoning, and memory as well as playing a central role in sense-making and efficient knowledge transfer 65. A group of researchers from MIT investigated the impact of
supporting learning in middle school physics using a 3D computer simulation game, Supercharged. The study had mixed success b ut showed that the game had the
potential to support students in using visual representations to understand complex scientific concepts, and remarkably, some students were able to use the concepts
learned in-game to solve complex physics problems out of game 66.
• Improve students' collaborative problem solving skills.
Massively Multiplayer Online Roleplay Games (MMORPG) have been demonstrated to be conducive environments for developing probl em solving skills because they
'Include all the characteristics of problem solving e.g. problem representation, conditions, goals, procedures, strategies, an d metastrategies—as well as shared practices
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'Include all the characteristics of problem solving e.g. problem representation, conditions, goals, procedures, strategies, an d metastrategies—as well as shared practices
typically found in problem-solving contexts within formal and informal instructional contexts—debriefings, theorizing about the problem space, apprenticeship, and the
valuing of seeking out challenges just beyond the current level of one’s ability' 67.
A longitudinal study of 1429 high school students showed that the more adolescents reported playing strategic video games (su ch as roleplaying games), the more
improvements were evident in self-reported problem-solving skills the next year, as well as indicating an indirect link with improved academic grades 68.
• Promote high-level critical thinking and reflection

A DGBL study conducted with 8th grade social studies classes showed that DGBL, and particular cycles of gameplay were effecti ve in promoting higher levels of critical
thinking, including the development of independent beliefs, and providing opportunities for guided reflection 69.
• Foster the development of a suite of critical thinking skills (including reasoning, judgement and decision -making).

One study used community forums to track player discussions. Findings showed that 86% of the conversation taking place betwee n community members was
productive discussion critical analysis and problem-solving including, argument, counterargument and use of evidence. Participants were shown to engage in high -level
literacy, math, and science reasoning practices 70.
• Develop 21st Century skills such as adaptability, persistence and resourcefulness.

A study that investigated the impacts of adult learners using commercial games such as Minecraft and Portal 2 showed signifi cant gains in adaptability and
resourcefulness after only a short period of practice (14 hours of gameplay), when compared to a control group playing 2D puz zle games71. Another recent study 57
showed that practice with Portal 2 led to substantial improvements in problem solving, spatial skills, and persistence (more so than training with popular brain training
games).
• Enhance creativity and creative thinking.
In one study, among a sample of almost 500 twelve year old students, video game playing was positively associated with creati vity72. A multidimensional measure of
creativity was used to test creative thinking. Results indicate that greater videogame playing was associated with greater c reativity, regardless of gender or race.
Another study of students explored Minecraft and modding (making modifications to the game's functionality through commands o r code). It illustrated how the game
narrative of Robinson Crusso created the context for a rich learning experience, where students become inventors and creators rather than mere players, by devising
code in a process referred to as modding to reshape the game to their own specifications 73.

Video-games are designed to make people want to play them, and with the growing realization that this aspect of popular culture is consumed across our whole society,
cognitive scientists have become increasingly interested in how we might be able to leverage the huge motivational power of video-games, and the potential of the large
communities of players.
When an individual’s motivation to play a video-game is purely for enjoyment, without any external pressure it is described as intrinsic motivation74. Game designers have to
obtain a very careful balance by creating environments that encourage players to 'work toward meaningful goals, persevere in the face of multiple failures, and celebrate the
rare moments of triumph after successfully completing challenging tasks’11,75.To do this, game designers use a number of tools to encourage engagement with the game.

• Continual feedback (in the form of points, coins, lives etc).

This is said to have a large influence over motivation because it serves to balance challenges and frustration, with experien ces of success and competency 11, it is in
essence a form of self-assessment in practice. The feedback provided in games enables players to perform at a level above their previous attempt, o r skill level is
associated with positive mood states, flow states and intrinsic motivation76.
• Failure – used to motivate players, and help them value the goal or prize. ‘[Games] teach players that persistence in the face of failure reaps valued rewards’. A great
deal of research shows the ways in which video-game players react differently to failure, using it as a steppingstone to improvement, honing skills, and eventually,
success11. A study of gamers playing Monkey Bowling 2 showed indications of positive affect, rather than negative affect, following errors in game play 77.

• Flow experience

Flow is a state that results from a phase of game-play that is neither overly challenging, or overly uninteresting. This phase of play enables the player to become fully
immersed and inhabit a mental zone associated with creativity, discovery, or a feeling of being transported to a new reality 64 Flow is of significant interest to researchers
since it is associated with deep engagement, motivation and enhanced learning 65.
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Persistence, and the effort that a student (or player) puts into achieving a goal is influenced by these motivational factors78. Of particular significance for educators is the
factor, Relatedness, largely because it is one of the only factors in the list that the educator has any influence over. The research on relatedness points to the quality of
relationships between students as indicated by a sense of belonging and acceptance. While this sense is developed by activities in-game, there may well be a role for
educators in encouraging peer interaction, and indeed elucidating the positive behaviors that lead to good peer relationships, to help make this often 'hidden' learning visible
for all students.
However there is some research to suggest that student engagement, and subsequent motivation can be limited when game-play is mandatory (for example, as part of a
class), where game mechanics do not align well with the learning content, or when player choice in-game is limited79, affirming the recommendations of other work that
suggests educators must familiarize themselves with game content and choose games carefully to ensure their align with learning goals80.

Collaboration and cooperation are highly desirable 21st Century skills, and they appear to be a nascent part of youth gaming culture, particularly in the case of multi-player
games. Data from the Entertainment Software Association suggests that over 70% of gamers play games with a friend – either in a collaborative format, or as opponents in a
competitive format. In addition to game-play between friends, some types of games (typically MMORPG) can bring together people from all over the world, who formerly
were strangers, for the purpose of playing together.
Research has tried to understand how online games that bring strangers together to play, foster almost immediate, effortless cooperation81,82,83.

• Help develop 21st Century skills communication and collaboration skills
A large body of research has demonstrated that digital gameplay provides optimal opportunities for individuals to develop col laboration, communication, and
negotiation skills11,27,84, as well as a suite of literacies related to interacting with different texts and forms of communication in a digital environment. It has been argued
that video game play itself is a form of digital literacy practice, and the on-line communities that support gaming collectively read and write huge collections of
multimodal text as part of their play, online discussion threads, fan fiction, and digital fan art 85. Evidence suggests that video game texts enable struggling readers to
perform on par with their more successful peers despite the fact that game related texts typically read at the high school le vel (11.8 grade level text)86. These arguments
position gamers as more than mere end-consumers, but as creators of content. Furthermore, this ability to co-create content and knowledge in distributed, yet
interconnected communities is fast becoming a feature of 21 st Century workplaces, and a skill that is highly desirable.
• Help groups bond through the creation of shared intentions and goals.
A 2017 study showed that multi-player games are designed to increase shared group norms, social identity and joint commitment between individuals in -game. One
of the most important research findings illustrated how these apparent strangers developed shared intentions and goals. The work showed that the shared goals,
referred to as 'We Intentions' were crucial in helping to bond and unite individuals 82.
• Enhance learning by fostering a culture of participation, interaction, cooperation and experimentation
According to Squire (2011) social interactions and gaming culture are two of the most critical aspects of learning through ga mes, alongside content, goals and
continuous problem solving. He suggests that it may not be the game that is the driver of the learning, rather, the game me rely fosters a ‘participatory environment for
experimentation, systemic thinking, and authentic participation’ 29,63.
• Act as a test-bed for developing adolescents' pro-social skills
Much of the research across very diverse fields continues to point to social engagement and interactivity between peers, frie nds, and even strangers as one of the most
crucial aspects of game-based learning. It is from these rich social contexts that social knowledge is being actively constructed, and where opportu nities for learning
pro-social skills in a safe ‘test-bed’ environment are presented. According to Gentile et al 2009 11, it is highly likely that these social skills spill over into real-world
situations having a positive effect on peer and family relationships.

Social and emotional learning (sometimes referred to as social and emotional literacy) in young people has been shown to be related to a wide range of well-being outcomes
(including reducing stress and anxiety, improving coping abilities, reducing aggression, and reducing probability of drug and alcohol addiction, to name a few), as well as
increasing the capacity of students to learn and to relate and connect to each other, which consequently has a positive impact on performance in tests and attainment in
school grades 87.
Game-based learning has the potential to foster the growth of both intrapersonal (skills relating to self) and interpersonal skills (skills relating to others). Players begin to
establish a sense of individual identity, through growing self-esteem, competence and self-efficacy, while peer relationships and collaborative game-play help shape collective
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establish a sense of individual identity, through growing self-esteem, competence and self-efficacy, while peer relationships and collaborative game-play help shape collective
identity and the formation of 'we intentions' - developing shared goals, a common language, and a context for relating to each other. These aspects of co-operative
gameplay can have influences outside the game environment and may help foster a sense of belonging and acceptance between individuals in the classroom. These
important shared, social perceptions (referred to as Relatedness in motivation theory) are important in motivating students to persist and continue to try again after failure,
and may even play a role in students’ ability to solve complex problems78.

• Highly social and interactive nature games help children develop social and emotional competencies. Games that require strategic thinking, role-play,
discussion, problem-solving and collaboration encourage players to balance personal goals with the needs of their peers while managing a range of complex
emotions such as frustration, in order to play co-operatively87.
• Games provoke a range of emotions in players.

While gaming has been cited as one of the most common, and effective ways that young people use to generate positive feelings, leading to an improvement in
mood, feelings of relaxation, feeling of being ‘in-flow’, and reductions in anxiety, in actual fact playing video games elicits a range of both positive and negative
emotions. Negative emotions may include, frustration, anger, disappointment and sadness. Here, educators are presented with an opportunity to explore
emotions and emotional regulation through SEL teaching strategies11.
• Flow (or transportation) in games is linked to positive outcomes for students
Flow experiences occur when players are deeply immersed in game-play. This state of immersion has been linked to high levels of creativity, commitment and
motivation, as well as high achievement in high school. It is also thought to lead to increased self-esteem and reduced anxiety11,75, 76.

• The pretend element of games makes them a safe space for experimentation and failure
Much like traditional forms of play, the ‘pretend’ element of games provide enough of a real challenge to make ‘winning’ or achievement meaningful, but safe
enough to offer practice in failure, loss, error. This safe environment creates opportunities for children to play out both positive and negative emotions,
developing strategies and tools that will enable them to recognize, regulate and control their emotions11.
• Playing pro-social video games led to pro-social behaviors out of game
In a study of 252 students who self-identified as video game players, participants who reported playing cooperatively and/or competitively with other players
were more likely to report engaging in helping behaviors during game play, and were more likely to report engaging in helping behaviors during throughout the
school year88.
• Games provide a context for individuals to engage in ethical reasoning.

Research investigated the kinds of choices and decisions players make when adopting different ‘characters’ as part of a MRPG. The role playing games, are openended enabling individuals to play any number of diverse characters and engage in a range of pro and anti-social behaviour. This particular study showed that
these games provide a context for individuals to engage in ethical reasoning, that may lead to individuals developing empathy, tolerance and understanding for
others – attributes required for 21st Century Global Citizenry58.
• Games provide opportunities for students to develop self-confidence and self-efficacy
Players' self-confidence and self-esteem increase as they begin to masters games. In many games, the levels of difficulty are adjustable, beginning at the easy level
and slowly building skills, responding to feedback and failure, they become confident in handling more difficult challenges78.

Throughout the review of literature for this section, there have been numerous examples of cases where the impact of video-game play serves to include those that may, to some
extent, be marginalized from classroom learning. There are many instances when children with physical disabilities cannot take part in sport or school games activities. However,
video-games that require strategy, problem-solving and collaboration, offer new ways for all students to participate in games-education89.

• Video-game play may enhance learning in students who are non-neurotypical
A number of studies have explored the effects of using DGBL and video-games with children and adolescents who have autism. Research suggests that autistic
children can excel in DGBL environments which has the impact of boosting confidence, and can have self -calming effects for the individual 90,91.
Video-games that are linked to biofeedback (brain waves) may be able to help children with attention deficit disorders. Research s howed that over time, some patients
can learn to modulate brain waves associated with focusing. In the longer term this may lead to improvements in grades, soc iability, and organizational skills among
others. Furthermore, some research exists that suggests dyslexic children improved reading speed and attentional abilities a fter playing an action video-game92.
• Video-game play may help children who are labelled as 'disenfranchised' participate.
A pilot study using esports in a school in Kansas, saw student attendance improved to 94% (the goal was 85%), as well as impr ovements in grades which were boosted
to 1.5 GPA above the school average. Teachers at the school commented that the children who were attending, were those who n ormally feel like they do not fit in to
social groups and extra-curricular clubs93. A survey involving almost 700 K-8 teachers across the US identified games as having beneficial impacts for all learners, but
groups of students who benefited most were low-performing students, students with emotional and/or behavioral issues, and students with cognitive or developmental
issues94. Others suggest that the accessibility offered by games and DGBL can create positive shifts in learner identity, whereby le arners with low ability have fresh
opportunities to leave behind their classroom 'tag' as a low achiever and instead forge a new identity for themselves as they work towards mastery of a game 20.
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What are the simple take-aways as educators? The research tells us that playing games to learn is an ancient, innate and effective form of human development across a range of
capacities, skills and even behaviors. Video-games are particularly effective at this because of the immersive worlds, their ability to provide contextualized problem scenarios, and
induce flow states – and all within highly connected, interactive communities of practice. Research conducted across the fields of medicine, neuroscience, psychology and
education indicate that video-games have the potential to motivate players, promote behavioral persistence, extend time on task and promote mastery learning approaches.
The pedagogies associated with DGBL have the potential to draw from 21st Century learning approaches, situated, self-directed and participatory learning, meanwhile the games
themselves provide similar scaffolds for learning as are found in high quality learning environments including; clear goals, motivation, opportunities for practice, reinforcing
expertise, feedback, progress monitoring, engagement, planning, fun failure, choice, agency and problem-based learning. In addition to this, video-games can encourage inquiry
and high-level discussion, provide a contextual bridge between complex concepts and their applications, and for learners who require more time to develop, they provide “infinite”
opportunities to enable for students to successfully achieve a goal.
The difficulty in relating educational gains and benefits to DGBL is recognized because the games themselves have a huge number of complex variables operating at any one time.
In addition, the wide variety of games that exist, develop different competencies – and this is before we take into considerations differences in the way that individuals learn.
Therefore, the review presented here, uses peer-reviewed research across a wide spectrum of disciplines, and across an array of game types to present an insight into what we
believe is the educational case for DGBL. This field is diverse, and rapidly advancing and with it attitudes to technology in the classroom and DGBL are changing too.
Returning to the theme of esports, we make the case here that if we are willing to diverge from the purist definition of esports as video-game play at professional levels, and
consider it as rooted in Digital Game-Based Learning, then what this chapter illustrates is the incredible potential for learning across and beyond the curriculum.

In the next section, Esports and the Curriculum, we explore this idea further and identify modalities of teaching and learning esports in schools.
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2.3 Overcoming Barriers
Digital Game-Based Learning has been fairly well-established in classrooms in Europe and the United States for over a decade. A number of teacher
surveys have been conducted to determine the extent to which DGBL is occurring in classrooms. A study by Futurelab in the UK in 2009 took place
with 1600 teachers across primary and secondary school. In 2013, the Joan Ganz Cooney Centre conducted a survey, with 700 K8 teachers from
across the United States, and an international survey collected responses from almost 700 primary and secondary teachers across 34 countries in
2016. While the surveys took place at different times and in different countries, many of these teachers cite similar barriers to DGBL including lack of
computers, lack of time, and time needed for preparation for school and national testing, and in the international survey, a significant number of
teachers felt that educational games are poorly designed, do not capture the imagination or interest of children, and are thus not fit for purpose95.
In this section we review findings one of the most in-depth reports, Level Up Learning by The Joan Ganz Cooney Center94.

The Level Up Learning survey showed that 74% of K-8 teachers report using digital games for instruction, with more than half of these teachers
reporting they do so at least weekly. While encouraging, the survey digs deep into the classroom activities, the profile of teachers themselves and
they ways in which teachers measure and perceive impacts. The report raises concern over the narrow range of game genres used by these teachers,
with few using immersive or adventure games that 'lend themselves to deep exploration and participation in the types of activities that set digital
games apart from more didactic forms of instruction'. While educational games have their place in the classroom, findings in the report question
whether teachers who say they undertake DGBL are missing out on the huge opportunities for cognitive and 21st century skill development that
video-games are innately good at eliciting, over preferences for teaching content knowledge via math or science games. Figure 17 illustrates the
game genres used by teachers participating in the survey.
The report states in no uncertain terms the genre of games chosen for classroom learning matters. In particular they point to the vast opportunities
offered by entertainment (commercial off-the-shelf) evidenced by the body of research that shows how they develop skills and knowledge that
transfer to real-world situations. The authors of Level Up Learning suggest that consideration should be given to why there is an almost complete
absence of role-playing games from K-8 classrooms, given the benefits these games have demonstrated in players’ problem solving skills and critical
thinking. It is clear, that among the sample of teachers surveyed in this report, DGBL means using educational games, not the action adventure
videogames, or strategic, multi-player roleplay games that have been associated with 21st century skill and cognitive development reviewed in other
sections of this document.

Figure 17 Game genres used by teachers in DGBL, illustrating a preference for educational games over other types94
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The Level Up Learning Survey conducted in the US, investigated the barriers that teachers face to using video-games as part of their curriculum teaching
practices. The survey asked both teachers who use video-games in the classroom (Game-Using Teachers), as well teachers who do not use video-games as
part of their own classroom practice (Non-Game Using Teachers). Figure 18 identifies twelve barriers reported by the teachers. Interestingly both sets of
teachers identified the same barriers.

Figure 18 Barriers faced by Game-Using and Non-Game-Using teachers to implementing digital games in the classroom94.

The Level Up Learning Survey found 12 different barriers that teachers face when implementing DGBL in the classroom with time pressure, cost,
technical resources and uncertainties ranking the highest. We've categorized the common barriers and obstacles to DGBL as follows:

Alongside costs, time constraints was one of the biggest concerns for educators. Timetabling issues often mean that teachers have class times of
40-55 minutes, which can be restrictive in enabling the kind of gameplay that enables deep exploration and learning in DGBL. However, the report's
authors suggest that teachers don't need to devote full class periods to gameplay; with the right games, shorter play sessions can be effectively
employed to inspire and/ or prime students for non-digital instruction post gameplay discussion and analysis. However, a whole-school approach
to DGBL may require consideration for building in some flexibility into school timetables.

The time pressures cited in the report also refer to teachers' concerns over assessments and testing. 14% of teachers cite standardized tests as
significant barriers, leaving them little time to include any 'non-assessed' content into the already busy curriculum. This kind of feedback might
suggest that teachers don't place the same value on the kind of learning elicited by video-games as other forms of learning. While critical and
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suggest that teachers don't place the same value on the kind of learning elicited by video-games as other forms of learning. While critical and
creative thinking and problem solving can be difficult to assess, these skills can feed into the holistic development of a student's learning skills, and if
scaffolded effectively, can lead to gains in grade points and improved performance in standardized tests.

Almost half the teachers surveyed said that cost was a big concern when it comes to DGBL. This may relate to devices and the software required to
run a DGBL curriculum. With respect to devices, over a third of teachers state that lack of access to technology (firewall issues, broken devices, lowspec devices and low numbers of devices) present obstacles to DGBL.
The report supports the idea that classroom teachers themselves have little influence over school budget decisions, and that one of the root issues
may be that the decision-makers are at school and district level, where DGBL may be less acceptable or well-understood.
Once again, school ethos and values and policy will shape the ways in which budget is allocated to these kinds of courses. The report recommends
greater alignment on a shared Digital Game Based Teaching vision across all levels of the school system. While investing in a computer suite, or a set
of laptops and software needn't cost the earth, consensus from the school is required to make a substantial investment into suitable technology that
has the capacity to run the games that Digital Game Based Educators have opted to use. Poor decisions and short-term investments in technology
can lead to slow-performing games, poor graphics, freezing screens, and ultimately lead to frustration among students, negating the motivational
and engagement impacts commonly seen in DGBL courses.

Teachers in all surveys cite concerns about being able to match game content to curriculum content and standards. In the Level Up Learning survey
K-8 teachers aim to use games to cover the Common Core State Standards. However four out of five teachers say it’s hard to find curriculum-aligned
games, and just two out of five believe that a sufficient variety of such games even exist.

The report's authors suggest the problems teachers face relate to
• Integration - how do I integrate curricular concepts with DGBL? and
• Discovery - how do I access the games that are pedagogically appropriate for my goals and the needs of my learners?
They make several recommendations in this area, suggesting that better pre-service training with formal DGBL to expose educators to the broader
range of pedagogical strategies that can enhance and facilitate digital game integration. Pre-service and Professional Development should help
teachers reframe the ways in which they use video-games in class, explore new pedagogies and approaches that help capitalize on what games are
innately good at, rather than trying to use games like other classroom tools.
Wider curricular and school policy issues (such as timetabling, scheduling, and ethos) also have a role to play in the overall implementation of DGBL,
as explored below.

The report identified that only 8% of the educators surveyed had received any formal exposure to DGBL at pre-service education. This means that
over 90% of teachers have had no pedagogical training or development in implementing DGBL. This affects teachers’ ability to
(a) analyze the educational potentials of digital games for inclusion in the classroom,
(b) to integrate video games into the existing curriculum, and
(c) to account for conditions impacting the use of games in school contexts96
As a result, almost half go by what other teachers say when choosing an appropriate game for their learners, as well as how they learn to use games
in instruction. Collegiate sharing of expertise is highly commendable, but the report makes strong recommendations about the need for formal
training programs as well as access to on-line course in DGBL for teachers.

A number of reports exploring the use of digital games for learning in the classroom have identified a suite of similar challenges that educators face,
including curricular, time pressures, costs, and teacher proficiency (in selecting, integrating and using games in pedagogically sound ways). In
addition, these factors all appear to be related to wider institution and system level issues. Regardless of which of the barriers we choose to consider,
there is a clear need to address the policy and curriculum constraints created by education systems if they are to be afforded the opportunity to
realize the true potential of DGBL. As Young et al (2012) states unless the system is prepared to change, the real benefits of DGBL will be traded-off
for short-term goals:
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2.4 Assessment
Many teachers suggest that time pressures, especially concerns over having enough time to prepare students for standardized t ests are barriers to adopting DGBL.
In addition, the literature suggests that many teachers struggle to see how the supposed learning taking place during DGBL ca n be assessed.
Here, we briefly review the discussion on DGBL and assessment.

Before beginning to explore the idea of assessment in DGBL it is worth making a distinction between serious or educational ga mes and commercial 'off the shelf'
games. Because educational games have been designed with teachers and students in mind, often they come with built -in assessment tools that aid teachers in
monitoring and tracking students' performance, and come with some assessment features to help students monitor their own prog ress, for example, dashboards that
show points, health, lives or other elements that indicate the status of the player. These types of games have a definite ed ge when it comes to enabling teachers to
easily identify the educational purpose, and track student progress.
While these games have been designed to help teachers deliver specific content (math, language arts or science) it is well -documented they may be limited in the
ways in which they can be employed for competency and skill development as commercial games, or illicit the same intrinsic mo tivation and engagement. In this
section we focus largely on a less-well understood area, assessment and commercial games. Since these games have been designed for a broad audience, with
entertainment in mind, they do not typically contain assessment features designed for teachers or students. How then, can we determine if students are learning?

Many proponents of DGBL make the case that there are clear parallels between video game mechanics and formative assessment pr actices used by teachers. They
suggest that well-designed videogames are assessment28. Formative assessment is one of the most effective approaches to improving student learning in the
classroom97. Like good lessons, games are built with explicit, clear goals, and provide immediate feedback, enabling players to alter their strategies or change their
game-play in order to succeed83. This concept of supported improvement through continuous feedback is a central tenant of Formative Assessment 98. Figure 19
illustrates the ways in which formative assessment and video games have similar design characteristics. Column 3 makes sugge stions for how these elements can be
connected as part of the wider learning design in a DGBL course 98.

Formative Assessment
Practice

Video Game
Analog

Connecting the Game to the
Broader Learning Context

Teachers identify and share learning
expectations with the students (learning
goals and progressions)

Games provide explicit challenges and
goals

Game goals and challenges are connected to larger unit
learning goals

Teachers elicit relevant and quality evidence
of student learning on an ongoing basis to
inform instruction

Games collect telemetry and use
Evidence collected and identified in game informs
analytics to understand player behavior instruction outside the game, and is integrated with
and structure the game experience
other evidence about student learning

Teachers structure opportunities for students Games create a sense of agency by
to take ownership of their own learning
providing choice and flexible pacing

Students have opportunities to reflect on their own
learning both within the game and as part of the larger
instructional unit

Teachers structure opportunities to activate
students as instructional resources for one
another

Students have opportunities to reflect with peers about
their learning within the game, and to provide feedback
to peers on their learning

Games provide structured contexts for
collaboration and sharing– multiplayer
platforms

Teachers provide feedback to move learning Games provide just in time feedback
forward and create a structure for students to linked to rewards that guide players’
act on it
actions
Figure 19 Formative Assessment Practices and Their Game Analogs

The teacher is able to provide feedback that helps
students connect learning within the game to the
broader instructional unit

98

In terms of assessing a student's performance in a DGBL classroom, as educators we can:

i. Use progress indicators within the game itself (points, lives, resources) to determine a student's performance or progress
ii. Develop out-of-game activities to help students make connections made between the game and a lesson's learning objectives
iii. Develop both in-game and out-of-game learning activities that connect (i) and (ii) as suggested in column 3 of Figure 19, as part of a DGBL course or unit.
A nationwide survey of K-12 teachers in the US was undertaken to investigate common formative assessment practices, common video -game use practices, and their
relationship to each other 99. It was followed up with interviews with 30 middle grade teachers (grades 5 -8) teachers in the New York City. The report from the survey
showed a number of formative assessment techniques teachers were using to assess educational games in their classrooms, inclu ding:
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The survey was undertaken with a focus on educational games only, but its reporting on formative assessment practices for DGB L broadly apply to both educational
and commercial games. Figure 20 shows how each of these Formative Assessment practices were used by teachers, along with barr iers they present. For example, by
keeping track of the stars/points on-screen students were able to:
• monitor their own progress or performance;
• increase their persistence to complete the task or level
• determine whether or not a level should be replayed for greater proficiency
Importantly, some teachers felt that it was hard to relate these stars or points to their learning objectives, or to relate t hem to specific learning being undertaken or
achieved by students. Aligning DGBL activities with unit and lesson objectives is of crucial importance for both students and teachers when using video-games in
class.

FEATURE
Points, Scores, Stars
“Quantified” outcome marking overall progress or
proficiency within a level

Other Forms of Player Feedback
Game responses to player actions to encourage or
discourage future action

Dashboards
Information display that allows one to quickly scan a
range of information pertaining to a task

Essential Question
Help teachers focus students’ gameplay on key
concepts and ideas; could be used at the beginning or
end of game play

Review Questions
Review questions or objectives at the end of a level

Quizzes
Quiz features provided by the game designers,
including videos with accompanying quizzes and/or a
tool for generating quizzes provided by portal

HOW FEATURE “PLAYED OUT”

BARRIERS

• students monitored own progress or performance
• increased motivation or persistence
• determined whether or not a level should be replayed for greater proficiency

• lack of clarity about what these indicators mean with
respect to student learning
• may not be related to content learning objectives
• often displayed only at the end of a level (not
displayed persistently)

• asked students to pay attention to the in-game
feedback they were receiving
• allowed over-the-shoulder observations
• focused each student’s attention on areas of
weakness before they replayed the game

• students might not perceive or understand the
information they were being given
• difficult for teachers to assess students’ learning and
in-game interactions in larger classes

• focused students in their further play and learning • technical complications involving student logins
• reviewed the report with the student
• may be better with longer-form games or when
• helped guide post-game discussion with the entire displaying progress across games
class
• used essential questions at various times during a • teachers often create their own assessment
lesson
questions
• focused students on what they learned from game
play

• students received feedback about their answer or • no direct way for teachers to see students’ progress
were shown the correct answer
(without dashboard)
• students were asked to check off a list of objectives • students were sometimes not motivated to spend
met by their writing before moving on to the next
enough time on them
task in the game
• kept track of what students learned
• provided informal checks on learning
• not aware of the available quiz features
• set ‘cut scores’ for whether students should replay • usefulness of a quiz depended on the purpose of
a level or move on
game use
• offered a “quick read” on how students were doing • the extent to which quiz content was aligned to the
important game content
• offered assessment data that could be used
immediately to inform instruction
• games where there was no “right” answer had
higher re-playability

Replayability
Game can be played multiple times for practice;

new
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• games with one “right” or “best” answer have no or
limited replayability

Game can be played multiple times for practice;
experience each time

new

Ability to Unlock Levels
A code that unlocks all levels of the game at once;
allows teacher to tailor difficulty for students

Graphic Organizers
Supplemental worksheets and documents that
accompany game experiences

Game Guides

• the majority of a class played and was assessed on • generally associated with replayability
content at an entry level, an advanced student
could play and be assessed on more advanced
content
• generated traces of student work that the teacher teachers sometimes preferred their own materials
could review
concerns about printing
• elicited student reflection in advance of the group students work at different paces
discussion
• reduced cognitive load for students as they played
the game
• provided overviews of game
• prompted small-group discussion activities
• provided support for peer feedback

• because game designers cannot always anticipate
context, the extent of guidance for how to gather
and interpret information about student learning is
limited

Supplements to lesson plans that help teachers
integrate games into their curricula; include guidance
on how to assess student learning with the game
Figure 20 Formative Assessment practices used by teachers in Digital Game-Based Learning lessons99

How and what we measure in terms of assessing student performance, depends very much on our learning objectives. Common goal s for video-games are to teach:

As we have seen previously, often in classroom Serious Games are used to teach math or science content. However, there are a whole range of commercial games
that have been used to teach core content subject matter to students, and with great success. The games used are often power ful simulation games, capable of
simulating large-scale systems, such as environmental, economic, social, political systems in a realistic manner. The learning from these ga mes can be assessed
formatively and summatively. The case study presented here used summative assessment to determine if the game Civilization c an support learning in social studies
with disengaged groups.

The video-game Civilization is used to help students learn concepts and terminology from history.

Students play as particular a country or civilization and make strategic decisions based on resources to try to win (and hold on to) territories.

Civilization is a turn-based strategy game in which you attempt to build an empire to stand the test of time. Become Ruler of the World by establish ing
and leading a civilization from the Stone Age to the Information Age. Wage war, conduct diplomacy, advance your culture, and go head-to-head with
history’s greatest leaders as you attempt to build the greatest civilization the world has ever known.

Gameplay can include 'global play' development of stable cities, allocation of resources, or negotiations with competing civi lizations, or 'local play' roleplay as a historical figure, navigation of historical villages and terrain, and re -enactment of key battles or negotiations with other historical figures

Numerous research studies have shown that when the video-game experience is coupled with effective teacher strategies and scaffolding in lessons
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Numerous research studies have shown that when the video-game experience is coupled with effective teacher strategies and scaffolding in lessons
(discussions on strategy, reflection on game-play, decision making and outcomes and comparisons between game-play and actual historical accounts) the
game is highly effective in developing students’ content knowledge and retention, and has the capacity to engage students bey ond traditional
methods59,101,102, particularly in combination with skilled teaching and implementation 59,103,104.

In a study with school children of grade, 4, 5 and 6 as part of an after school program, The after school program children u sed the game to explore a
range of historical game scenarios, including ancient Mesopotamian civilizations (4000 BC) The iron age (100 AD), and The ind ustrial age of Europe (1800
AD). After only a few weeks of play, the researchers observed that all of the participants showed dramatic improvements in t heir geography and history
skills (locating major ancient civilizations on a map, naming key historical military units, as well as making arguments abou t the growth of cities in
particular geographic areas, demonstrating skilled world history terminology, using words and terms such as monotheism, cath edral, hoplite etc.).
Children were tested on their content knowledge. Test scores showed that students were proficient in accurately identifying 90% of historical facts.

While educators are very familiar with assessing content, it is much more difficult to assess 21 st Century Skill acquisition. Indeed some reports suggest that teachers
may be less willing to spend time on activities that actively develop these skills when they are not actively measured in sta ndardized tests. However many
proponents of DGBL suggest that the games themselves assess these competencies 105:

Can the tracking within commercial games be used to help assess 21 st Century skills? A branch of research is exploring what is known as Evidence Centred Design
(ECD)106. Analytical tools use data generated by the player's in-game performance, as well as products created by the player during the course of game -play. ECD
has been shown to be able to relate both lower order processing skills (comprehension and application), as well as higher ord er thinking skills (analysis, innovation,
creativity). ECD has been used by some researchers as part of a wider concept referred to as Stealth Assessment. Here, the overarching idea is very simple –
stopping students continually during DGBL to ask them to take a test, give a hands -up response, have a discussion and so on actually interrupts 'flow' - one of the
characteristics of game-play that aids creativity and higher order thinking. In stealth assessment, the in -game data logs (records of decisions) are used by powerful
analytics software to provide information on, for example, creative problem solving, strategic decision making and so on. Th e scores can be used by teachers,
parents and students to shape personalized learning plans, instruction and practice sessions that target key areas.

The fundamental principles of ECD are based on gathering evidence that can illustrate competency. Like any good assessment, it begins by clearly identifying what
knowledge, skills or attributes should be assessed, and these are outlined in what is referred to as The Competency Model. B ecause 21st Century skills are difficult to
directly observe, other behaviors, performances or activities that infer or demonstrate these competencies need to be identif ied, these are outlined in The Evidence
Model. Finally, the types of tasks and situations that will evoke these behaviors from players are identified in The Task Mo del. All of the data gathered by the game
is used together in these three models to score a player on a particular skill or set of skills.

Oblivion (The Elder Scrolls IV: by Bethesda Softworks) is a role-playing game set in a medieval world. Players choose to be one of many characters (e.g., knight,
mage, elf), each of whom has (or can obtain) various weapons, spells, and tools.

To gain rank, improve your avatar's skills and complete quests.

There are multiple mini-quests to complete (locating a person to obtain information, figuring out a clue for future quests, and so on), and a major q uest
that results in winning the game. Players have the freedom to complete quests in any order they choose, and this can entail h undreds of hours of game
play to complete the game. .

Research on multiplayer roleplay games has shown that they can elicit a wide range of 21 st Century skills including creative and critical thinking,
collaborative problem solving, ethical reasoning and communication and literacy skills. These higher order skills are diffic ult to measure and assess in
practice.

In this case study example, the player's creative problem solving skills were being assessed. A simplified version of the m odels is provided as an
example. The scenario is as follows:
The player is faced with crossing a river full of dangerous fish. There is a mage in a cave on the other side who has some in formation they need. Figure 21
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The player is faced with crossing a river full of dangerous fish. There is a mage in a cave on the other side who has some in formation they need. Figure 21
contains a list of possible actions the player could take to solve this problem. For example, swimming across the river is a high-frequency, common
solution (a simplistic option taken by a large number of players) and is therefore associated with a low “novelty weight.”
Action

Novelty Efficiency

Swim across the river

n=0.12 e=0.22

Levitate over the river

n=0.33 e=0.70

Freeze the river with a spell and slide across

n=0.76 e=0.80

Find a bridge over the river

n=0.66 e=0.24

Dig a tunnel under the river

n=0.78 e=0.22

Figure 21 Example of Action Model with indicators for Novelty and Efficiency
In this example the EDC uses the three models as follows:
a. In this Competency Model the cognitive and non-cognitive Creative Problem Competencies are identified as attention, working memory and reading
comprehension; and persistence, exploration and exploratory, respectively (Figure 22). However in this example, we follow the shaded boxes for
simplicity where the competencies we will use to assess creative problem solving relate to efficiency and novelty.

Figure 22 Example of a decision pathway in a Competency Model in the video -game Oblivion

b. Next we ask how can we use the evidence (data) from student game play to infer competency in efficiency and novelty in student's choices and
actions? The Evidence Model contains the rules, weightings and so on for scoring actions and behaviors and maps out the 'argument' for how the
student's behavior in a given task relates to a competency, and to what extent. In this example the Evidence Model will provide the numerical
framework for scoring how efficient and novel a student's gameplay is.
c. The Action Model works with the evidence model so that possible tasks, behaviors or actions relating to novelty and efficiency (in this example) are
scored. Referring to the values in Figure 21, the action of swimming across the river would have a low efficiency value because of the extra time
needed to evade the piranha-like fish that live there. Digging a tunnel under the river, to get to the other side, however, is judged as highly novel,
but less efficient than, freezing the water and sliding across— this action being both highly novel and highly efficient.
This Evidenced Centred Design approach would use automated data collection and analysis tools in -game to assess student performance on a range of hard-toobserve skills and competencies, and in doing so prevent the interruption of flow-states that can occur from other types of classroom-based assessment practices.
However, it is not clear to what extent such models are available as 'add-ons' to games, say, for regular classroom teachers. These may begin to become more
available as the field of DGBL grows. What has been clearly demonstrated is that if computer -based models can infer that a student has achieved a particular skill or
proficiency based on performance in a game, then educators can too. This concept of performance based inference and task -based assessments for competencies is
a central feature of the well-established approach Authentic Assessment. Perhaps authentic assessment principles may offer another viable way for educat ors to
approach the challenging issue of assessing 21 st Century skills in DGBL classrooms.

In almost all of the DGBL studies, researchers stress the importance of gaming communities in the process of learning. These communities, often referred to as
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In almost all of the DGBL studies, researchers stress the importance of gaming communities in the process of learning. These communities, often referred to as
affinity groups (or affinity spaces), develop over time and are built on players' shared experiences and shared objectives in -game107. They are most commonly
associated with, but are in no way exclusive to, Massive Multiplayer Online Roleplay Games (MMORG). These diverse communitie s of players produce blogs, wikis,
and discussion forums that provide hints, cheats and mods and support other players in playing the game. According to Young e t al (2012) it is this 'metagame'
community and its products that are a rich source of learning 108:

For example, in a study of World of Warcraft community forums researchers showed that almost 90% of the conversation taking p lace between community members
was productive discussion, critical analysis and problem-solving including, argument, counterargument and use of evidence. Participants were shown to engage in
high-level literacy, math, and science reasoning practices 58. Such student co-created texts can be used for both formative and summative assessment purposes, to
identify, as in the example above, argument and counter argument, reasoning and use of evidence, and even critical thinking a nd problem solving. These texts will
be generated in a community forum or collaborative space in a cyclical way (as a by-product of, and as an input to game-play) and be a rich source of assessment
material, with both co-created ideas and individual comments and contributions clearly visible.
In addition, educators can capitalize on this aspect of gaming culture and invite students to replicate the high quality coll aborative production seen in:
• Written game reviews
• Video reviews
• Feature articles
• Pre-release marketing videos
• Social media
• Fan fiction
• Hints and Tips wikis
• Strategy discussion boards
Framing these tasks appropriately as marketing pieces, community development pieces, or game -play strategy pieces can help students engage critically with ideas
such as target audience, communication style, language, length and so on. Alternatively, using real in -game scenarios (should player X accept a stolen gift from this
stranger) can help engage students in ethical reasoning and wider discussions that can be shaped using Social and Emotional L earning frameworks for scaffolding
and assessment.

Many of us have heard the term 'digital natives', in reference to the almost innate way that children pick up and use technol ogy. The phrase has given some
educators cause to believe that students don't need adults to support their learning when it comes to technology. However th e deep learning experiences students
gain from DGBL work most effectively when coupled with effective pedagogy 108,109. DGBL studies continue to show that learning from video-games takes place not
only within the game, but when the activities performed in-game are connected to activities, tasks and materials out-of-game. In essence we, as educators have a
crucial role to play by making explicit connections between students' game-play and teaching objectives, curricular resources and activities – and real-world events,
situations and experiences 110. This can be done in many ways, although pre and post-game briefing activities, discursive reflection and self-reflection practices that
support metacognition, and peer support and discussion are thought to be highly important in facilitating the transfer of ski lls to other learning contexts 108.

Assessment in DGBL is still an emerging practice. While educational games have a definite edge when it comes to assessment, coming equipped with in-game
assessment components, these games are unlikely to generate the kinds of affordances in critical skills seen in commercial ga mes. There have been incredible
developments in the field that may yet enable teachers to 'bolt-on' software that enables automated data collection and analysis of commercial video-games, but as
yet it is up to teachers to decide how best to assess students' learning in DGBL. The unequivocal parallels between formativ e assessment and video-game mechanics,
should make it possible for teachers to infer learning from actions, behaviors and performances when assessing hard -to-observe skills. Authentic Assessment
approaches that utilize such methods may offer teachers some well-established practices for this purpose. However there are clear cut lessons from the research on
DGBL and assessment;
1. Teachers can and should draw from their formative assessment practices when designing and facilitating DGBL
2. Aligning learning objectives with activities and tasks in-game is essential if students are to be able to make connections between knowledge and skills
developed during game-play and the real-world, and
3. The teacher plays a crucial role in scaffolding the learning process in DGBL, facilitating reflection, metacognition, and importantly modelling behaviors and
expectations for multi-player, community learning environments.

Having made the case for considering DGBL as one of the curricular building blocks of any esports school program, in the fol lowing section, Section 3, we take a
more focused look at esports in the curriculum, particularly as foundation for learning 21 st Century Skills, Social and Emotional Learning and Digital Literacies. We
present different models for delivering esports in your school and present international case studies illustrating different course models and approaches to esports in
education.
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2.5 References

What should I read if I want to know more about DGBL?
• Jordan Shapiro has written an excellent quick-start guide to GBL. We've referenced some of his work here (3), and we suggest it as an accessible and
comprehensive overview of DGBL.
• We also recommend two videos, A TED Talk by Cognitive Scientist Daphne Bavelier entitled 'Faster, Better, Smarter, Stronger' explores some of benefits of
playing action video games and a video on the work of scholar James Paul Gee on the ways in which games can lead to learning and educational design in
classrooms
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3.1 Esports' Place in Education

In the previous section, we made the case that when esports is viewed through the lens of both Digital Game-Based Learning and Sport Education, it provides a breadth of
opportunities for teaching students. While common definitions of esports place great emphasis on playing at a professional or semi-professional level, reframing the scope for the
educational setting to include Game-Based Learning, positions esports as a highly desirable addition to a curriculum or extra-curriculum offering. In addition the range of learning
benefits associated with DGBL, this placement of esports grants greater inclusivity to a broad range of students by shifting the focus away from developing professional athletic skills,
towards offering transferrable 21st Century learning opportunities to all students.
Regardless of how we choose to frame esports, there is general consensus that in Digital Game-Based Learning programs, it is the role of the teacher in managing learning activities,
promoting discussion, and inviting reflection that enables students to make connections between game-play and other curricular areas, skills and learning objectives1,2. To be effective
in education, the learning and skill development of the game mechanics must align with desired learning outcomes. For educators to be able to do this, they have to have a firm grasp
of how esports relate to their curriculum, and their learning goals for their students.
In this section we work with the proposition that esports largely draws concepts from both DGBL and Sports Education (sometimes known as physical education or sports science in
different curricula), and as such, has the potential to provide a range of learning and skill development across the curriculum.

Figure 23 Competencies and skills that can be taught by esports programs informed by Game-Based Learning and Physical Education principles

Figure 23 illustrates our conceptual model of the content, competencies and skills that can be taught as part of an esports program. We begin by identifying esports' theoretical
foundations, as being rooted in both Game-Based Learning and Sport or Physical Education. While framing esports in this way is entirely novel, there has been thorough consideration
regarding the extent to which esports might purely belong within the Physical Education and Sport Science domain, in terms of its place within the school curriculum. However some
research suggests that issues around movement behavior in PE may prevent it from being aligned fully with PE pedagogy3. A study conducted in Finland has indicated that there are
a great many benefits to including physical training into an esports program:

Other researchers claim that if the difference between sport and esports is really only about where the competitive activity takes place (i.e. in a virtual arena or on a real field), then the
huge benefits associated with youth sporting activity in education should be transferable from esports activities too, with the right coaching and support4. These benefits are welldocumented and include, for example, improved self-esteem and self-confidence, self-efficacy, lower levels of depression, and the development of pro-social skills5.

In this type of model, where educators design esports programs drawing pedagogical theory and practice from both DGBL, and sport science there are incredible opportunities for
cross-curricular projects and co-teaching – and in fact the opportunities are much wider than those two key disciplines. The expertise of several teachers, with backgrounds in
coaching and games (PE teachers), group dynamics (PE, Psychology, Biology teachers), Gaming and DGBL (teachers from multiple disciplines) technical support (ICT, Technology,
Engineering) and health and well-being (PE, Biology, Psychology teachers, social workers) would be invaluable at the design phase of any esports program, though not essential.
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While we believe that the main principles of esports education can be easily aligned with DGBL and Sport Education, esports also draws upon concepts from the field of Enterprise6,
given its links to business - and specifically STEM tech industries, creating opportunities for drawing from educators with expertise across other fields including Business, Media and
Marketing (Enterprise, Business Studies, Media Studies, English Language Arts teachers) and Design (Technical design, art and design teachers). The vast opportunities for crosscurricular teaching and learning is something that educators may wish to consider when creating an esports program.

From Figure 23, it is possible to identify a range of skills that map directly into 21st Century Skills frameworks including inter and intra personal skills, and a suite of higher order
cognitive skills elicited in game-based learning including; critical thinking & problem solving; strategic thinking, reasoning and judgement, and adaptive, creative thinking. What is
interesting, is the way in which esports offers novel opportunities to pair this thinking with health and well-being competencies, for example through coaching and an understanding of
sport psychology, P.E. teachers can support the development of a number of complementary skills such as coaching (strategy, player roles, data analysis), team spirit and team practice,
game-play, rules and ethics, as well as helping students developing an understanding of the importance of sleep, exercise and nutrition.
The role of a team coach in helping students analyze game-play, develop strategy and understand team roles will be a crucial part in forming a cohesive, effective team. An esports
program presents unique opportunities for colleagues to work together across the curriculum bringing their professional expertise together.

In the following sections of Chapter 3 we present five frameworks that educators may wish to consult, reference or embed when designing their own esports program. Four of these
appear in Figure 23, as they are foundational components in Digital Game-Based Learning, however, the esports literature suggests a fifth component, Connected Learning, be
considered:

Some schools will wish to develop a program that has a focus on Social and Emotional Learning, while others may look to use esports as a way to attend to their digital learning
strategy, and therefore will prefer to work with Digital Literacy frameworks. In many cases, educators may prefer to work with multiple frameworks, drawing elements of best practice
from each to suit their own School's ethos and goals. This approach in addition to reviewing how other educators have developed their programs (Chapter 4) should provide a sound
pedagogical basis for developing an esports program to suit your school's ethos and your students' needs.
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3.2 Future Ready Skills
There are a variety of organizations and frameworks that describe Future Ready skills, including The 21st Century Skills Partnership in the United States and the Lisbon Council of the
European Union. Naturally, there are some differences in terminology, as well as some overlap in the way these skills are presented by different groups. A recent stride forward in this
area has been made by the Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills (ATC21S), a cross-sectoral consortium which has worked to align the principles from eleven different 21st
Century skills frameworks7. The ATC21S researchers concluded that 21st Century skills can be grouped into four broad categories:

Figure 24 illustrates the ways in which the four categories described by ATC21S report includes skills across the cognitive, affective and behavioral domains such as creative and critical
thinking, personal and social responsibility and communication and collaboration. In particular, this way of presenting these skills makes reference to the tools that learners need to
successfully operate in a 21st Century world including a suite of digital and information literacies. However, many educators state that while they know these skills will be useful to their
students, since they are not currently assessed, it's hard to know exactly what purpose these skills have in the future lives of our students, and to what extent educators should be devoting
time to teaching them.

Figure 24 21st Century Skills categories according to the Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills (ATC21S) consortium

The Institute for the Future 2020 Future Skills Report8 tackles some of these issues head on. By addressing how these skills might be utilized by students in a workplace of the future, the
21st Century Skills become a little less abstract. In Figure 25, we see the most in demand skill sets of 2020 such as Novel and Adaptive Thinking and Cognitive Load Management depicted
in the smaller circles, with innovative 'disrupters' such as the rise of smart systems driving skill demand.
The skills identified here in both the 21st Century Skills frameworks and the Future Skills Report can be directly mapped onto those reported in the literature as associated with playing
commercial video games as part of a DGBL or esports program. In fact, skills such as novel and adaptive thinking, social intelligence and virtual collaboration have been demonstrated to
be key skills associated with esports game-play9,10,11. Given that game design is included in a number of existing esports programs6, skills such as 'design mindset' will become increasingly of
interest. In addition, design, particularly multi-media design, also features in aspects of digital literacies competencies, and across a number of roles in the esports ecosystem (such as
branding, marketing etc) and therefore this skill may be much more relevant in a 21st Century esports program than it first appears.
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Figure 25 Future Work Skills 2020, illustrating the skills needed in 21st Century workplaces, and the 'disruptors' that will drive the demand for skills8

Much of the esports literature makes reference to complex skill sets used by both players, and the wider community12. These skills are involved in every aspect of esports from game-play,
to analysis and strategy development, to brand creation and management and collaborative community production, creating real-world learning environments and conditions, similar to
those experienced in dynamic 21st Century workplaces:

As educators, having opportunities to develop these critical skills in a way that will be useful in our students' future can be challenging given that it is difficult to predict what situations our
students may find themselves in, or indeed which kind of employment, challenges or changes may yet emerge over the coming years. However, Figure 26, below, has been synthesized
using the information from Institute for the Future and the 21st Century skills partnership, as well as earlier research conducted on esports (Section 2.2) to present a snapshot of the
opportunities that esports provide, not only for teaching 21st Century skills, but for practicing these within the context of the applied skills that are likely to be demanded in a future
society.

Institute for the
Future Skill

Definition
Ability to determine the deeper meaning or
significance of what is being expressed

Sense-Making

Esports Context?
Sense-making demands critical thinking, and the ability to make judgements
and decisions. Research indicates that cognitive development and decisionmaking are improved using action video-games. The 'real-world' contexts
provided by the graphically-rich environments, and the 'just-in-time feedback'
supports students in problem solving, and making sense of their in-game
failures, and critically, sign-posting them to better decision-making in future
attempts.

Sense-making aligns with ATC21s Ways of Thinking
Ability to connect to others in a deep and
direct way, to sense and stimulate reactions
and desired interactions

Social interaction

Socially intelligent employees are able to quickly assess the emotions of those
around them and adapt their words, tone and gestures accordingly. esports are
highly social environments with communities of players and spectators from all
over the world who interact with each other via the medium of social media and
entertainment platforms.
Social Interaction aligns with ATC21s Ways of Working and Living in the World

Novel & Adaptive

Proficiency at thinking and coming up with
This is “situational adaptability”—the ability to respond to unique unexpected
solutions and responses beyond that which is circumstances of the moment. This requires creative thinking and rapid
rote or rule-based
decision-making. Research indicates that cognitive development, decisionmaking and problem solving can be greatly improved using action video-games,
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Novel & Adaptive
thinking

solutions and responses beyond that which is circumstances of the moment. This requires creative thinking and rapid
rote or rule-based
decision-making. Research indicates that cognitive development, decisionmaking and problem solving can be greatly improved using action video-games,
and over relatively short time periods, given consistent practice.

Novel & adaptive thinking aligns with ATC21s Ways of Thinking and Living in
the World

Cross-cultural
competency

Ability to operate in different cultural settings Esports communities are formed from multi-player teams and international
spectators, globally connected via the internet. These diverse communities are
the perfect 'training ground' for learning about cultural norms, respect, diversity
and responsibility.
Cross-cultural competency aligns with ATC21s Living in the World
Ability to translate vast amounts of data into
abstract concepts and to understand databased reasoning

Computational
Thinking

Research indicates esports players have to process large amounts of data ingame to dictate game-play, as well as being able to analyze scores, point
systems and other players' strategy to improve their own skills. Making sense of
game data, can help students improve statistical analysis and quantitative
reasoning skills – and these can help them develop strategic decision-making
capacities.

Computational Thinking aligns with ATC21s Ways of Thinking
Ability to critically assess and develop
content that uses new media forms, and to
leverage these media for persuasive
communication

New media
literacy

The next generation of workers will need to become fluent in texts and tools
such as video, social media, e-publishing and so on. They will also need to be
comfortable creating and presenting their own visual information. Whether
spectating an international tournament, or reading, listening to or watching the
media associated with them, esports provides opportunities for learning about
interacting with and creating new forms of media.

New media literacy aligns with ATC21s Ways of Working and Tools for Working

Transdisciplinary

Literacy in and ability to understand concepts The ideal worker of the next decade is “T-shaped”—they bring deep
across multiple disciplines
understanding of at least one field, but have the capacity to converse in the
language of a broader range of disciplines. This requires a sense of curiosity and
a willingness to go on learning far beyond the years of formal education.
Cultivating curiosity through game-play, and offering opportunities to
participate in the full 'ecology' of esports, as it permeates a range of disciplines
and industries, is innately transdisciplinary. These vital experiences help prepare
students for workplaces and careers in the 21st Century.
Transdisciplinary aligns with ATC21s Ways of Thinking and Living in the World

Ability to represent and develop tasks and
work processes for desired outcomes

Design Mindset

Workers of the future will need to become adept at recognizing the kind of
thinking that different tasks require. Design thinking requires students to
empathize with the 'user' or the person experiencing the problem. Techniques
for empathizing involve skills in social research as well as interpersonal skills
such as perspective taking and empathy – and can be explored as part of SEL in
Esports. The Design Mindset can be applied to any design challenge within your
esports ecology including website design, branding and media, event and
competition design and so on.
Design Mindset aligns with ATC21s Ways of Thinking

Cognitive Load
Management

Ability to discriminate and filter information
for importance, and to understand how to
maximize cognitive functioning using a
variety of tools and techniques

Much of the DGBL literature discusses cognitive skills and the importance of
focus, mutli-tasking and prioritization. Action video-games such as those used
in esports have been shown to significantly enhance and develop cognitive
functions.

Cognitive Load Management aligns with ATC21s Ways of Thinking

Virtual
Collaboration

Ability to work productively, drive
Work places of the future will need individuals to develop strategies for
engagement, and demonstrate presence as a engaging and motivating a dispersed group. Techniques borrowed from
member of a virtual team.
gaming are extremely effective in engaging large virtual communities. These
skills can be fostered though building communication and communicators that
provide immediate feedback, clear objectives and a staged series of challenges.
Esports' need for collaboration and team-play in a virtual environment offers
unprecedented opportunities for students to practice these skills in a safe
environment.
Virtual Collaboration aligns with ATC21s Ways of Working

Figure 26 Opportunities for future-ready and work-place appropriate skill development provided by scholastic esports
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3.3 STEM Skills

Esports have been shown to have strong links to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics curriculum and career pathways. According to the North American Scholastic e-Sports
Federation esports have the potential to “change the game in how we integrate STEM education with workforce sectors and industries”. In some schools, esports programs are taught as part of
STEM and Career Technical Education (CTE) education, as well as in programs such as English and Language Arts6, 13.
There is a strong body of evidence to suggest that esports participants are not just developing skills for the esports industry itself, but that they are learning skills and competencies that are
desirable across a wide spectrum of employers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math fields. The variety of roles andresponsibilities presented by the esports ecosystem (playing, event
organizing, strategy development, game analysis, media production and so on) lead to a variety of opportunities for STEM learning that have intrinsic links to STEM careers6,12,13.

This intersection of learning in technology-rich environments, with collaborative, peer-driven approaches that demand problem solving and critical thinking, may give esports students an edge over
others in 21st Century STEM workplaces13.
As detailed in Section 2.2, higher order cognition, and the development of cognitive skills and abilities are associated withgame-based learning, particularly when using action video games.
Studies indicate that gamers develop a wide variety of superior skills through game-play including tracking objects, detecting changes to objects stored in visual short-term memory, switching
quickly from one task to another, and mentally rotating objects more efficiently than non-gamers14. These spatial abilities are associated with success in STEM subjects such as math, science and
engineering, as well as influencing the choice of mathematics and science as majors in college15. Esports participation, regardless of level, nurtures mastery of skills and knowledge associated with
diverse careers that span the whole technology sector - across data science, software and web development, social media marketing, and event organizing13.
These associations between esports and STEM learning and STEM careers are being recognized in high school and college education. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) renowned for its
innovations in the technology sector has hosted an esports panel since 2007 to explore the innovations and trends in the industry. Meanwhile the United States High School Esports League now
offers a STEM accredited programme.

Game-based learning activities are believed to be suited to STEM learning because they are well-aligned with inquiry-based learning approaches used by science educators, and foster the
development of hypotheses, experimentation, and discovering the consequences of actions16. A large number of studies have explored the ways in which video-games may contribute to
developing scientific literacy and the critical skills required for engaging in scientific discourse, reasoning and inquiry17, 18,19.
An evaluation of naturalistic game-play (not structured by adults/educators) in six school esports clubs in Orange County identified 5 key areas of student talkincluding in Science and
Mathematics, as well as in English Language Arts, SEL and Relationships. Figure 27 identifies the core areas of STEM discourse.

Figure 27 Key topic areas of student talk, by curricular subject in Orange County high school esports clubs12

Much of the literature expresses the need for educators to scaffold the learning experiences during game-based learning activities. By supporting students in identifying aspects of the scientific
method, inquiry-based learning, or mathematical tool selection in their gameplay (What did I think was going to happen? How can I test this idea?), by using discussion and metacognitive
strategies to help students see cause and effect relationships (when I did this in-game, that happened), and drawing comparisons between similarities between the game-world and the real world
(in the game when you drop an item it floats, why wouldn't that happen in our world?), educators can help shape scientific, systemic, analytic and relational thinking as well as problem solving and
creative thinking - important skills across many aspects of STEM learning.

Using metacognitive approaches to help students make connections between scientific inquiry approaches, or mathematical tool selection and the outcome of their game-play is an important part
of supporting students in developing strategies for success. However, these reflective tools alongside collaborative learning approaches also provide opportunities for students to relate their
game-play sessions to learning outcomes, and importantly, to their real world experiences.
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Note: Figure 27 shows by far that the greatest area of student talk observed fell into the social and emotional learning category. We explore this further in section 3.5.

Early research indicates that scholastic esports programs may improve STEM outcomes for students. In particular, research by UC Irvine1 has shown that students who participate in esports as
opposed to other after-school activities have better STEM participation, career knowledge, and engagement20.
Additionally, research shows that playing action video games, such as those commonly played in esports can enhance performance on spatial tasks. As there is a strong connection between spatial
cognition and performance in STEM disciplines, video games that strengthen spatial abilities may enhance student performance in STEM learning.
For other underrepresented groups, such as minority groups and students with disabilities, reports from scholastic esports programs show a trend of these students participating in greater
numbers as compared with other extracurricular activities. Therefore, esports may offer a unique opportunity for engaging these students in STEM learning leading to STEM career pathways21, 22.
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3.4 Connected Learning
Connected Learning is an approach that recognizes that today's students live, socialize and learn in ways that are quite different from those growing up in the industrial era.
Young people operate in highly connected, often international social networks, they have instant access to information and news from around the world, and many of them
take part in leisure activities that involve the kinds of technologies and on-line communities that require interaction with, and production of, a variety of complex materials (23).

While students engage in these complex digital, social activities at home, at school they are often presented with more traditional forms of learning. This disconnect between
what Gee and Levine (2009) refer to as 'the real world outside their classrooms and the contrived, dated world that exists within' has been highlighted as one potential reasons for
high disengagement and falling standards as well as a widening digital skills gap23.
Connected Learning seeks to readdress this balance by tapping into student passions and interests, leveraging digital technologies and empowering students to shape their
learning to develop skills suitable in a 21st century world. The Connected Learning Association define it as:

Educational research agrees that learners' satisfaction and interest are related to academic achievement25. In one study conducted in Orange County schools, student interest
in esports was such that an esports program was used as a 'trojan horse' for Connected Learning. In this case, students passion for esports participation was connected with
curriculum, career and civic achievement12. This research, and therefore the Connected Learning approach, underpins the NASEF esports programs.
The short video below introduces the Connected Learning Approach and highlights its six design principles.
Connected Learning: The urgency and the promise

Video-games, and in particular esports, tap into students' innate passions and interests, and connects them to meaningful learning,not just in school across home, peer and
community networks. Studies conducted on school esports programs concluded that esports is perfectly positioned to support Connected Learning Approaches to teaching
and learning, offering a nexus of interest-driven, socially interactive and digitally mediated content26. Furthermore, well-designed esports programs can transcend the divide
between school, home and community. Figure 28 presents the six Design Principles of Connected Learning and we illustrate how these can align with your esports program
design.
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Design Principles of Connected Learning

Esports

Interests foster the drive to gain knowledge and expertise.
Research has repeatedly shown that when the topic is
personally interesting and relevant, learners achieve much
higher-order learning outcomes. Connected learning views
interests and passions that are developed in a social context
as essential elements.

Game-based learning, and esports are both well-associated with intrinsic
motivation and interest-driven play, and both are socially-mediated. It is
important not to assume that all games will interest all students in your class, so
providing choice, or opportunities for the students to suggest titles that can be
tried and tested and voted on will be an important part of ensuring your esports
program is interest powered.

Connected learning prizes the learning that comes from
actively producing, creating, experimenting and designing
because it promotes skills and dispositions for lifelong
learning and for making meaningful contributions to today’s
rapidly changing work and social conditions.

The communities that develop around the esports meta-game are well-known
for the production of websites, forums, mods, Let's Plays, reviews and so on
using a variety of media from social media to streaming platforms and
discussion tools such as Discord. Tapping in to these authentic esports practices
in your program will provide a simple way to production-centered learning that
reflects real-world youth culture and develops 21sts century skills.

Connected learning thrives in a socially meaningful and
knowledge-rich ecology of ongoing participation, selfexpression and recognition. In their everyday exchanges with
peers and friends, young people fluidly contribute, share and
give feedback. Powered with possibilities made available by
today’s social media, this peer culture can produce learning
that’s engaging and powerful.

Esports is widely acknowledged for its global, participative, connected
communities. Using your esports program to explore safe, respectful and ethical
online practices with students alongside enabling them to develop SEL skills in
relating to others and understanding different cultures and perspectives will
promote peer-supported learning practices.

Shared
Purpose

Today’s social media and web-based communities provide
unprecedented opportunities for caring adults, teachers,
parents, learners and their peers to share interests and
contribute to a common purpose. The potential of crossgenerational learning and connection unfolds when centered
on common goals.

Esports can simply be dismissed as kids playing video-games, or it can be
embraced as part of a wider school culture that invites teachers, parents and
others in the community to participate. Whether this is in shirt-design for the
team, raising funds for events, or family play-along sessions to help parents see
the learning potential of esports, it's worth considering how your esports
program will help develop shared-interests across the wider school community

Academically
Oriented

Connected learning recognizes the importance of academic
success for intellectual growth and as an avenue towards
economic and political opportunity. When academic studies
and institutions draw from and connect to young people’s
peer culture, communities and interest-driven pursuits,
learners flourish and realize their true potential

Esports can be provided as an extra-curricular club, but we also know there is an
opportunity to connect it to curricular subjects such as Career Technical
Education, ELA, Media Studies, 21 st Century Skills, STEM learning and so on.
Regardless of how you choose to deliver the program, the evidence shows us
that connecting it to learning content can help students develop a range of skills
that will empower them to be successful in a 21 st Century world.

Connected learning environments link learning in school,
home and community because learners achieve best when
their learning is reinforced and supported in multiple
settings. Online platforms can make learning resources
abundant, accessible and visible across all learner settings.

This principle links well with Shared-Purpose, inviting you to consider the ways in
which learning can be supported in contexts outside of school. We know that
esports is already being played by millions of students outside of school, so
there is potential for educators to extend the learning aspects of their program
into other contexts too. How does your school make learning materials
accessible to students when they are at home? How are family members
encouraged to access those resources? Are there tools you can use to
encourage this kind of engagement with your program?

InterestPowered

Production
Centered

PeerSupported

OpenlyNetworked

Figure 28 The six Design Principles of Connected Learning
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3.5 Social & Emotional Learning
There is a wealth of research that supports the concept that video games, their environments, and their resultant communities give young adults the opportunity to practice and perfect social and
emotional skills27,28. In an evaluation of school esports clubs in Orange County, observations of student talk under naturalistic play conditions (student-led/largely unstructured by adults), led
researchers to conclude that 'Social and Emotional Learning is by far the greatest educational potential of the [esports] pro gram'12.
Educators are particularly interested in evidence that suggests esports participation can have long -term impacts on relational competences and personal choices for well-being29. These behaviors,
value-based judgements and attitudes can be explored in class through the lens of social and emotional learning (SEL).

As with 21st Century skills there are a number of definitions and frameworks available for working with students' Social and Emotional Ski lls. The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning (CASEL) describe SEL as the process of effectively applying the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to recognize and m anage emotions; developing caring and concern for others;
making responsible decisions; establishing positive relationships; and handling challenging situations capably 30.

Figure 29 Social and Emotional Learning Framework from the Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL) 30

The CASEL framework (Figure 29) identifies 5 important areas in Social and Emotional Learning including:
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These five broad areas can be generalized into two categories, Interpersonal Skills (refers to the knowledge, skills, and att itudes directed toward other people, institutions, or social structures) and
Intrapersonal skills (ways of dealing with oneself, including ones’ thoughts and emotions. These are the awareness, beliefs, and skills directed and applied inwardly) 31.

One phenomenon associated with esports gaming is that it produces a hotbed of social interaction, providing many opportunitie s for connecting with a wide variety of people. Moreover, this
highly social aspect occurs throughout the whole esports ecosystem, between players on a team, between teams, and within the international spectator community. These interactions, the cooperation and collaboration, as well as the communication that takes place within the wider community create a case for stude nts' developing some of the relationship skills associated with SEL
competencies including Social Awareness, particularly the benchmark 'appreciating diversity and respect for others' given the highly international and inclusive aspects of competitive global
esports. The team-play dimension of an esports program also provides fertile ground for developing Relationship Skills relating to benchmarks for communication, teamwork and social
engagement, as well as other SEL skills such as perspective-taking and empathy that go hand-in-hand with the compromise and negotiation that result from any team activity.

In addition to these explicit SEL competencies, numerous studies cite 'self -confidence' and improvements in 'self-esteem' as major impacts for esports players 32. These benefits relate to
competencies such as Self-Awareness, and signpost possible crossovers between SEL and health & well-being within the curriculum. Health, nutrition, and exercise appear in some of the existing
high school esports programs (detailed in Chapter 4), but this overlap with self -esteem may provide opportunities for developing practices for mental health and well -being too enabling
educators to provide scaffolding or students to develop practices and tools required in the Self-Management domain of the CASEL framework.
Further studies indicate that the highly social aspect of esports may also create an environment for developing the SEL skill s relating to self-management, self-awareness and goal orientation.
Studies show that competitive gaming can:

Esports programs can provide safe environments for young people to play out and practice relationship skills, and may contrib ute to the development of a growth mindset. Masala and Iona(2018)
suggest that video-games provide adolescents with a safe space to practice and develop self -esteem, cognitive skills, autonomy and peer relations, while offering a much lower rate of failure than
in the a real world setting. This idea of providing safe spaces for students to fail, sometimes referred to as Failing Forward, is a recurring theme in Game-based Learning. In this regard, games
create a non-threatening environment, where players are rewarded for taking risks, for effort and for persisting (or trying again, and aga in until they succeed). It is from this failure that players
use feedback to improve their game-play. In essence they use failure to learn how to succeed. This persistence, and ability to fail forward are components of a growth mindset33, and are in
keeping with mastery learning associated with DGBL.

According to the SEL Assessment Working Group (AWG), social and emotional learning competencies are developed through:
•
•
•
•

A supportive learning environment
Positive interactions with adults and peers
Explicit SEL instruction
The integration of SEL into academic instruction

This emphasizes the need for educators to consider the ways in which they can explicitly teach SEL skills and competencies, w hile weaving it through curricular instruction. Since much of the
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This emphasizes the need for educators to consider the ways in which they can explicitly teach SEL skills and competencies, w hile weaving it through curricular instruction. Since much of the
Game-Based Learning research suggests that a large part of the learning takes place in the meta -game – the communities that develop around the game including forums, fan sites and
discussion groups, there are opportunities here for educators to:

Some researchers have used the discussions in the chat forums to identify key areas of student talk, revealing high -level student discourse around scientific thinking, critical thinking
and ethical reasoning. In, the aforementioned study that took place in Orange County schools, researchers observed scholas tic esports clubs during unstructured game-play and
found that the majority of the discussions taking place related to social and emotional learning competencies identified by t he CASEL framework12. This approach can be used by
educators to identify SEL taking place.
Listening to student discussion during gameplay, observing and recording interaction during game -play and by reviewing student discourse in forums, educators can get an initial, or
baseline, indication of the kinds of talk and learning occurring as an innate part of their esports program.

With this baseline identified, educators can select an SEL Framework to support the development of SEL learning objectives an d design instructional activities (in-game and out-ofgame) to target the development particular SEL competencies. Continuing to review forums and discussions as a source of evid ence will help educators track changes in student talk
and learning.
The AWG suggests that taking time to select an appropriate, high quality SEL framework is essential because it provides pract itioners with:
▪ A set of competencies to consider
▪ Consistent language that ties to theories and empirical studies and helps communicate with stakeholders
▪ Clarity about how its SEL competencies develop over time in children (i.e., developmental sequence).
▪ Guidance, tools, and resources to support implementation in practice (e.g., theories of action, implementation rubrics, othertools to foster implementation).
▪ Available curriculum/programming and assessment tools.

One of the most powerful methods of making Social and Emotional Learning visible, or explicit for students, is to openly invo lve them. Share the learning criteria from your SEL
framework with them, invite them to choose areas for development, explicitly link game -play or meta-game behavior and choices to successful SEL. Challenge students to review
particular segments of their own chat forums using SEL criteria, and assess to what extent the discussion might indicate suc cessful learning against SEL criteria. Self-reflection, selfassessing and reviewing their own development will be crucial for students in an SEL capacity.

A good example of how an educator might introduce some of these ideas in an esports program is through an exploration of what some refer to as 'The Toxic Culture of Gaming'. Since
developing empathy, respect for diversity and perspective-taking are the cornerstones of any SEL framework, inviting students to collaboratively develop rules, guidelines or safe -practices for
community engagement in their esports forums is a direct, and authentic way to explore SEL competencies. Challenging student s to consider how it might feel if 'someone wrote this about your
team', or 'someone excluded you from play', for example is a good starting place for encouraging students to consider the at titudes, beliefs, values and behaviors of a healthy, inclusive esports
community. Educators can also refer to the Swedish Esports Code of Conduct as a source of inspiration for students in developing rules for ethical play and participation 34 or to AnyKey.org for
guidance on developing inclusive, diverse and participate gaming communities.
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3.6 Digital Literacies
Beyond all of the other explicit skills that may be developed as part of an esports program, it is important to remember that a large part of the learning will be taking place
within a digital environment, while the remainder will be making some sort of reference to it. Whether the issue is being l earned in-game (for example, how to improve a
particular aspect of game-play, or how to execute a strategy) or out of game (discussions on sportsmanship and values, cybersafety, cyberbullying etc.) , there are great
opportunities to embed Digital Literacy learning into your esports program.
Like many other educational concepts, there is no single definition for Digital Literacy. Digital Literacy is referred to a s an umbrella concept for important skill clusters by
UNESCO35. The skills included are ICT literacy, Technological literacy and Information literacy. However, given the evidence for the range of learning that esports have the
potential to teach, and with particular consideration of its global context, and international community, we also draw from l iterature that discusses Digital Citizenship.

The Institute for Technology Education (ISTE) provide student standards for digital literacy 37, shown in Figure 30, that provide benchmarks for competencies such as
innovative design, computational thinking and global collaboration, among others as well as referencing the competencies of t he Digital Citizen, which lend themselves
easily towards teaching within an esports program.
Global collaborator and Digital Citizen perhaps have the most obvious links to esports, which taps into practices of a large, socially diverse, international community.
However, all of the benchmarks have some useful purpose in an innovative esports program. We explore these further here, as part of our approach to leveraging Digital
Literacy via Esports.

Figure 30 The Institute for Technology Education (ISTE) Digital Literacy Framework 37

As communication has become increasingly shaped by developments in digital and multimedia technologies, society has to accept that literacy can no longer solely be
considered a linguistic practice 38. Educational standards are beginning to consider the ways in which their students engage with digital media as part of thei r everyday,
out-of-school culture, as well as considering the ways in which we define a 'text' 39.
In Digital-game based learning, video-games are positioned as multimodal texts that combine written and spoken language, images, graphics, and symbols with sound 40.
Players must engage with these texts to decode the meaning of specific signs, symbols and images. On this basis Gee (2003) argues that learning to play a videog ame
requires sense-making on the part of the student, and leads to players gaining a new form of literacy 41.
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However learning using video-games isn't just about reading and interpreting multimodal texts, it’s about producing them too. In this context, students b ecome content
creators within a community, co-creating knowledge and learning experiences for others. For example, many gamers and esports community members will be famili ar with
the format of 'Let's Plays' which are generally found on Twitch or You Tube channels. Researchers suggest that the complex skills required to create th is content are
pedagogically similar to the 'see one, do one, teach one' methodology42, since the author must grapple with digital literacy skills to:

Let's Plays are just one aspect of content creation in the esports ecosystem, that representing three core strands within dig ital literacies; curation, creation, and
participation. However the myriad roles and responsibilities associated with participation in the esports community present many opportunities for developing wider
digital literacies. In particular Steinkuehler and King (2009) refers to a 'constellation of digital and print textual prac tices entailed in online gaming' and their research, with
adolescent boys identiﬁed as ‘‘at risk’’ and failing in literacy-related classes shows that student practices and products (such as researching, assembling, and synthesizing
information) from these gaming activities often exceed state and national standards in reading, writing and technology 11.
Another aspect of esports, and gaming communities more generally, is the culture and practice of modding – or making modifications to the game. This can be a complex
practice undertaken by whole communities (in for example the case of World of Warcraft fan communities who may create new 'ho t key' functions at the game interface, or
enhance other in-game features), but the same skill sets can be observed in younger students undertaking modifications in, for example, Minecr aft. Minecraft allows for the
modification of both the look and feel through resource pack development, and the mechanics through behavior pack development . Players of all ages are able to modify
almost every aspect of Minecraft to suit their vision. A community of young players have recreated Hogwarts School of Witchcr aft and Wizardry to capture the authentic
look and feel of the castle, as well as the people and creatures that inhabit the world. This requires competency in a wide r ange of coding and software packages as well as
the inner workings of the Minecraft file system. Furthermore, the community release Youtube videos to share their expertise in modding, for example how to make your
own magic wand. Some research suggests that these highly skilled practices represent a form of Digital Literacy and computa tional fluency by demonstrating an ability to
understand and use computational models and processes to conceptualize and solve problems 42, 43.
These innate gaming practices are stimulated both by the game (as a text), and the community surrounding it, requiring ' complex and nuanced' skills that are a function,
and a product of the metagame community (Gee, 1999). Esports, and their community activities, offer educators powerful, evid ence-based approaches to teach literacies,
and importantly to engage those who are most often most disenfranchised and at risk.

+
There appear to be great opportunities for developing esports programs that help students practice and refine their skills in a whole 'constellation' of literacy skills. Figure
31 identifies the seven Digital Literacy Competencies as outlined by ISTE, and maps the ways in which these can be introduced as part of an esports program.

ISTE Competency

ISTE Definition
Students leverage technology to take
an active role in choosing, achieving
and demonstrating competency in their
learning goals, informed by the learning
sciences.

Empowered
Learner

Esport
Opportunity

Esport Example

Benchmark 1a Students articulate and
set personal learning goals, develop
strategies leveraging technology to
achieve them and reflect on the
learning process itself to improve
learning outcomes.

Self-directed learning and Self-efficacy
are strongly associated with gamebased learning and esports, partly as a
consequence of the 'fail forward'
environments created by games that
help students to persevere and learn to
overcome obstacles to succeed. By
developing esports programs that
empower learners to make choices, set
goals for their own learning and reflect
on the choices that led to success,
educators can work towards this
capacity.

In esports, many team games provide
students with the opportunity to choose
a character (with particular skills), or to
choose a role (e.g. a captain, an explorer,
a protector, a healer etc. see our Busy
Bees and Pirate Cove Esports Minecraft
Worlds). Providing students with choice
over the role they will play in a team, and
enabling them to develop the skills
required to be successful in that role,
alongside reflecting on the decisions and
behaviors that led to both success and
failure in their role empowers learners to
set targets, practice, and understand their
own strengths and development needs.

Students recognize the rights,
responsibilities and opportunities of
living, learning and working in an
interconnected digital world, and they

Esports, are by their nature highly
collaborative, being comprised of
diverse community members. Yet, they
can be associated with online 'toxic'

In general, young people who participate
in esports for leisure are spectators, and
while they can be part of an active
community, their role can be somewhat
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Digital
Citizen

Knowledge
Constructor

Innovative
Designer

Computational
Thinker

interconnected digital world, and they
act and model in ways that are safe,
legal and ethical

can be associated with online 'toxic'
culture. By modelling respectful, safe
and ethical on-line participation within
esports programs, educators can
Benchmark 2b Students engage in
support students in embodying
positive, safe, legal and ethical behavior
principles of respecting diversity,
when using technology, including social
perspective taking and empathy,
interactions online or when using
required in a connected, collaborative
networked devices.
learning environment. Many esports
programs actively include cybersafety
and netiquette courses which help
support the development of these
competencies.

community, their role can be somewhat
passive. As part of a esports community
at school, students have the opportunity
to be in charge. An activity that can
greatly develop a 'digital citizen mindset'
involves asking students to develop the
rules and ethics for their school team
(considering events that they may play at
a regional, national and international
scale). Can they investigate their legal
rights to broadcast? What are the ethical
and legal responsibilities of moderating,
coaching, playing, broadcasting and
hosting an esports event?

Students critically curate a variety of
resources using digital tools to
construct knowledge, produce creative
artifacts and make meaningful learning
experiences for themselves and others.

Esports is famed for is active
communities who create discussion
forums, websites, Let's Plays, Wikis and
so on to support the construction and
sharing of expertise. Tapping into the
practices of this vibrant community for
the purposes of classroom learning will
Benchmark 3c Students curate
offer students a real-world experience
information from digital resources using
of co-creating digital knowledge as part
a variety of tools and methods to create
of an esports program, in a safe,
collections of artifacts that demonstrate
educational space.
meaningful connections or conclusions.

Whether constructing websites,
marketing materials, narratives for games,
character studies, or developing guidance
materials (such as Let's Plays) for other
players, there are a wealth of
opportunities for students to be active
constructors of knowledge and content in
an esports program. Esports
communities use many different places to
co-create content (e.g. fan websites and
forums). An authentic way to begin to
build such a community is by challenging
students to design their own esports
website with community forum, or
alternatively, exploit software (either a
school intranet, or software such as
Discord) to encourage students to
provide help and support to each other
via audio and text chat functions.

Students use a variety of technologies
within a design process to identify and
solve problems by creating new, useful
or imaginative solutions.

Innovative Design relates to the 'Design
Mindset' referred to in Figure 25
Section 3.2 Many existing esports
programs provide students with
opportunities to use inquiry-based
Benchmark 4a Students know and use a approaches to solving problems, both
in-game and out-of-game. The Orange
deliberate design process for
County ELA esports program offer
generating ideas, testing theories,
courses such as hospitality and gamecreating innovative artifacts or solving
design that mirror real careers in the
authentic problems.
esports industry. Here students must
propose innovative solutions to realworld problems using technology in
order to deliver their esports event, or
game product. Introducing a design
process (such as a Design Thinking
framework) into a new esports program
would be one way of supporting
students develop the 'processes' that
match a design mindset in this
competency.

The opportunities for innovative design
depend on the learning objectives of your
esports program. However, there are
design aspects involved in many parts of
the esports ecosystem including the
commercial aspects (branding, marketing,
merchandise), game design (animations,
characters), and ergonomics (comfortable
mouse, efficient keyboards, well-designed
gaming chairs etc.)

Students develop and employ strategies
for understanding and solving problems
in ways that leverage the power of
technological methods to develop and
test solutions.

Esports game-play and analysis provide
many opportunities to engage students
in computational approaches to working
with data – including abstraction,
algorithmic thinking, pattern recognition
and so on.

Benchmark 5b Students collect data or
identify relevant data sets, use digital
tools to analyze them, and represent
data in various ways to facilitate
problem-solving and decision-making.

Computational Thinking competencies
include the processing, analysis and use
of large data sets, which are also
associated with tactical and strategic
game-play in esports, particularly postgame. It may also be associated with
the kind of problem solving that occurs
through modding, or creating 'add ons'
to an existing game. In addition some
esports programs involve teaching
aspects of game design (such as
coding) which can help develop the
logic required for solving computational
thinking problems.

A simple way of getting students started
with considering human-centered design
is in considering their own school Team
brand, challenging them to design their
own logo, merchandise and streaming
channel to reach a specific audience.
How will they use particular aspects of
design to reach their desired target
group? Introducing a design process
such as Design Thinking here, would
support them in identifying ways in which
to connect with, and empathize with their
target audience.

A simple way to get stared with using
esports in this way is to record your
student's gameplay (using screen
recording, Win10's built-in WinG, OBS
etc.). After the match, invite them to
reflect collectively on their play. Which
decisions led to success? It's hard to
remember individual decisions when you
are involved in a bigger game.
Replay the screen recording, and pause it
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Replay the screen recording, and pause it
after each significant move/decision.
You can use colored pens, and introduce
language to help students frame and
categorize the kinds of decisions/play.
After some practice, students will be able
to do this with significantly less
scaffolding, and they will be able to use
their game play analysis – this algorithmic
approach, to build strategies for
individual team member development
and team gameplay.

Creative
Communicator

Global
Collaborator

Students communicate clearly and
express themselves creatively for a
variety of purposes using the platforms,
tools, styles, formats and digital media
appropriate to their goals.
Benchmark 6a
Students publish or present content
that customizes the message and
medium for their intended audiences.

Students use digital tools to broaden
their perspectives and enrich their
learning by collaborating with others
and working effectively in teams locally
and globally.
7c Students contribute constructively to
project teams, assuming various roles
and responsibilities to work effectively
toward a common goal.

The esports ecosystem, comprised of
players, teams, spectators and a range
of organizers and professionals. This
ecosystem thrives on active, vibrant,
participative communities who create a
range of communication pieces
(discussion forums, websites, Let's Plays,
reviews etc.) across a range of media
(text, e-publishing, video streaming and
podcasting). Developing these
collaborative, participative and creative
communication skills should be a key
aim of your esports program.

As with other aspects of digital literacy,
there are many opportunities for an
esports program to promote creative
communication.

Much of the Game-based learning
research points to affinity spaces communities that are organized around
passion and interest, and not
determined by gender, race, age or
socio-economics. These communities
provide incredible opportunities for
collaboration with diverse community
members, and most often lead to cocreation, knowledge construction and
problem solving (discussion forums,
websites, Let's Plays, reviews etc.) , all
focused around in-game challenges.

The co-creation and production of texts
that occurs as a result of esports'
international communities can be used as
a model for similar collaboration in a
school esports program.

A good example of this is the role of the
Shoutcaster – a person who provides
commentary on the game-play for the
audience. Here students have to both
customize the key messages to the
esports audience, and use the correct
medium to do so. Inviting your students
to practice 'shoutcasting' to recorded
portions of game-play, as well as
reviewing language, tone and
terminology of professional shoutcasters
will be a useful exercise in developing
creative communication

By providing support for students to learn
how to build respectful, welcoming and
diverse collaborative spaces in class, and
by enabling them to practice using digital
tools to develop products, you can model
how these spaces can and should operate
outside of school. With these best
practices in place, can your students
collaborate with other local schools to
co-create together? Example products
might be a regional esports website or
brand identity. Perhaps they collaborate
to set up a local esports event, or might
their collaboration be about providing
mentoring via a top tips wiki, forum or
play throughs to help other students
learn to play?

Figure 31 Illustrating the potential for ISTE's Digital Literacy Competencies to align with esports program objectives
On-going research suggests that educators are under increasing pressure to include Digital Literacy as part of their classroom t eaching3. However, teachers cite a number
of obstacles from lack of confidence in using technology, and time pressures from examination schedules to concerns relating to e-safety and technology use. Moreover, a
recent study suggested that the myriad definitions and terminology related to the concept of Digital Literacy has made it dif ficult for teachers to determine exactly what
and how they should be addressing this concept 44. Esports can be used as a context for embedding digital literacy teaching and learning into a school curriculum. Using
frameworks such as the ISTE Digital Literacy Student Standards, and others can help scaffold and elucidate the learning objec tives of digital literacies and digital citizenship
as part of an esports curriculum, leveraging the potential of video-games to tap into the interests and passions of the students, as well as providing a rich multimodal
stimulus for their own text production.
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4.1 Esport Education in Practice
As a growing number of schools around the world become early adopters of esports, we are seeing examples of innovative practice and a variety of models for
embedding esports activities into different educational settings. In 2019, the High School Esports League (HSEL) suggested there are 1500 high schools
participating in their esports leagues and NASEF reported there are 260 clubs across 27 US states and three Canadian provinces, with more than 3,000 students
participating1,2
This early adoption of esports in education is reflected worldwide with schools in Europe, Asia and the Middle East also offering similar opportunities for students
in middle and high school. From the information published and openly accessible, we have been able to categorize the ways in which schools are weaving esports
into their program offerings as:
• Co-curricular (Curriculum Programs and Elective Courses)
• Extra-curricular (After school clubs)
• Community Education (clubs in libraries, community centers and so on)

There are some examples of practices from around the world, where schools have opted to design completely new programs, or us e a pre-designed
program within their curriculum.

In Finland, The Practicum Vocational School pioneered the country's first esports program in 2015, led by Karl Ogland 3. The work undertaken developed a
school esports curriculum, identifying the core competencies and foundational elements for esports education. These included aspects of physical
education, nutrition and sleep science as well as coaching, ergonomics and netiquette. A study conducted on the program with students in 2016 found that
the majority of students felt their physical fitness had improved, their gaming time had decreased and their overall health a nd (physical, emotional and
mental) well-being had increased. Furthermore, many of the students discussed the impact of learning to use their gaming time more effect ively, increasing
their understanding of the importance of taking breaks and recognizing that their previous gaming habits were unhealthy, with too much play. The results of
this research support the assertions of esports educators who suggest that esports can help students develop both intra and i nter personal skills in the SEL
competencies.

In the United States, Fair Haven Middle School, New Jersey have developed a program called Fair Haven Innovates 4. The program design, led by educator
Chris Aviles, blends 21 st century skills, innovation, and technology, with the aim of preparing young people for the world they will be expected to wor k, live
and succeed in when they graduate school. The program focuses on the development of 5 key skills:

In his blog, Chris Aviles, outlines his thinking in the design of the program and identifies the key elements for teaching:
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In Orange County, California, an innovative partnership approach has been taken by NASEF, the University of California Irvine and schools in the county 1.
Professor Constance Steinkuehler is leading the design and development of the school esports curriculum based on on -going research. Several courses
have been developed for different age groups as part of the English Language Arts curriculum, but within the context of espor ts skills and competencies, for
example Game Design, Hospitality and Marketing.

In 2018, a partnership between the High School esports league and Microsoft led to the publication of a free esports curricul um developed by educators in
Kansas5. The Gaming Concepts curriculum teaches college-and-career skills and social-emotional learning. The curriculum covers self-advocacy, personal
and social behaviors, interpersonal communication, fluency in technology, and strategy development. Students who took the esp orts class at Complete High
School Maize near Wichita, Kansas, reported that they spent less time playing video games at home. Student attendance also improved and sa w
improvements in their grades above the school average.

Many schools currently deliver esports in schools as an extra-curricular club or activity. Students can practice against club members, but real team game-play is
tested out by competing against other teams. In the United States, some schools join an established league such as High School Esports League (HSEL), the High
School Starleague (HSL) However some districts have now created their own leagues, including Orange County, CA, Connecticut, Ohio, Michigan, with other
school districts beginning to follow suit.
In 2019, ten school districts in Oklahoma created an esports league to enable students to participate in esports as an extra-curricular activity6. In the league,
students will compete using titles such as Clash Royale, Madden NFL, Overwatch, Rocket League and Super Smash Bros. Students must participate in try-outs
each season, and must adhere to strict academic eligibility rules, like in other extra-curricular activities at the participating schools.
In Alaska, more than 60 high schools are now on a waitlist to compete in a varsity esports league delivered by the Alaska Schools Activities Association and
PlayVS. The cost for students to participate is $64 and each school is required to have an esports coach on site for all official matches7.
In North Dakota, 14 high school esports teams across the state are competing in the first season of a new esport league, and in Virginia, a one year pilot program
has been approved8. In the Virginia High School League, teams compete in League of Legends, Rocket League and SMITE, and schools are able to enter multiple
teams for each game.
In France, the government has launched plans to introduce esports in schools, aiming to promote the development of a responsible and socially valued esport
practice9. Over the period 2020- 2025, they will support the implementation of educational tools for educators and parents, and support school and extracurricular esports activities.
This trend is seen in countries around the world with a recent report suggesting that 20% of leaders across K-12 and higher education in North America, Latin
America, Asia Pacific, Europe, and Middle East have already set up an esports program, and a further 71% are considering offering one in the future10.

There are some schools that are concerned that any initiative that requires a lot of technology will be too costly to run. However, there are some case studies of
esports leagues being run by community facilities such as libraries. In this case, technical resources or budgets can be pooled across a community, enabling a
wide range of people to take part, and/or bring their own device.

In 2014 a large-scale League of Legends tournament was organised between French libraries, known as LoL en Bib11. Participation in the tournament is free,
and matches are organised with 3 different levels to enable inclusive participation:
• "Baby LoL" league: level 0-19
• Junior league: 20-30 unranked
Ranked league: 30 ranked
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• Ranked league: 30 ranked

In 2017, a pilot project was undertaken with Westminster Libraries, UK and the British Esports Association to deliver esports training in for children at Maida
Vale Library, London12. The aim was to determine if libraries could play a role in helping to foster future British esports talent, as well as inc reasing
awareness of esports with parents, children, teachers, the media and government. The training club featured games of Rocket League, as well as sessions on
esports coaching, commentating and journalism, followed by a Q&A.
The report identifies several benefits and skills that the esports pilot promoted, including strategic thinking, teamwork, communication , leadership,
performance skills and confidence, and suggests that the skills learned are transferable and can benefit children in other a reas, such as schoolwork, physical
sports and general wellbeing. Following the success of the pilot, Westminster libraries are hoping to extend the pilot to a m ore regular club in the area, and
the British esports Association are considering the viability of scaling this up to offer similar activities at libraries nat ionwide.

In the following section, we will take a deeper dive into some of the existing esports curricula, exploring the different approaches adopted by educators in the
learning design.
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4.2 Prakticum Vocational School, Finland
As outlined in Section 4.1 The Prakticum Vocational School pioneered the country's first esports program in 2015, led by Karl Ogland3. The work undertaken developed a school
esports curriculum, identifying the core competencies and foundational elements for esports education. The authors suggest that there are four key components in all of their esports
courses:

They suggest that all of these are supported by good management, in the form of a national federation, a gaming organization or a school. They identify a number of key
competencies that students develop as part of an esport course, illustrated in figure 22. Here, educators illustrate the ways in which balance is important in an esports curriculum.
Their rationale is that students already know how to play games, what they need is not more time gaming, but rather support from educators in understanding that to be successful in
esports they need to balance learning new skills and knowledge (team work, goal awareness, health and fitness, communication etc.) with school and life commitments. By learning to
manage themselves, to operate as part of a team, and to strive for balance students learn to be successful esports athletes.

Figure 32 Key competencies developed by students in the Prakticum Vocational School esports courses

We provide an outline of one of the basic courses, worth 10 credits, available to students at the Prakticum Vocational School, however, some additional lectures and classes are
conducted across all of the courses. Briefly these include:

a lecture from a games professional covering aspects such as the benefits of digital games, health risks of digital gaming,
performance optimization, role of sleep and exercise in gaming, advice for game educators

the Finnish team suggest teaming up with your Physical Education or Sports Science colleagues to deliver this.
Specifically, the PE educator should cover issues such as team spirit, teamwork, sportsmanship, planning, communication
and goal orientation as well as helping students understand the importance of balancing physical fitness, nutrition, and
rest. The philosophy used is: 'One day consists of 8+8+8=24 hours, where you need
8 hours of sleep, 8 hours of work (or school) and 8 hours of something else.
Therefore players have 8 hours to balance fitness, nutrition, and game-play.
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contrary to popular belief, esports players need to be physically fit*. Students were given different fitness options (team
sports, swimming, gym passes etc), and were asked to develop a team activity schedule. Among the benefits of exercise
for esports players are better circulation and oxygen uptake and stress relief. It can also help in preventing sports
injuries, such as carpal tunnel syndrome and neck and back pains.

As a part of the students’ esport education, professionals such as physiotherapists and other specialists check students’
sitting posture and give them the knowledge and the tools to self-assess, fix and prevent problems.

A sports teacher or coach provides students with an important source of support in developing the esport mindset I.e.
this is not just gaming, they are learning the skills required to become an athlete. A range of tools and exercises can help
students learn to focus and to be present, not only physically but also mentally. There is also an opportunity to help
students develop social and emotional skills here, and it is especially important for them to learn how to deal with both
success and disappointment.

Having a team with a vision and a goal is important, it gives students a common issue to work on together. Here
students practice team building exercises in a non-gaming setting, and develop an ethos of sportsmanship and
friendship. The school also have found that something that is crucial in building team spirit is having the students dress
in team clothes where possible, for example, when going to the gym.

Based on the “Swedish Esports Code of Conduct” students are taught the rules and ethics for esports events at all levels,
for both players and organizers. The Code of Conduct is also used to help create a better environment in esport – where
players are not judged for how they look in a game but how you behave, how you play.

These are the overarching teaching elements that are taught across all of the courses. We outline the Basic Course content below .

Students participate in mandatory morning workout at the gym or another place of exercise designated by the teacher.
The content consists of
• Fitness and strength training in different forms
• Exercise routine - warm up - workout - stretching
• Relaxation

Breakfast (provided by the school for all esports students) during which the following themes are discussed
• Development principles
- exercise
- periodization of the training
- the importance of the right diet
- the importance of sleep and rest
• Weight training
• Skill training
• Speed training
• Cardio
• Endurance training
• Mental training
• Maintenance of diary
- exercise diary
- diet diary
- sleep diary

Lecture series in which invited experts lecture on their field of specialization. Based on the lectures, teachers continue to
work on different themes, such as
• Game education
• Media education
• Mental training
• Stress
• Doping
• Special areas of sport
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• Special areas of sport
• Teamwork and communication

Time students spend on their game from home, at leisure. It counts as school time when playing with the school team,
during which time the student represents the school and is expected to behave accordingly.
• Evaluation at least once a year by a specialist from their sport for each individual athlete, alone and / or in their
team
• Mental training
• Exercise and exercise time in their sport / game
• Critical reflection and self-evaluation

Time students spend on their game from home, at leisure, competing in an event. As above, it counts as school time
when playing with the school team, during which time the student represents the school and is expected to behave
accordingly.
• Code of Conduct
• Competition, representation or participation in events in their sport / game
• Critical reflection and self-evaluation
The advanced course is aimed at developing semi-professional and professional esports athletes, streamers, vloggers and so on. It includes additional elements relating to finance and
legal responsibilities (sponsors, contracts, accounting and so on) as well as a detailed module on personal branding focusing on learning how to market yourself, including:
• Creating a personal brand
• Analysis of the market and key competitors
• Social media strategy (presence and reach, choice of platforms etc)
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4.3 English Language Arts - Orange County
Developed as a partnership between the University of California Irvine developed, high schools in Orange County California and the North American Scholastic Esports Federation
(NASEF), English Language Arts Integrated Courses for grades 9-12th grade were designed to connect esports and content standards (Next Generation Science Standards, English
Language Arts, International Society for Technology in Education, and Social Emotional Learning).
"Connecting esports, content standards, English Language Arts and the field of esports matters because it could literally cha nge the game in how we integrate STEM education with
workforce sectors and industries in order to attract more students".
The courses have been based on extensive research conducted by the Connected Learning Lab at the University of California, Irvine to understand the relationship between
esports, STEM, and social emotional learning for high school players.
There are 4 courses, each set at a different grade/age level, covering Game Design (grade 9+), Entrepreneurship (grade 10+), Marketing (Grade 11+) and Organizers (Grade 12+).
Below we provide a simplified course outline for the Game Design course. Full details for all courses are available on the HSEL website1.

The esport industry holds unrealized potential for a 9th grade English Language Arts classroom; the stories told within
games, the mythology of characters, literacy required to achieve mastery, and opportunities to integrate the
intersections between technology, culture, and play all parallel English Language Arts skills and concepts

Students write an expository essay that explains what esports are, making connections with the "story" of a video game
by reading short story texts to understand elements of plot.

Students will conduct research on the past, present, and future of the esport industry. As researchers, they will learn the
basics of evaluating sources for credibility, continue to apply annotation strategies, and cite sources.

Students are immersed into the various roles available in the community or ecosystem of esport. They will explore
careers in the areas of content creation, entrepreneurship, strategy, and organization, as well as how fandom and
journalism contribute to the industry.

Students will engage with real world examples of challenging ethical esports dilemmas and discuss how actions within
esports affect the people in and around the environment. Students will study ways others have expressed their
experiences and use writing to express their own thoughts and feelings.

Students will study archetypes in literature and game lore and examine the purpose of storytelling and the purpose of
game play, to analyze both mediums as texts worth studying. In doing so, they will learn about the elements of stories
and of esports games, and the archetypes that influence many genres of text.

Students will take their knowledge of how esports games operate, as well as their understanding of story, setting, and
character, to create a unique game concept. Going through the iterative process of game design, they will craft ideas,
receive and implement feedback, and make an effort at publication.
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4.4 Microsoft Esports Course: More than just a game

Esports: More than just a game
This course highlights the growing, exciting, and curricular value of esports in education. In a structured, competitive setting that
esports provides, students around the world are strengthening 21 st century skills to be successful in future-ready STEM careers.
Integrating esports withing the curricular setting with Minecraft: Education Edition, players and coaches can be part of an i nclusive
setting that supports and enriches social and emotional wellbeing while also allowing educators to support and assess student s in a fun
and formative manner. Minecraft: Education Edition.

Learn how to leverage your students’ passion for esports to help improve their social-emotional well-being, develop 21st century
learning skills, and learn how to be responsible digital citizens. Additionally, participating in esports prepares students f or a variety
of careers, including: information & technology, marketing, event planning, game design, communications, graphic arts, and many
more. Learn the steps to establish a inclusive team culture, to gather the necessary resources to start and grow your scholastic
esports program, and to unleash students’ creativity in ready-made, immersive, Minecraft worlds designed specifically for
competitive gaming. Through the principles of game-based learning, including communication, problem-solving, collaboration, and
persistence, you will set you and your students on the path to success in the exciting world of scholastic esports.
Learning objectives
By the end of this course, you'll be able to
• Explain why esports belongs in education
• Identify elements of an esports program
• Describe how to get an esports program started
Additional Resources for your Esports Program

• Minecraft: Education Edition product page
• Minecraft: Education Edition support site
• Recommended Minecraft: Education Edition course in Microsoft Educator Center
• Minecraft: Education Edition YouTube playlist
• Microsoft Education webinars
• Sign up for training
From <https://education.microsoft.com/en-us/course/1a787891/8>
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4.5 References

1. North American Scholastic Esports Federation ELA
https://www.esportsfed.org/learning/curriculum/ela/
2. High School Esports League
https://www.highschoolesportsleague.com/high-school-partnership/#our-schools
3. Esport Educator’s Handbook, Practikum, Finland
https://prakticum.fi/dokument/esport_book_pages_lowres.pdf
4. Fair Haven Innovates https://www.techlearning.com/tl-advisor-blog/welcome-to-fair-haveninnovates
5. Microsoft Educator Community Esports Gaming Concepts Curriculum
https://www.education.microsoft.com/en-us/course/d40087b3/overview
6. https://www.unionps.org/240942_2
7. Varsity Esports Foundation https://www.varsityesportsfoundation.org/curriculum
8. https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/jul/8/14-north-dakota-high-schools-to-createan-esports-/
9. https://www.economie.gouv.fr/strategie-e-sport
10. https://www.fenews.co.uk/press-releases/79-sp-821/34085-70-of-schools-are-consideringintroducing-an-esports-curriculum
11. https://archipel.ville-fouesnant.fr/agenda/lol-en-bib-3/
12. https://issuu.com/british_esports/docs/british_esports_library_pilot_findi

*A summary of research findings from a 2016 study conducted on the impacts of esports at
Prakticum Vocational Institute in Finland are summarized the Esport Educator's Handbook
(article 3 above). The full thesis can be found here: Electronic Sports in education. Students’
experiences of the eSports –course’s impacts on lifestyle and wellbeing, by Mirka Tukia
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5.1 Introduction to Minecraft: Education Edition

Minecraft is a digital game, with no given set of rules or endgame, that promotes creativity, collaboration, and problem-solving in an immersive environment
where the only limit is your imagination.

Minecraft puts players in a world modelled on our own. A 360 degrees, experiential environment with forests, rivers, mountains, and deep oceans, biomes,
weather conditions and animals.

Minecraft: Education Edition is a game-based learning platform, derived from Minecraft and designed to facilitate the environmental, mechanical and narrative
elements of the game in a learning capacity. It assists educators in building STEM skills, unleashing creativity and engaging students in collaboration and
problem-solving. Minecraft helps educators meet students where they are and inspires deep, meaningful learning across subjects. Educators around the world
use Minecraft: Education Edition to teach lessons, build STEM and social-emotional skills and inspire project-based learning.
Minecraft: Education Edition offers special features designed for educational use, including assessment tools and classroom multiplayer to allow learners to
work together in the immersive game environment.
Features like classroom multiplayer allow students to collaborate on projects in their Minecraft worlds, building, planning, learning and even chatting as they
work together. (Download this how-to guide for using Multiplayer Mode.) When they are ready to document their work and submit their projects, students can
use tools like the Camera and Book & Quill to take screenshots, write about their work and export their in-game portfolios as PDFs.
When students collaborate remotely in Minecraft: Education Edition, it presents new opportunities for them to build communication and problem-solving skills
together.

Minecraft: Education Edition includes several features that support collaboration and help educators create more inclusive classrooms, whether students are
learning in person or remotely. These include multiplayer mode, formative assessment tools like the Camera and Book & Quill, export options to help students
share their work outside the game, and Immersive Reader to support reading and translating.
Students can learn and play in a collaborative environment simultaneously by using multiplayer mode. To play together in multiplayer, each individual’s home
network must satisfy the requirements outlined in our article on how to set up a multiplayer game. This resource also includes a helpful video and instructions
for educators to get started with setting up a multiplayer experience.
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5.2 Esports and Minecraft: Education Edition
Educators who are familiar with esports, won't be surprised to learn that Minecraft isn't a typical esports title. In fact, if you ask students if they've ever used
Minecraft to play esports they are likely to tell you that's not what Minecraft is for! Why then, are we introducing Minecraft: Education Edition for Esports?
There are three very compelling arguments for using Minecraft: Education Edition for Esports:
Minecraft is a well-established game and students are familiar with playing it. They understand the in-game mechanics and have mastered basics of
moving around and navigating. This familiarity creates a safe space for learning new skills and a great a practice ground to fail forward.

Minecraft: Education Edition has been designed with special teacher and student features to enable educators to get the most out of learning. It is
purposefully non-violent, and doesn't support the gory elements that you may find in other games. This makes Minecraft: Education Edition an
excellent introductory tool for students' first steps into esports.

In this sense it is unique with reference to other esports titles, since it invites players to design, create, build, and code their own game experiences. It
is our aspiration for these resources, that once students have become familiar with the game-play (rules and roles), and the game mechanics (scoring,
timers, etc), they will begin to create their own esports gaming experiences in Minecraft. This move from students as consumers of games to students
as creators of games signifies a transformative shift evident of the high-level creative, critical and computational thinking demanded in 21st century
workplaces.
To support this, we have developed 13 different Minecraft Worlds that enable organized, competitive and collaborative play in your classroom. The worlds
are categorized under three genres:
○ Make & Model – competitive, collaborative Build Battles that can be exported to 3D printers
○ Make & Code - competitive, collaborative Build Battles where teams compete by coding their builds
○ Creative Clash – competitive, collaborative and strategic exploratory games

These are competitive build battles that take place inside a range of immersive Minecraft environments called Arenas. Teams of two battle it out
against the clock to design and build a themed object, chosen by the class, or the teacher. A special feature of these maps is the way in which they
invite spectating students to participate in the game by voting for their favorite build. A bonus feature of these worlds is that students are able to 3D
print their designs at the end of the battle, if the school has access to a 3D printer. There are six worlds in this genre:

Arena

Screenshot

Description
Set on huge galleon ships, docked by a
forgotten island in the Caribbean Sea and
featuring cannons, skulls and treasure
chests.

Pirate Cove
Set in a gigantic garden, where the
players are the size of bees, surrounded
by huge trees, flowers, a garden gnome
and a lawnmower.

Busy Bees
Set in an old west town during the
California gold rush.
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Gold Rush
Set in a giant maker space with 3D
printers and 3D printed objects.

3D Print
Set on a barren moon in a glass dome,
surrounded by floating spacecraft,
meteors and planets.

Space Race
Set on a fantasy race track on a colorful
island of giant plants, mushrooms,
gliding goldfish and butterflies, and a
rainbow volcano.

Splat Racers
You can download the esports Make and Model content here.
Jump to the Make and Model Playbooks here.

The Make and Model series will be the first in the Minecraft: Education Edition Esports package to be released. Make & Code, and Creative Clash
coming soon.
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5.3 Getting Started with Minecraft: Education Edition
In this section, we provide step-by-step guidance on Minecraft Education Edition technical set-up1 for esports.

Depending on your Operating System, the requirements are:

Operating System

Software

Windows

Windows 10*
Windows 8
Windows 7

MAC

MacOS High Sierra 10.13 and up

iOs

iOS 10 or higher

*Recommended version

You can use, depending on your school configuration, two different Minecraft: Education Edition installations:
• Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows 10 is an application managed by the Microsoft Store
• Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows Desktop is a software you can download and install from the official website education.minecraft.net

Operating System

One-to-one devices

Shared PCs

Windows 10S

Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows 10

Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows 10

Windows 10 (1709 and later)

Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows 10

Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows
Desktop

Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (1703 and
earlier)

Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows
Desktop

Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows
Desktop

From <https://minecrafteducation.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360025605672-Supported-platforms-for-Minecraft-Education-Edition>

The Classroom Mode is currently available for users running the Minecraft: Education Edition app and isn't compatible with Windows 7.
Classroom Mode needs to be installed only on the teacher's device as it provides a central interface allowing management of several multiplayer games. Educators can use Minecraft:
Education Edition and Classroom at the same time (but not Code builder if Classroom Mode is running).

• Windows users can install Classroom Mode from here.
• Mac users can install Classroom Mode from here.

To connect to Minecraft: Education Edition both teachers and students need Office 365 Education accounts. You can check your organization eligibility here.
Each Office 365 Education user has a free trial access:
• Students: 10 logins
• Teachers: 25 logins
Once you've used your free trial logins, you'll have to purchase Minecraft: Education Edition via an Authorized Education Partner or the Microsoft Education Store.

Once you've launched Minecraft: Education Edition, you'll need to login using your Office 365 credentials.
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Download and install Minecraft: Education Edition for Windows, Mac, or iPad from this page.

Once you've launched Minecraft: Education Edition, you'll need to login using your Office 365 credentials.

Before you dive into esports with Minecraft: Education Edition, you may wish to become more familiar with the game or see it in action in an education context. An understanding of what
the game does and how it can impact your students and their education is key to using it successfully in the esports arena. Visit this link for free online courses for educators on the
Microsoft Education Community to learn the basics of Minecraft: Education Edition.
Download this Starter Guide for tips on getting started with Minecraft in your school, including classroom management.
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5.4 Minecraft Esports – Set Up Guide
In order for you to play the Minecraft: Education Edition esports content, you must first download it to your device.
Minecraft worlds are stored locally on your device and so whichever device has the worlds installed can either play or host t hat content.

Let's make sure you have all the esports content on your Host device(s).
Download the Minecraft: Education Edition content here: https://click.immersiveminds.com/minecrafteduesports
Note where you save the Minecraft worlds to on your device.

Open Minecraft: Education Edition.

Click on the 'Play' button center screen on the main menu.

Click on the 'Import' button at the bottom right of the screen.

Locate and open the MinecraftEdu Esports world you wish to play and load it.
This will automatically open the game world on your device in Minecraft: Education Edition.
To get all the worlds you want, we recommend you press 'Esc' and return to the main menu and begin the process again for each world.
When finished, you may choose which game world to play. They will show as follows in your Worlds menu:

Click on the world you wish to copy.
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Click 'Settings'.

Scroll to the bottom of the right column of the settings page until you see this:

Click 'Copy World'.

This will create a copy of the game world in your game library. Use this one to game with, keeping the original in your libra ry to copy each time you wish to play.
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5.5 Multi-player Set Up

The very point of esports is to have players compete together in the same gaming environment, just as traditional sports are played in the same arena, be that a tennis court,
football pitch or ice rink.
To do this, you need either all player devices attached to a Local Access Network (LAN) (usually in one location like a school or library), or each player must be on the internet
on their own devices in separate locations. While the former makes multiplayer and esports teamwork easier, you may not have that option and so below you will find
connection instructions for both.
The 'Make and Model' and 'Code Clash' tenant (the address after the @ of your Office365 email address) can host or join a multiplayer game.

In order for players to enter an esports gaming arena, it must first be hosted somewhere. This means one device is used as a master device, with the game loaded onto it and
hosted online for others to join. In most cases in esports in education, this will be the teacher's or esports facilitator's device, though you may have several host devices if you
are running smaller group sessions across many players.
Once you have chosen your host device, it is time to set up the game for others to join.

Open Minecraft: Education Edition and log in.

Click 'Play'

Select the world you wish to play from your game library, and click on it

Click on 'Host' to host a game with the selected world
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Note: If your game is already in progress you can host by pausing the game (ESC key), click the ‘Friend’ tab, then click ‘Start Hosting’ and ‘Confirm’.

Give players the ‘Join Code’ to allow them to join your game. To access this code at any time during the game, pause the game (ESC key), then click the Friends tab.
To access this code at any time during the game, pause the game (ESC key), then click the Friends tab.
The Join Code is made up of image icons. Players wishing to join the game will have a set of these icons they must choose from. If they choose the icons matching your
own, they will have access to your world.

You can click the refresh button at the end of Join Code images to select another code. This can also be used to lock the game once all players are in. Anyone who has
the original code will no longer be able to join once the code has been refreshed.
If a player leaves the world for any reason, they must rejoin using the latest code.
You may end the game at any time by clicking the ‘Stop Hosting’ button under the Join Code icons.

If the Host exits the game, all players will be automatically disconnected!
A Host device must always be active in order for the game to be played from start to finish.

You can set up a maximum number of players in the chat function

Press ‘T’ while in game to open the chat function.

Type the command ‘/setmaxplayers’ then add a number to the end, up to a maximum of 30

You can set up different permissions for your players by clicking on the ‘Crown’ icon.
Select the level of permissions you wish your students to have. Set this to Member’.
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To compete in a multiplayer game, you need players to join the Host game.

Each player should launch Minecraft: Education Edition and click ‘Play’ on the main menu.

Click ‘Join World’ at the bottom center of the screen

Enter the’ Join Code’ by clicking on the different pictures in the correct order given by the host.

Click ‘Confirm’ to join the game and begin playing with others.

It is possible to host a game and to invite players from outside, on separate internet connections to join you.
To do this, they must meet the following conditions:
a. Players must be logged in on the same Office 365 Tenant.
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a. Players must be logged in on the same Office 365 Tenant.
b. They must run the same Minecraft: Education Edition version as all other devices, including the Host.
You can check this on the main menu of the game, looking for the number in the bottom right corner of the screen. For example - ‘v1.12.60’.
If your game versions do not match, update those devices that do not. We recommend all devices match the Host device and that the Host device is running the very
latest version.

• Whitelist the website https://meeservices.azurewebsites.net/ in your router, Firewall and Antivirus. For some guidance on how to do it, you can consult this website.
• Forward the port 19132 on your router to make your connection more stable and faster. You must forward port 19132 both UDP and TCP. You'll find more information
about port forwarding here.
In order that players on a separate internet connection can join your game, you (the Host) must open a port on your network. A port is like a door that lets internet traffic
flow in and out. Games like Minecraft are assigned these ports to channel traffic to and from them in multiplayer scenarios. You must open a specific "door" in your
network settings to let them pass through your Firewall or Antivirus, and forward them to your device.
The first step is to identify the host device IP address. While this is NOT the address you need to give to players joining the game later, this IS the address that you need
to Port Forward to.

Open Minecraft: Education Edition and log in.

Click 'Play'
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Select the world you wish to play from your game library, and click on it. Any world will work for this.

Click on 'Host' to host a game with the selected world

Once the world opens, press 'Esc' and note the IP address on the left of the screen

This is the address of your device. If you have multiple devices on one network they will all have a similar but ultimately different IP addresses.

For example:
Device a – 192.168.1.16
Device b – 192.168.1.20
Device c – 192.168.1.24
Note your local IP address, you will need this for Port Forwarding. This is the address that your router will open port 19132 to so players can access your game.
This is often the step missed when trying to Port Forward for Minecraft: Education Edition.
Now you must forward port 19132 both UDP and TCP. Each make and model of router is different and so this cannot be explained here.
You'll find more information about port forwarding here and here. The main thing to note is that when asked which IP address you wish to port forward to, you use the
host device IP address from step 5.

Now find your router's Public IP. You can find this on the internet by visiting https://www.myip.com.
On the page that opens, you are looking for the address under ‘Your IP address is:’.
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Note this IP address.

Now you must whitelist the website https://meeservices.azurewebsites.net/ on your router, Firewall and Antivirus. For some guidance on how to do it, you can consult
this website.

Once you have completed these steps on the Host network, players can join your hosted game:

Give the Public IP address you got from 'myipaddress.com' to the players that wish to join your game from outside your network.

To join the Host game, players must click on the icon of three dots in the bottom corner of the screen; ignoring the join code option

Ask players to enter the public IP address of the Host device, found in Step 7, then click the Join button.

You will note the port field contains the same port number you allowed access to during port forwarding in your router.
https://minecrafteducation.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001429368-Get-Started-with-Classroom-Mode-
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Performance issues:
If the performance decreases with new players joining:
• Check your connection bandwidth (should be 1.5Mbps at least)
• Check your network speed
• Decrease the video rendering in your parameters
Connection issues
• Check the settings above (Setting up your network)
• Check all players run the same M:EE version
• Check the host didn't exit the game
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6.1 How To Build Your Esports Team
In this Chapter we explore pathways to starting your school Minecraft esports team (Section 6.1), identifying the key steps in the process of introducing esports to
your school. We invite experienced esports educators to share their expertise, lessons learned and top tips with us (Section 6.2), as well as outlining some of the
basic considerations in setting up an inclusive esports space in your school or community (Section 6.3)

There are many different ways to begin building an Esports team, club or program at your school. How you choose to do this will depend on your school's ethos
and context. Below we outline 8 key steps that we believe are important when starting out, as illustrated in Figure 32. We've gathered this information from
some of our research as well as from talking to educators who have successfully built their own team.
The 8 steps don't necessarily have to be taken in the order outlined below, but we believe any good, sustainable and impactful practice begins with people – so
steps 1, 2 and 3 focus on building relationships and shared understandings with key stakeholders. Steps 4 and 5 encourage strategic growth and development of
your esports vision by using sound planning and data to build a persuasive case for esports, and Steps 6, 7 and 8 focus on the practicalities of establishing and
managing an esports team and running a pilot esports program or club. We explore these steps in greater depth below.

Figure 32 An 8-step pathway to building a Minecraft Esports team

Survey student interest and participation in esports
We know it's very likely that many of your students know what esports is, and a high number may already be playing or watching esports, but this may not be the
case for every child, or every school across the country. Connect with your students to find out what they already know about esports.
• Are they interested?
• Which titles do they enjoy/play/watch?
• Are there students who don't play? Why?
• Are there students who would play but don't have access to equipment at home or experience other barriers?
• Where are the outliers, gaps, surprises? Are there differences in responses between boys and girls, for example?

Design a survey that lets you really come to understand how your students feel about it, who would participate and who might find it difficult to join in.
Evaluations conducted in schools suggests that esports programs can help include those children who are sometimes disenfranchised, improve attendance and
motivation, and can positively affect academic learning and GPA. Begin to gather data from your students and use this as a basis for determining the kinds of
impacts you might be able to see from an esports program or club in your school.
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Minecraft is often referred to as the great equalizer. It's easily accessible, open gameplay makes it inclusive and collaborative, attracting players across wide
demographic and age ranges. If your survey data suggests there may be some students who don't have experience playing typical esports titles, Minecraft may
offer these students a safe and welcoming first step into the esports domain.

Identify colleagues with experience, passion, interest or expertise
In scholastic esports, often the challenge comes from gaining support from other adults, who may perceive video gaming as a poor use of school time. The
research evidence for game-based learning is strong and sound, however by scoping out interest for esports among your colleagues you will be able to identify
adults who have experience in playing video games (and potentially in playing esports), have a passion for game-based learning, or who have coached or
delivered health and wellbeing activities. It may also enable you to identify any resistance or concerns within the school community early on, which can be
addressed through your preparations. Note these concerns, or ask about them specifically in a whole-school survey (including staff, PTA, librarians, IT support and
so on) , it will be important to tackle fears and misconceptions head on.

Minecraft Education Edition has been specifically designed for use in schools. It has several education features built in, and purposefully does not support the
gory elements of some other games. You may find that starting out with Minecraft as esports helps address some of the worries and concerns of your
community.

Create a focus group to develop vision and goals
From your survey of students and staff, you should be able to identify colleagues who have some expertise in this area, as well as students and parents who can
be a representative sample of the larger school community. Work with this focus group, using tools such as surveys, focus group discussions, polls, etc to collect,
record and analyze data to:
• create a working, shared definition of what esports means for your school
• identify how best esports may be incorporated in your school setting (a club, a program, an elective course etc.), and
• begin to refine some of the details of your plan (such as relevant stakeholders, potential sponsors etc.).
The involvement of staff, parents and students helps ensure that this preparatory work is inclusive, innovative and student-centered. All of the initial groundwork
in steps 1-3 enable you to use a strong evidence-base before addressing your school leadership team (as in step 4 below). A student centered approach in some
existing programs has enabled educators to identify areas of tension or challenge, and address them head on:

Develop a Vision and Values framework for your school stakeholders
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Use the work undertaken in your focus group to develop a strategy document that you can present to key stakeholders (school leaders, managers, parents and so
on), ensure you outline the benefits as well as addressing any concerns the school may have. Set out the What, Why and How of esports for them and don't be
afraid to set targets for your esports pilot. For example if you know your school has a STEM agenda, or a digital literacy drive, use the data collected in the surveys
to demonstrate how this initiative can support these aims. At this stage, there is an opportunity to scope out your operational plan. This might include:

It's important that your team has a coach, this needn't necessarily be someone who has coaching experience, but it should be someone who is willing to
play the game, learn the strategies, and help students develop skills to improve their collaborative game-play. It's also important that this person can help
students review their play, look at analytics and use those to develop strategy and plans for future play. You may also wish to assign a role of General
Manager. This person would be a first point of contact, deal with administrative issues such as booking rooms, setting up events, organizing practice etc.
Finally, it can be helpful to have a Technical Advisor. This role (and indeed all three roles) may well be fulfilled by one person who is able to do all of the
above, but if your coach does have a background in sport education, for example, they may not feel overly comfortable with being in charge of the
technical set up for competitions etc. Consider all of your needs, and the roles that you require to be filled. If this sounds daunting, it may be helpful to
connect with other educators who have been in your shoes. Check out the #EsportEdu community on twitter – a friendly, helpful and welcoming
community of esports educators who will be more than happy to help.

Depending on whether you have opted to run a club or a program, you may be happy to begin in a school IT lab. It may be that your school operates a
'digital classroom in a box' (a class set of lap tops that can be booked out for particular sessions), or maybe you school has a flexible learning space that can
be tailored to the needs of different educators/students. However your school operates, it's important to identify a space that will fulfil your needs such as
team practice, debriefings (analytics and strategy meetings) and potentially competitions. The wonderful thing about esports is that, as you first begin,
students can practice and play with each other from home, assuming all students have access to the technology, however as you begin to grow your team
properly, it will be important to establish regular practice, and develop team spirit etc. through collegial, face-to-face meetings. If you decide to deliver
esports as part of an elective or school program, you may want to consider options such as a 'digital classroom in a box' that enable to you to flexibly
introduce devices into your learning space, as well as considering the use of the gym and other sport-related facilities - many existing curricular esports
programs establish strong, positive nutrition and exercise plans as part of a student's esports wellbeing mindset. Some esports educators have tapped into
resources in their wider community in order to access the kinds of facilities they need for their esports clubs:

Technology can be a large obstacle to any digital learning program for three main reasons outlined here:
• Access: Draw up a list of available technology in your school. What on the list is accessible to you and your students? What is bookable for regular
scheduling? It's important that you are able to book the room/technology regularly throughout the semester/season.
• Appropriate: Is the technology up to date? Will it run the latest versions of games, software etc? Is it suited to the needs of your students (e.g. is there
a mouse and keyboard rather than trackpads or touch screens)?
• Expertise: In almost every survey of digital learning, fear of technology or worries about not knowing enough about hardware and software prevent
teachers from getting started with digital learning. It's important to understand that your passion for game-based learning does not have to be
matched with the technical know how to run an inter-state esports competition! Do you have a colleague who has expertise in IT/digital set up? Are
there IT support staff who can support you in setting up the technical side of your esports activities? This is where connecting with your colleagues in
step 2 above is ultra-important. Draw upon the expertise of a wide range of colleagues who can help ensure small pitfalls don't stop your pilot in its
tracks. Identify an IT/technical support person who will make themselves available at your practice sessions throughout your pilot activity. In the
longer term, you will be able to support students in developing the technical, strategic and organizational skills to enable them to play a key role in
supporting the growth and management of esports in your school in future years.

You may find that you have enough suitable technology to get by in your pilot, or you may find you have to do this with a combination of school tech and a
Bring Your Own Device drive with students. However to fully ramp this up and roll it out wider, and to get the very best from it you will need to invest in
appropriate, up-to-date equipment in the longer term. This may come from sponsors or donors in the community, so it may be worth identifying these
patrons early on and inviting them to some of your matches, or to your fundraiser events.

Generate community-wide support for your project
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Generate community-wide support for your project
Once your school leadership have signed off on the plan, prepare to get the whole school community on-board (parents, teachers, administrators and so on).
Hold an information evening, or prepare a letter for home, that outlines the benefits and addresses concerns. You may wish to deliver a special assembly for
students or run an interactive event such as a student-teacher esports play-off to drive interest and support for the coming pilot. In terms of the sustainability of
your esports initiative, invite a wide range of students to take part with the aim that in subsequent seasons, older students will be able to mentor or perhaps even
coach younger teams, as part of their own contribution and learning.

Choose players, set rules, start practice and scaffold the learning experiences
The steps you take here depend very much on how you intend to deliver your esports activities (club, program, elective etc.). In general, it's good practice to

Outline what esports mean in your school (with your school definition, this may include expectations such as attendance and GPA etc.), rules of participation
and practice (e.g. if you join our team you must commit to one hour of practice per week, one hour of sport with the team, and completion of a sleep and
nutrition diary every week). Setting out clear expectations in this way will enable interested students to differentiate between playing video-games for
leisure, and being part of a committed team. It will provide the correct springboard for inviting students to collectively draw up a charter of fair play and
ethics for their own esports engagement.

If this is part of a wider program, you may be trying to run five or six small teams in a class of thirty students as part of embedded lessons, or if in a club
format you may be running tryouts. Your team coach will lead this initial team set up, and begin to introduce some soft-launch games to get a feel for the
strengths of each of your players, and the kinds of roles they naturally gravitate towards. Briefings and Debriefings should envelope digital practice to
ensure students learn key skills of reflection, giving and receiving feedback, practicing communication, resolving arguments, and engaging in ethical
conduct, as well as analyzing play and devising future strategy.

Moving from initial play and set up to developing a team that works and plays well together is the aim. This will require the team coaches, managers, and
players to work to establish clear roles (team captain and subsequent hierarchy), clear, concise communication, decisive action in-game, and reflective
practice (in and out of game). Team managers will have to be consistent in how they approach the ways in which players meet expectations around
attendance, academic achievement, conduct and so on.

All of the research on game-based learning makes a clear case for the role of the educator in helping students make connections. While we want these
activities to be student-led as much as possible, it's important that the educator team provide adequate scaffolding for students to learn essential skills in
communication, working with others, reflecting on action, setting goals, considering wellbeing and so on. Gradually, as students become adept, they will
take on more of these roles, and may even be able to lead team briefings and debriefings, or work to become coaches for younger/newer teams in the
school.

Competitive play within the school will be wonderful for team practice, and can take the form of:
• Different teams in a class competing against each other
• Different classes in a year group competing against each other
• Different House Groups competing against each other (mixed ages across the school)
However, students will have opportunities to really try out their strategies and skills against other schools. Here the team manager may want to investigate
starting a league with other schools in the district or region, or joining an existing league.

Minecraft Education Edition is a naturally multi-player game, designed from core principles to allow players to interact within the same game world. It enables
players to create, collaborate and compete with each other while communicating easily through the in-built chat function and/or a third party voice chat software.
Using the Minecraft Esports games that accompany this resource, students will be able to compete with each other easily and in a safe environment that has been
designed with students and teachers in mind.
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Launch a pilot semester or season, record outcomes and evaluate successes and development needs
With your school community on-board, and your teams and expectations well-established, it's time to run your pilot esports activity with select classes or groups.
Your team of colleagues should have undertaken key roles (coach, digital champion, manager etc.), and should support monitoring and evaluation activities in
addition to delivering the esports program throughout the pilot. If you deliver esports as part of a program, you may choose one or two classes to work with at
first, embedding game-play into wider lessons. If you decide to deliver this as a club, you may need to run try-outs, identify players, and even create a number of
different teams to enable competition practice, and to satisfy demand. Make sure you and your colleagues have thoroughly thought through how you will
monitor, record and evaluate the pilot activities, as everything you learn here can be used to improve and scale your esports offering.

Use the evidence collected to improve and scale-up
Work with your colleagues to review the evaluation data you have collected, and present this to your school leadership. Like esports activities in other schools,
you may see improvements in attendance, motivation or even in academic performance. This may enable you to make a case for widening the program, joining a
scholastic esports league (to compete with other schools) or to work with teachers across the entire school community to create a truly cross-curricular learning
program around esports to meet your school's wider ethos and vision.
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6.2 Top Tips from Esports Experts
In this section we provide insights and perspectives from educators who are delivering esports in their schools. Together they represent a cross section of educators, having
taken different approaches to esports, in order to suit their school setting and the needs of students, parents and teachers. What they share is their passion for studentcentered approaches to learning with play, inclusivity and community at the heart of their classrooms. We asked them to share their insights into getting started with esports
to provide their 'top tips' for other educators considering introducing esports into their school.

James is an Educator and Host of The Academy of Esports Podcast, Racine, Wisconsin, USA. He has experience of
overseeing esports programming across several high schools in his district. In 2018, James founded The Academy of
Esports where he presents a regular esports podcast and blog series for educators and parents.

Esports allows us to redefine athletic culture, diversify opportunities for student participation, promote good mental and
physical health, increase career and collegiate scholarship pathways, and honor the importance of play. We can never forget
the importance of play!

Steve is a teacher at William Annin Middle School, Bernards Township Board of Education, New Jersey, USA, where he has
developed an internationally recognized middle and high school game development program. He has been actively
involved in building the K12 to College Esports pipeline and co-founded the #EsportsEDU community. In 2016 Steve
introduced an extra-curricular esports club at his middle school, and started an esports program at the local high school in
2017. Steve's book Game Changer: Empowering Every Learner Through Esports will be published in Autumn 2020.

Gaming is a common language among a diverse audience, and especially important to kids who don't have other school -tohome connections. It provides a great social outlet to bring these kids together and supports their social and emotional
needs.

Karl is a Game-Based Learning and Esports Educator at Prakticum Vocational Institute, Helsinki, Finland. In addition to
pioneering the introduction of esports to Prakticum in 2015, he is responsible for introducing esports in education to Finland.
Karl is a member of the Education Committee of the Swedish Esports Association, Svenska Esports Förbundet, and his
interests are edtech, game based learning and esports. Karl has published a book on esports education The Educator’s
handbook to Esports written in Swedish, English and Finnish.

Esports education is not about teaching students to get better at playing video-games, it's about what they are learning while
they play!

James O'Hagan

Think inclusion, accessibility and equity. Esports has incredible potential to address these issues in your school, if supported properly. It will provide you with the
potential to help children really tap into what interests them through honoring a deep connection to play. The work of T.L Taylor (MIT) and her organization Any
Key.org2 provide guidance and resources on inclusion and diversity in esports. Something else that shouldn't be overlooked is the importance of community.
Community is key, and esports will provide a focus for enabling children to develop a positive, supportive community of peers and friends. This community is something
esports has become very well known for.
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esports has become very well known for.

Steve Isaacs
I've always been excited about the power of games in learning and the idea of competitive gaming in a school environment always intrigued me. Once articles started
surfacing about scholarships being offered for esports athletes I knew people were ready to listen. The affinity space that is obvious among gamers is something that
provides an opportunity for like-minded kids to come together. Gaming is a common language among a diverse audience, and especially important to kids who don't
have other school-to-home connections. It provides a great social outlet to bring these kids together and support their social and emotional needs.

Karl Ogland
It's important to consider the benefits to three groups; students, teachers and parents. You see students don't need educators to help them to play video-games better,
they need us to help them learn skills and knowledge they previously may not even have considered. Our programs help them understand the ways in which skills like
team work, balance and health education are equally important to their esports performance and their school education. Our esports programs do this by focusing on
sleep, nutrition, physical exercise and so on, and this results in them naturally spending less time on video-game play. If the students play a bit less, sleep a bit more and
eat a bit better, do a bit more physical exercise – they will improve in their games. But – and here we have the win-win-win situation, while the students start with the
esports program they will improve both in game and in their own well-being (it’s a win), their parents will be very happy to see their kids not spending so much time in
front of the computers (it’s a win) and the school will get more alert students (it’s a win).
We also have seen fewer bullying cases, because gamer kids tend to be bullied, but when you bring them together (or all the Esports interested students) and dress
them in one united uniform it’s not that funny to bully that single guy anymore. Suddenly that single guy is not alone, suddenly there are 50 students with a uniform and
a common interest. Suddenly they are part of a community"

James O'Hagan
It's worth considering what strategic goals of your school district are, as well as those of your individual school, and then take some time to see how creating an esports
club might help to achieve these goals. You could start casually with an after school video-game club as a way of gauging interest and later add an esports club. If you
do this, my top tip would be to keep these two clubs separate. Esports isn't a bunch of kids just playing video-games. Esports is organized and competitive. it should be
taken as seriously as any other school sport. You have to recruit and you have to take the time to clearly explain the difference between the two approaches to the
students, since most of them will be used to playing casually. No matter what their exposure to esports has been up until this point, this is likely to be a completely new
experience for them – and it's your job to prepare them for that.

Steve Isaacs
My top tips would be to engage all the stakeholders in the idea and recruit their support (other teachers, building level admin, district level admin) Share the reasons
that esports belongs in schools - academic research and programs (NASEF - esportsfed.org is a great resource covering all of the academic benefits). Survey student
interest regarding the club, games, ancillary positions (involve as many kids as possible - consider all of the different roles kids can play). Get a commitment from
students regarding the competitive players and the fact that the expectations are to treat esports similar to traditional sports (practice, academic performance, matches).
Let students know about the other possible ways to get involved (graphic design, website design, marketing, shout casting, streaming, fund raising, etc). Get IT on your
side (brownies go a long way!).

Karl Ogland
My top tips would be: Involve your colleagues. Don’t get tired of explaining what esports is all about to them. Especially involve the sports teachers! Gamers lack the
skills that traditional sports players take for granted. Don't worry if you are not an avid gamer. A gaming interest is not vital among the staff it’s way more important to
show your students you want to help them to improve in a sport that is important to them. Our esports educator team has six members; social worker (female), 3
sports teachers, (1 female, 2 men), Game development teacher, GBL teacher (me). There are only two out of six teachers that are gamers, the rest are non-gamers. It's
also incredibly important to involve the student’s health care (sleep, nutrition, exercise etc). I would also say carefully consider the games you use when you first
introduce esports to school. Be sure to follow the PEGI recommendations, and perhaps look for games that are non-violent, and age-appropriate.
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James O'Hagan
We still experience some obstacles in our esports club. Video-games in school still face negative stereotypes, despite the range of research showing the potential
benefits. So having a clear message about the benefits of esports, based in our strategic goals, is important. That message helps to secure much needed funds,
especially when resources can be scarce. We are also incredibly lucky to have a gaming lounge in our town, so we didn't need to think about set-up with school
technology. We rent the lounge like you would rent a lane at a bowling alley. That’s why it's incredibly important to tap into the wider community that surrounds your
school, their support can really make a huge difference.

Steve Isaacs
Funding can be an issues for schools. My middle school stopped offering clubs for a number of years due to funding. Then they started to explore a 'pay to play' model
where we offered a variety of clubs and students paid to participate. I approached our administration about esports, and due to the 'elective' nature of the pay to play
club program they encouraged me to offer it and see if enrollment warranted running it. When I promoted the club I indicated that all were welcome and that we would
also pursue opportunities to compete against other schools. I also had parents complete a permission slip to indicate if it was ok for their child to play teen rated
shooting games (Fortnite, Overwatch primarily) so that I could honor their wishes but also offer these titles with their permission. In terms of avoiding pitfalls, it's
important to be clear about what your goal is. For my middle school program, a casual game club was the initial idea which then makes it a little more challenging to get
kids more serious about competitive gaming (practice, etc). I don't regret it as for the middle school level I do want to offer something for everyone. I did make a change
during the second year where I broke it up into 2 clubs (casual gaming and esports - with more of a focus on competition). Our high school program started as a
competitive community right from the start.

Karl Ogland
You have to have the courage to try new and different solutions - and you will learn so much from the process of doing it. We often felt like we were walking uphill in a
quagmire. Everyone had arguments about the program but no one could give us advice. We had to set up our own network, this was before the Twitter community
started. We asked the esports organizations what skills they wanted to see new players in the future have. No one said 'Be a 24/7 gamer'! All of the organizations gave
us the feedback “We can teach them play, strategy and so on, you [educators] have to help them learn to set realistic goals, how to evaluate the goals, balance and
structure of everyday life, the importance of nutrition and sleep”. Our obstacle was, How? As no one could give us those answers we started to test, evaluate, test,
evaluate….
Our obstacle was, how? As no one could give us those answers we started to test, evaluate, test, evaluate…research has become an integral part of what we do in our
programs.

James O'Hagan
Minecraft already part of our students' common culture. They are already very competent in navigating this game, and because of this, using Minecraft for esports can
really help to bring esports to elementary and middle school students.

Karl Ogland
The Esports world and the online gaming world can be an unfriendly place, sometimes people talk about the 'toxic culture' because it can be homophobic, racist and
degrading to women. Finnish research proves kids play the same kind of video games until they are 11-13 years old and after they are 20. Many women play with male
characters, male nick names and so on as they are afraid of being challenged. A female gamer often experiences double standards. They have to prove they are worthy,
they have to prove they are better than average but they can’t be the best one. We have 60 esports students. 58 guys and 2 girls. But when we’re in classes and talk
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they have to prove they are better than average but they can’t be the best one. We have 60 esports students. 58 guys and 2 girls. But when we’re in classes and talk
about Esports we have at least 50-50 split between the genders. So what do the girls play? It turns out our female students play Call of Duty (with their boyfriends),
Roblox and Minecraft (without boyfriends). Developing Minecraft for Esports play widens the genre to more than just 'first person shooter' options, and in doing so
enables more diverse as well as younger students to play. This gives educators all the chances in the world to make Esports what it really is: there is no difference
between gender. It doesn’t matter what gender you are, but you have to be able to teach your students this when they are young enough to learn it. Minecraft is the
key.

James O'Hagan
Educators who are interested in going a little deeper, the work of T.L Taylor (MIT) and her organization Any Key.org2 are a great place to explore esports and
inclusion. The work of Dr Constance Steinkuehler3 on literacy, learning and esports is very insightful, and I have a podcast series4 on esports in education called 'The
Academy of Esports.

Steve Isaacs
We have an EsportsEdu Discord server5 - it's a vibrant community of close to 1000 educators and other stakeholders. I also have a book coming out in the fall on esports
in education!

Karl Ogland
I would say, involving the industry is vital to be taken seriously. Collaborate with your National Esports Federation, and set up your own network and invite the esports
organizations. I have also written a book6 for educators about our experience of introducing Esports into our institute.
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6.3 Designing Your Esports Space
In this section we focus on the design and set up of an esports space for a Minecraft esports team. The outline below makes the assumption that you are
using the Minecraft esports maps and activities that accompany this resource, which are set up for two teams to compete against each other.

When schools first begin exploring esports, it can often be in an informal way – meeting in the library over lunch, or as an after school club in a classroom,
where students bring their own devices, or in a school computer lab. As long as the space is accessible and can be booked for regular meetings, it will
serve your purposes for getting started.
As interest grows, and teachers develop their expertise, decide to formalize their club, create a program or wish to join a league, finding a suitable space
for practice, play and debriefings becomes an important consideration. Your esports space doesn't need to be a super high tech hub, but it should take
into consideration the following needs:

We cover each of these in the sections below.

One way of developing a strong team spirit is through branding – team shirts, a team logo, team colors and so on. If you do have sponsorship and you can
dedicate an entire room to esports, then you may wish to consider branding in your set up. Consider painting one wall of your studio or lab in team colors,
or display your team logo. You may also wish to make sure that your team ethics/rules/ expectations are clearly displayed for all to see.
Research from Finland suggests that including physical training within esports can lead to a range of benefits, particularly for building team spirit:

Another great way to build team spirit is through community. Esports have been shown to have a highly collaborative, supportive ecosystem of
participating community members. It is worth thinking about the different activities that will take place in your space, including how the space caters to the
wider esports ecosystem. It's possible that not all of the students who try out for esports will be able to get a space on a team, and it's also possible that
not all students wish to be players, even if they are interested in esports. How does your space create opportunities for other students to participate? Your
team may need support in terms of marketing, event organization, shoutcasting, journalism, branding and merchandise, web and technical support,
spectating and so on. Can you design a space that enables a supporting community to participate?
Finally, you may wish to consider the ways in which a strong team ethos can create a sense of belonging, and how this has been shown to help young
people make more healthful choices. How can the setup of your space encourage healthful practices? Is there a space where players can stretch and
move before and after play, to prevent repetitive strain? Are there spaces where they can fill up on water, and have healthy snacks such as fruit? Does your
space have a large screen or projector to enable group discussion of game-play and strategy development, encourage open communication, and create
safe spaces for students to blow-off steam after difficult matches?
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safe spaces for students to blow-off steam after difficult matches?

Ergonomics is about performance design. In this case, it's about choosing furniture and computer peripherals that will help encourage safe and healthy
practices among students. If you are using an existing computer lab, it's likely that you won't have any say in the types of desks and chairs in the room, but
there are small adjustments that students can make (including the height and distance of the screen, and their posture and seating position) to improve
their comfort and their safety. If you are setting up a room from scratch, you will have options over a variety of features that can impact game-play
including:
• Chairs
• Desks
• Screen size
• Keyboard and Mouse
There are many online guides to ergonomics and esports available but it's always best to check with your school district, as they may have their own set of
guidelines in place.

Your esports space will need to be set up with the hardware and software to enable your team(s) to compete on the Minecraft: Education Edition Esports
Maps that accompany this resource. The basic technical requirements for your esports space are as follows:

• Internet access or Local Access Network (LAN) (usually in one location like a school or library)
• One device per student/player
• Minecraft: Education Edition
Minecraft: Education Edition has been specifically designed for use in schools, and can be played across a broad range of devices including PC, iPad and
Mac devices. Minecraft: Education Edition isn't currently available on Chromebooks or iPhones.
Figure 33 shows the minimum requirements across these devices. In esports clubs, many teachers opt to use a school computer suite, equipped with PCs,
keyboards and mice. This set up gives you, the teacher, a more consistent procedure in terms of getting the computers set up with the correct software, etc
if a suite is not available to you, the availability of Minecraft:Education Edition across these different formats gives you the option of asking students to
bring their own device.

To run Minecraft:Education Edition, the computers you are using will have to meet certain technical requirements. These are listed in Figure 33, below. The
minimum requirements on iPad is 1GB of memory

CPU

Intel Core i3-3210 3.2 GHz / AMD A8-7600 3.1 GHz or equivalent

RAM

2GB

GPU

• Integrated:
• Intel HD Graphics 4000 or AMD Radeon R5 series with OpenGL 4.4
• Discrete:
• Nvidia GeForce 400 Series or AMD Radeon HD 7000 series with OpenGL 4.4

HDD

1GB for game core, maps and other files

Figure 33 Minimum requirements on PCs and Mac computers

Once you have your team using devices that meet the minimum hardware requirements, you also must ensure that the devices are using an operating
system that can run Minecraft: Education Edition. We cover operating systems, and provide step-by-step Minecraft set up guidance in Chapter 5.

Great esports teams consist of players who communicate and collaborate with exceptional skill. Not only do many teams participate in regular practice,
deconstruct and analyze their game-play after games, and work together to develop game-play strategies before games, but teams must be responsive
in-game. To enable this responsiveness, teams must:
• Develop effective communication skills – many teams develop their own 'language' - quick ways of relaying instructions to each other. Educators
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• Develop effective communication skills – many teams develop their own 'language' - quick ways of relaying instructions to each other. Educators
may need to scaffold the process of developing communication skills, and provide age/stage appropriate activities to support teams in developing
communication and collaboration skills.
• Use efficient communication methods – many teams use additional software to enable them to have a formal channel for their in-game audio
discussions, as well as providing a platform for text discussion, file sharing and so on to support pre and post-game team briefings. Microsoft
Teams, Discord and Asana are all examples of software that can be used by your esports teams to enable in-game communication, as well as wider
team management.
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6.4 References

1. The ESA (2018) https://www.theesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ESA_EssentialFacts_2018.pdf
2. AnyKey.Org www.anykey.org
3. Interview with Dr Constance Steinkeuhler https://www.gamecrate.com/interview-constance-steinkuehlertalks-e-sports-and-education-uci/18357
4. The Academy of Esports https://www.taoesports.com
5. EsportsEdu discord server https://discord.gg/7D9vhV
6. The Educator’s Handbook to Esports *please note this book has three chapters, one in Swedish, English
and Finnish https://prakticum.fi/dokument/esport_book_pages_lowres.pdf

Esports educator Steve Issacs will also be publishing a book on esports education in Autumn 2020
[Working title Game Changer: Empowering Every Learner Through Esports. A Ready Learner One Book]
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Make and Model – How to Play

Make and Model is a game of creative competition. Which team can create a Minecraft build and get the vote? Who's will be the biggest, the best, the most colorful, the most accurate, or have the
most moving parts?

This game has one objectives or 'Victory Condition':
1. Create a Minecraft build that is voted to be better than that of your competitors.

Two teams battle against each other in any of six beautifully crafted arenas, to test their creative skills, imagination, and Minecraft knowledge.
This Build Battle-style game is designed for players to create from a given theme, with players voting, or scores given to, the best of those creations.

Pirate Cove is full of strategic level gameplay, from choosing your roles and navigating the environment, to focusing on the same treasure as your opponent and stealing from them to purchasing
Cannons and sinking their ship; instead. Players will have to work as a team to succeed in whatever strategy they choose. Planning, communication, teamwork and flexibility are critical skills in this
game.
Because there are two win conditions, students will have to spend some time deciding on their tactics. This means they will have to:
• Familiarize themselves with the key abilities that each crew member brings. (Table 1)
• Map the relationships between each role, like who can purchase what and who they must give it to for it to be used effectivel y, and at what cost. (Table 2)
• Decide on the crew roster before a game starts, considering who their Captain should be and how many Pirates, Miners and Engi neers they need.
• Choose, plan and their game strategy, picking a preferred victory condition, role selection, how to accumulate Gold Coins, p urchasing preferences, etc.

In this game students will have opportunities to develop the following skills:
• Strategic thinking
• Communication
• Collaboration
• Responsive Thinking
• Reflective thinking
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Download the game arena you wish to play here.
The file will download a single .mcworld file.
If you choose to Open in directly, it will automatically engage Minecraft: Education Edition and load the world, ready to beg in.
If you choose to Save the world first (recommended) you will need to open the file by double clicking on it.

There are six arenas to choose from:

Arena

Screenshot

Description
Set on huge galleon ships, docked by a
forgotten island in the Caribbean Sea and
featuring cannons, skulls and treasure
chests.

Pirate Cove
Set in a gigantic garden, where the
players are the size of bees, surrounded
by huge trees, flowers, a garden gnome
and a lawnmower.

Busy Bees
Set in an old west town during the
California gold rush.

Gold Rush
Set in a giant maker space with 3D
printers and 3D printed objects.

3D Print
Set on a barren moon in a glass dome,
surrounded by floating spacecraft,
meteors and planets.

Space Race
Set on a fantasy race track on a colorful
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Set on a fantasy race track on a colorful
island of giant plants, mushrooms,
gliding goldfish and butterflies, and a
rainbow volcano.

Splat Racers
Figure 1
For the purposes of this Playbook, we will showcase the Pirate Cove arena. We recommend you start with this one until you are familiar with the features, which are common with the other
arenas.
Every arena contains the same, common features of gameplay. Due to the different arena designs they will look a little differ ent, but each arena will always have the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spawn Area game controls
Team Selection Area
Build Area
Voting/Scoring area
Timer
Scoreboard

Becoming familiar with these aspects of the game design will mean that you can play in any arena with ease, knowing what to l ook for and how to use it.

Players start in a Spawn Area, surrounded by the instruction signs and NPC’s they need to learn the basics of the game. This area contains the Game Controls and Team Selection Areas.

The Yellow and Green floor areas of this ship are designed as Team Selection Areas. Players should stand on the color matchin g that of the team they are in. Yellow players on the Yellow
area, Green Team players on the Green area. All players MUST be standing on one of these colors when the Start Button is pres sed by the game leader. Any player who is not, will not be a
part of any team when the game begins and will not be teleported from the Spawn Ship to the game arena.

Before you begin setting the timer and starting the game, players must choose their team color and stand in the appropriately colored Team Selection Area so the game can assign
them to that team.
There are always and only two team colors:
• Yellow
• Green
Players in the Yellow team must stand and remain on the yellow floor, while Green team members must stand and remain standing on the green floor.
When the Host presses the Start button, players on each color will be assigned to that team and teleported to the game arena. Any player not standing in that area, will be left,
unassigned.

At the start, on the Spawn Ship, the Host of the game sets a timer. This time can be set to any amount of time between 1 minu te and 60 minutes.
We recommend between 20 and 40 minutes per game.
The game Host must press the Buttons on the Blue Blocks to count the time up in increments of either 10 minutes or 1 minute.
Should you wish to reduce the time, you may do this at any time by clicking on the Buttons on the Red blocks.
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Note: If the timer shows anything below 11 minutes, you can only reduce the time by clicking the 1 minute Button.
When the game begins, the timer will countdown in two places:
1. At the bottom center of the screen.
2. On the sails of each of the Player ship (large enough to be seen from almost anywhere on the island).

Once you have set the time, click on the Button on the Green block in the Game Controls area to start the game.

Be sure you are ready to start the game. Use this checklist to get you started:
In this game students will have opportunities to develop the following skills:
•
•
•
•
•

All players who should be present, are present
There is no one in the game who shouldn’t be
Players who have been allocated a team color are standing on their respective Team Color area
Players who are not in a given team are NOT standing on a Team Color area
Each team knows the build theme
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Once you have set the time and started the game, you can reset it at any time by clicking on the Button on the Black block in the Game Controls area.

The Make and Model content is designed to be used over and over again. The Reset function is designed to reset the game to a fresh start. It is also useful if there was an error in team
selection or the incorrect time was set to begin with.
Resetting the game does:
• Reset the timer
• Reset the Team Selection
Resetting the game does not:
• Remove any builds in the Team Build areas
• Reset the scores if Armor Stands have been used to score
You must clear the builds and remove any scoring Armor stands manually before you begin a new game.
If for any reason you think the Minecraft world is not working correctly or has been damaged during play so that it does not perform as the playbook suggests, reload the game from its
original file source to start again:
Download the game arena you wish to play here.

As Make and Model focuses on a the creative aspects of Minecraft in a competitive game, players will build their creations in a pre-designed space called a Build Area. Each team has a Build
Area in which they must create something that competes with the opposing team's ability to create.
By default, the arenas are Immutable'. This means that players cannot add to or destroy anything in the world around them. Th e Build Areas are the only place that players are able to
manipulate the world to create, so containing their creations in a viewable and scoreable area.
The Build Areas are floored with Allow Blocks. Allow Blocks 'allow' players to build on top of them.
Each Build Area is made up of a 32x32x32 block space, with a colored frame, a Delete/Clear Build Button nearby, and a Structu re Block on the corner.
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The Delete/Clear Build Button clears the entire Build Area in one go. Players can use this to clear a previous build, or their own.
Once pressed, this cannot be undone!

Players can export a creation using this Structure Block located in a corner of each Build Area.

The settings inside the Structure Block have been preset to reduce player input to just one button - Export.
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Click on the Structure Block then click Export in the bottom left of the window to turn your Minecraft build into a 3D Object .

To make it available for 3D Printing, open the Minecraft Export in 3D Builder (Win10) and then save it in the format you need - .STL or .OBJ are most common.

Scoring takes place during a two minute Voting timer at the end of each round.
When the build time runs out, players are automatically teleported outside of their build and banned from returning into the Build Area so the cannot

Arena

Pirate Cove

Busy Bees

Gold Rush

Basic Build (Block Building Only)

Advanced Build (Redstone/Mechanics/Command Blocks)

• Cannon Firing a Cannon Ball
• Shipwreck
• Pirate's face
• Pirate shack
• Trap for Pirate Treasure Hunters

• Cannon Ball hitting a building
• The Kraken attacking a ship
• Pirate's face that moves its mouth or eyes
• Pirate shack with secret area for hidden treasure
• Trap for Pirate Treasure Hunters

• Bee hive
• Flower in a pot
• Lawnmower
• Bird's nest
• Giant bee
• Hedge Maze

• Ant colony (section)
• Flower that emits pollen
• Lawnmower that cuts grass that regrows.
• Bird's nest with eggs that hatch
• Giant bee that stings if you get too near
• Hedge Maze that changes form

• Wagon
• Bandit
• Gold mine
• Gold town stables
• Gold town house

• Wagon camp
• Bandit Camp and ambush
• Gold Mine with Rails for gold collection
• Gold town railway with working train system
• Gold town marketplace with traders
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Gold Rush

3D Print

Space Race

Splat Race

• Bandit
• Gold mine
• Gold town stables
• Gold town house

• Bandit Camp and ambush
• Gold Mine with Rails for gold collection
• Gold town railway with working train system
• Gold town marketplace with traders

• 3D Printer
• Toy
• Minecraft Mob
• New Minecraft Mob
• Spray can
• Maker tool
• Computer

• 3D Printer with Piston building mechanism
• Toy with moving parts
• Minecraft Mob with moving parts
• New Minecraft Mob with moving parts
• Spray can that sprays color blocks
• Maker tools that moves
• Computer with working function (

• Moon Base
• Alien spacecraft
• Space Station
• Astronaut helmet
• Alien colony

• Moon base with meteor impact
• Alien spacecraft with firing weapons
• Space Station with fuel system and food
• Astronaut (whole)
• Alien colony with transport systems and food

• Racing Car
• Monster truck
• Fantasy vehicle
• Race track design
• Rainbow volcano
• Butterfly

• Racing car with working lights and interior
• Monster truck
• Fantasy Vehicle with lights and interior
• Race Track Design with Rails and Carts
• Rainbow Volcano that erupts
• Butterfly that lights up at night

Figure 2
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Make & Model Rubric
Wednesday, July 28, 2021

11:43 PM

Make and Model Rubric 1.0.1
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Creative Clash Esports Overview
Thursday, July 29, 2021

10:54 AM

How to play Minecraft Esports Creative Clash Adventure Maps
Minecraft Esports Creative Clash games are the second generation of Minecraft Esports challenges. These maps build upon themes introduced
in the Minecraft Esports Make & Model worlds – the first-generation challenge maps, but are designed to more closely embrace the principles of typical
esports titles, where fast-paced, adventurous play and collaborative competition drive much of the game play.
Here, teams must work together, utilizing each players’ strengths to develop a strategy that will enable their team to meet t he game objectives more
quickly than competing teams.

Student Skills
Each of the Creative Clash games has different objectives and victory conditions, and therefore the skills students develop by playing them will differ.
However, this series of games has been created to provide opportunities for students to develop the following skills:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Strategic thinking
Planning
Communication
Collaboration
3D thinking and orientation
Responsive, Adaptive and Flexible Thinking
Creative problem solving
Reflective thinking
Fair play & sportsmanship

Minecraft Esports Adventure Maps are designed to be played and revisited many times to enable students to develop skills over time. Students are
encouraged to reflect upon gameplay to determine strategies that were successful and team players’ strengths, as well as revi ewing techniques that other
teams employed to assist them in planning, strategy-development and goal-setting for future games.

Many of the skills students will develop relate to 21 st Century Learning, Connected Classrooms and Social and Emotional Learning – skills that are as
desirable in hybrid learning situations, as they are in 21st century workplaces.
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Busy Bees Nectar Hunt - How to Play
Thursday, July 29, 2021

10:53 AM

Set in an enormous garden, students play as ‘bees’ working together with their teammates to collect nectar for their hive. Two hives compete against each other as bees from each
team visit flowers, collect nectar and return it to the hive. Placing nectar in the hive also fills a glass jar behind the hive with honey, for observers to see. This game has one primary
objective:
To collect enough nectar to fill the glass jar with honey before the other team.
Because there is no timer in this game, this will occur in one of two ways:

• The teacher will give students an allotted time to play the game in (e.g. 15 minutes), and the team with the most honey in the jar at this time will win, or
• One team will completely fill the jar with honey and the game will stop.
To achieve the objective, students must develop skills in take-off, flight and landing, as well as in negotiating several fixed objects (flowers, garden gnomes, water features), and
challenges (spiders, spider webs and wasps) in the garden. Students can practice their skills in theFlight Schooltutorial world.

Since learning to fly is a crucial element in this game, we have provided a tutorial area called Flight School. Students who have played Minecraft before will be very familiar with
being able to ‘fly’ around in-game while in Creative mode. However, this is very different from the kind of flight required in this game.
Here students use Wings, usually called Elytra in Minecraft. Some of your students may already be skilled in using these. However, our recommendation is that players attend Flight
School first.
Busy Bees Nectar Hunt automatically begins in the Flight School Tutorial. Students find themselves inside a bee hive, where friendly Bee NPCs (Non-Player Characters) will direct
them to collect wings and nectar before practicing their flying skills. Within the tutorial area students are encouraged to practice:
• Flying different distances
• Avoiding man-made objects (such as walls)
• Landing on flowers of different heights
• Flying through high value bonus areas
• Using nectar to boost their flight
All of these skills will be important when playing in the adventure map arena.
Once students feel they have developed their flight skills enough to play, they can join the Busy Bees Nectar Hunt arena by completing the tutorial objective – which is to fly the full
length of the flight school area to land on the garden gnome. Once on the gnome, they will stand on the Nectar Pod on the pink flower, which will teleport them to the main
arena.
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The Busy Bees arena comprises the same, common features of gameplay as all other Esports Minecraft Maps in the series:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Spawn Area – Where students arrive in the game
Spawn Area Game Controls – Levers, buttons and switches accessed by the teacher to begin, end and reset the game
Team Selection Area – yellow and green platforms that students stand on to indicate which team they are joining
Team Base – A place where players in each team congregate, in this map each team has a beehive as their base.
Scoring – teams keep track of their score by the tracking the amount of nectar collected in their hives.
Observation – Students not competing are permitted spectator status, by ensuring they do not stand on the yellow or green Team Selection Ar eas when the host starts the
game.

Players start in a Spawn Area, surrounded by signs and NPC’s providing instruction on the basics of the game. This area also contains the Game Controls and Team Selection Areas.
A new feature in this map is theAll Area Accessgiven to the Game Host (normally the teacher). Each Hive has a protective barrier that prevents players from entering the opposing
team's Hive. However, to enable the teacher to enter both hives, observe play or resolve issues where necessary, the Game Host is permitted access to both Hives.
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Before you begin the game, players must choose their team color and stand in the appropriately colored Team Selection Area so the game can assign them to that team.
There are always only two team colors:

• Yellow
• Green
Players in the Yellow Team must stand and remain on the yellow floor, while Green Team members must stand and remain standing on the green floor.
When the Host presses the Start button, players in each Team Selection Area will be assigned to that team and teleported to the game arena.

Please Note:Any player not standing in that area, will be left, unassigned and should be considered a spectator. Busy Bees Nectar Hunt is not designed to enable
players to join after the game has started. If players arrive late and wish to join, the Host will have to reset the game entirely.

Time of Day
This option allows you to choose which time of day your students will play in.
Day = Bright daylight Night = Dark nighttime.
Difficulty
This option dictates whether or not Spiders and Wasps (mobs) will spawn in the game as enemies.
Easy = No Mobs Hard = Mobs
Weather
This… option allows you to choose the weather throughout gameplay.
Clear = No Rain Rain = Rain

These settings do not affect gameplay directly (i.e. it is not any more difficult to fly in rainy weather than in dry conditions), however these settings can enhance the player
experience, and create unique conditions for alternative gameplay and strategy. For example, playing in the rain at night with mobs enabled will require a different game style and
more teamwork than playing in bright daylight, clear weather, with no mobs.
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Once you have selected the game mode and all participating students are standing on their chosen Team Selection Area, click on the Button on the Green block in the Game
Controls area to start the game.
Note: Items that students have brought with them from the Flight School tutorial (e.g. nectar) will be removed from them once the Start button has been pressed.

The Busy Bees Nectar Hunt map is designed to be used repeatedly. The Reset function is designed to reset the game to a fresh start after each match. It is also useful if there was
an error in team selection. You can reset the game by pressing the Red button on the main game control panel.
If for any reason you think the Minecraft world is not working correctly or has been damaged during play so that it does not perform as the playbook suggests, reload the game
from its original file source to start again.

Once the Host selectsStart Game, all players standing on the Team Selection Areas will be transported to their corresponding hive (Yellow Hive for Yellow Team, Green Hive for
Green Team).
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When they arrive in the hive, they will see a golden pressure plate on the floor marked with wings. Each player must stand on this plate to be given two objects:
• Wings – These are automatically applied to the players for flight.
• Bee Sting – Players must use this for defence and Player vs Player combat.
• A coloured helmet – Green or Yellow to indicate which team they are in

Each player will also be given a small amount of nectar (3 drops) to fuel their first flight. After this, they must collect nectar from flowers. Nectar serves two purposes:
1. To boost a players flight - If Nectar isn’t used to create a boost, players will eventually fall to the ground. Using Nectar to boost means that players can travel further and so
collect more Nectar overall. Part of the strategy is how much Nectar to spend on flight, and how much to deposit.
2. To deposit in the Hive - Deposited Nectar is transferred to the glass Jar behind the hive, which will fill up gradually with honey and lead to victory when full.

Players must leave the Hive and take flight in order to reach the Flowers in the garden, which will both replenish their Nectar for boosting flight, and provide them with Nectar to
take to the Hive.
Flowers contain Nectar Pods (a yellow block with a Pressure Plate on top). Standing on top of the Nectar Pod will reward the player with Nectar. Nectar Pods provide random
amounts of Nectar. Between 1 and 15 Nectar can be delivered from each Nectar Pod. They also replenish at a random time, meaning Flowers can be revisited for more Nectar.

Some Flowers are easier to land on than others. Some Nectar Pods are easier to find in some flowers, and some Flowers contain more than one Nectar Pod.
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As Bees, players must fly around the garden. While flight offers a huge range of skills to master, the basics of flight are as follows:
• Take Off– There is no vertical take-off. Taking off requires players to drop from a high object and press Jump to engage the gliding ability.
• Gliding- Once engaged, players will glide at speed, with a slow descending motion. True mastery of this game is in the ability to glid e effectively.
• Boosting– Players can boost while gliding and gain both speed and altitude, allowing them to glide further.
• Landing– Landing is not as easy as it seems. The ability to land accurately and safely will determine how successful a player is in re trieving Nectar for the team.
Students will have to make decisions about how far they are prepared to fly to collect Nectar, and how many Flowers they visit, and how much to use for boosting before returning
to the hive. This is part of the overall team strategy.

Players decide when they have collected enough Nectar to deposit in the Hive. Once inside the Hive, players must hold the Nectar in their hand and deposit it in the Frame
between the arrow blocks on the back wall. Filling each row of this wall will also fill a row in a Honey Jar behind the hive. When the Honey Jar is filled, the game is ended, and that
Team win the match.

When depositing Nectar, students will need to keep some in order to boost their next flight. If they forget to do this and deposit all their honey, they will be unable to fly unless
one of two things happen:
1. Another player shares their Nectar – Players carrying Nectar can drop it for other players to pick up.
2. Taking a loan from the Bee Banker - Players can visit the Bee Banker (NPC) at the Jar behind the Hive and collect 3 Nectar Drops. However, this is deducted from the Jar/Hive
score - with a little added interest too, so this should only be done in an emergency.
Teams can decide if it is strategically better to cooperate by sharing, or to send struggling players back to the hive to collect nectar from the Bee Banker.

Note: New players to the game may find that rather than depositing Nectar in the Frame inside the Hive, they have unintentionally deposited their Bee Sting. After some practice,
this issue will drop off and players will become adept at depositing nectar. In the short term, the game Host can resolve this by deleting the Bee Sting from the Frame.
To do this the Host will need to be in World Builder mode (the Host should always be in this mode): Enter World Builder mode by:
Pressing T to bring up the chat window.

• Enter the command /wb
• Point at the item inside the Item Frame (in this game, this is likely to be a Bee Sting)
• Left Click the mouse to make the item disappear.

As well as the random Nectar Pods in Flowers, players can find Nectar Rings in the sky. These Nectar Rings will gift Nectar to a player. Be mindful that theyonly gift nectar once
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As well as the random Nectar Pods in Flowers, players can find Nectar Rings in the sky. These Nectar Rings will gift Nectar to a player. Be mindful that theyonly gift nectar once
per game.
These rings are found in the farthest reaches of the garden, to encourage students to weigh up risk-versus-reward, as they will need extra nectar to fuel their flight there and back
to the hive. They will have to decide if the reward is high enough to take the risk and if their flight skills are honed enough!

All around the garden, there are obstacles that will challenge students, including spider webs, water, the ground, and predators:

Predators- Mobs such as Spiders and Wasps are present in the game when Hard Mode is selected. They spawn randomly and will attack players in the sky and on the ground.
Players can use their Bee Sting to defend themselves.
Webs- If a player gets stuck in a web, this will cost them time to escape in Easy Mode, and Spiders will emerge to attack in Hard Mode.
Water– Bees don’t swim! Players would do well to avoid the water in the garden pond and the watering can. This will cost them time and leave them vulnerable to attack.
The Ground– If a player lands on the ground, there is no vertical take-off. Taking off requires players to drop from a high object and press Jump to engage the gliding ability. To
reach a high enough place to take off, players should look for and approach the nearest human-made object. These include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shovel (x 2)
Garden Fork
Garden Trowel
Sun Dial
Garden Gnome
Lawnmower
Black Bin
4 Hive Table Corner Legs
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Players should look for the smallMelon Blockpillar at the base of these objects and approach it. This will teleport them to the top of that object, where they can begin their next
flight.
Dying -If a player dies in-game, they will spawn back in the Team Selection area. They will lose all of the items they were carrying (Nectar, Bee Sting, and Wings), and should revisit
the Hive to start afresh. They begin again by getting wings in the hive, and by visiting the Bee Banker for fuel.

Playing as a bee, students will get a sense of how enormous the garden can seem. When playing for the first few times, it can be easy to become disorientated. To assist them, they
will find a Map in the central Team Selection Area, as well as a Map outside each Hive. Players can use this to guide their team mates towards areas of interest, human-made
objects for new flight, or to assist them avoiding danger or making their way back to the Hive.

When one of the teams fills the Jar with Honey, the game will end. All players will be teleported back to the Team Selection Area and fireworks in the winning teams’ colours will fill
the screen.
To play the next game, the Host will simply press the reset button to clear the Hives and the Jars and invite the students to choose a Team Selection Area to stand in, before
pressing the Start Button.
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From <https://ukc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DUS&rs=en%2DUS&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Fimmersiveminds-my.sharepoint.com%2Fpersonal%2Fplay_immersiveminds_com%
2F_vti_bin%2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2Fce0699cc927d45a596de38f63af25089&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=0&wdodb=1&hid=424FE09F-C09C-3000-1259-B2A1FD854C85&wdorigin=ItemsView&wdhostclicktime=
1627570786828&jsapi=1&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=0d460495-db9d-1b5f-ef37-82911005dade&usid=0d460495-db9d-1b5f-ef37-82911005dade&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1
&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&preseededsessionkey=1f9c8ee9-0b9d-99e4-36c5-2c7448cc17c7&preseededwacsessionid=0d460495-db9d-1b5f-ef37-82911005dade&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected>
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Pirate Cove Speed Run - How to Play
Thursday, July 29, 2021

10:54 AM

How to Play Pirate Cove, Speed Run

Pirate Cove Speed Run is a variation of the Make and Model Pirate Cove World. In this version, students play together as one team to find the hidden cache of treasure on the
island, competing against the clock.
The game is designed for multi-player asynchronous play, so that the same Team can compete again and again to beat their own score, or try to beat the high score of
other Teams who have played at other times.

One of the main features of this game is asynchronous play, and in this regard, Teams do not compete against other Teams at the same time. This enables Teams to play
against themselves, to devise new strategies to try to set and beat their own personal best. This kind of play is ripe for post-game debriefings with reflection, meta-cognitive
activities and goal setting. The game can also be played asynchronously against other Teams. This requires all Teams to keep a record of their time and score, enabling others
to try to best the high scorers.

There are two different ways to play Pirate Cove Speed Run:
Students seek out Treasure on the island, by locating where ‘X’ marks the spot (which is in multiple fixed places on the island), and dig to find the buried Treasure. By returning
this treasure to the Ship’s Deck and placing it inside the gigantic Treasure Chests onboard they can meet the following objectives:

1. Pieces of 9
With this objective, students must locate enough Gold Blocks on the island to fill all 9 Treasure Chests on the Ship’s Deck before the time runs out. In order to do this,
the Host may wish to set a reasonable time (e.g. 30 minutes or so) for exploration of the island.
2. Fill Your Boots
With this objective, the Host can set relatively short times for gameplay (e.g. 10 minutes), and challenge the students to fill as many Treasure Chests on the Ship’s Deck as
possible before the time runs out. Most suitable for Teams who have played the game before and are familiar with the map.
These different objectives require very different kinds of strategy, and shorter play times may see students devise game-play tactics that divide up team roles, and take more
risks.
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Keep this bubble (or make a new one?) it is still an important point

One Team battles against shark-infested water, pirate skeletons and booby-trapped loot to locate and collect as much Treasure as possible before the timer runs out, or to fill 9
Treasure Chests on the Ship’s Deck.
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Teams will locate Treasure on the island by looking for sites with an ‘X’. There are many of these located around the island. Some are fairly obvious, others are well-hidden,
and buried very deep. Teams will also find that some of these locations are easy to access, while others are protected by enemies or are booby trapped.
These markers do not change over time, students will find them in the same location each time they play. This helps students develop strategies to improve their gameplay over time, and once they are familiar with the map, undertake better risk analysis and weigh up risk versus reward.

In Pirate Cove Speed Run, Players assume two different roles: Captain and Pirate.

Captain - each team is led by a Captain, who will have access to tools these such as Pickaxe’s, Lanterns, and Fish-Flingers - to defend themselves against enemy
mobs. The Captain can visit the ship and re-stock the crew’s tools whenever necessary. How often they choose to do this will be down to the strategic decision-making of
the Captain.
Note: There can only be one Captain per team.
Pirate – each team can contain multiple pirates. The Captain should collect and distribute tools to the crew, based on team strategy. However, Pirates can also return to the
ship at any time for a new Wooden Pickaxe and Bread.

Starting Supplies
At the start of the game, the crew have an opportunity to collect the supplies they will need for digging for treasure and defending themselves against enemies. The Captain is
supplied with more advanced tools than the crew, however, the Captain can choose to distribute these items to suit the Team strategy and player strengths.

•
•
•
•
•

Captain – starting supplies
Sharktooth Cutlass x 1
Diamond Pickaxe x 1
A Fish flinger x 1 (a bow)
Fish-flinger fish x 5 (arrows)
Puffernades x 2 (pufferfish trap)
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Pirate – starting supplies
• Wooden Pickaxe x 1

While pirates only begin with a Wooden Pickaxe, they have an opportunity to gain extra Loot in a variety of ways throughout the game:
1. The Captain may share Loot
2. Battling Skeletons may result in weapon and armour drops
3. Hidden Treasure Chests may contain bonus Loot as well as Gold Blocks

Student Skills
Teams will have to collaborate strategically to share tools, overcome shark-infested waters, locate and dig for Treasure and fend-off enemies. Some Treasure Chests are more
lucrative than others, but these are often in hard-to-reach locations and guarded by enemies (such as sharks, spiders and skeletons). Once familiar with the map and the
location of Treasure, Teams will make important game-play decisions by weighing up risk versus reward.
This kind of game will enable the development of the following skills:
• Communication
• Collaboration
• Strategic Thinking
Creative Thinking
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative Thinking
Problem Solving
Leadership skills
Responsive & Adaptable Thinking
Reflection
Metacognition
Goal-Setting
Scaffolding the Experience
As an educator, if you are looking for a game that will enable you to take your students on a deep dive into reflective thinking for the purposes of planning and goal-setting,
this game is for you. Because the location of the buried treasure never changes, it gives students opportunities to reflect on strategy, discuss what worked and what did not,
and plan to improve their game-play in successive games. By scaffolding the briefing and de-briefing sessions, educators can support their students in developing crucial
learning-to-learn skills that they can apply across other areas of learning.

The Pirate Cove Speed Run arena comprises many of the same features of gameplay as all other Esports Minecraft Maps in the series:
• Spawn Area– A small ship where students arrive in the game and can set the Game controls
• Spawn AreaGame Controls– Levers, buttons and switches accessed by the Host (normally a teacher) to begin, end and reset the game
• Team Selection Area– a purple platform that students stand on to indicate they are joining the Team

• Scoring– A scoreboard on the Ship’s sail keeps track of score and time (based on the number of Treasure Chests filled).
• Main Ship – This is the main arena where the players will return their found Treasure, placing it in giant Treasure Chests on deck to score

.

Players start on a small wooden ship, surrounded by the instruction signs and NPC’s to learn the basics of the game. The ship is called the Spawn Ship and is where all
players on the Team begin and end their game.
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players on the Team begin and end their game.

This area also contains the controls for the game including the Timer and the Start buttons. While the Spawn Ship is part of the main gaming arena, it is not needed during
play and should not be visited again after the game starts. Players will be teleported back to the ship once the game ends.

•
•
•
•

The Game Controls are visible on the deck of the Spawn Ship and are controlled by the Host. These include:
Timer
Start Button
Game Mode (Time of Day, Weather)
Reset Button

The game Host has the responsibility of setting the timer on the Spawn Ship. It can be set to any amount of time between 1 minute and 90 minutes.

For a ‘Pieces of 9’ game objective, we recommend 30 minutes plus for the first game, to enable students to familiarize themselves with selecting roles, collecting supplies and
locating treasure. After this, games could last anywhere between 20-90 minutes, although this will depend on how many students you have in a team.
For a ‘Fill your Boots’ round, students are encouraged to play a quicker game, and are forced to make decisions about risk versus reward. These games should be played from
7-20 minutes.
The game Host must press the Buttons on the Blue Blocks to count the time up in increments of either 10 minutes or 1 minute.The host can reduce the time, at any time during
the game by clicking on the Buttons on the Red blocks.
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When the game begins, the timer will countdown on the sails of the ship (large enough to be seen from almost anywhere on the island).

This game is designed to be played in Survival Mode. In addition, the game Host can also choose environmental settings that include:
Time of Day
This option allows you to choose which time of day your students will play in.
Day = Bright daylight Night = Dark nighttime.

Weather
This option allows you to choose the weather throughout gameplay.
Clear = No Rain Rain = Rain
These settings do not affect gameplay directly, however these settings can enhance the player experience, and create unique conditions for alternative gameplay and strategy.

The Team Selection Area is found on the deck of the Spawn Ship. All students wishing to take part must stand in the purple Team Selection Area on the deck so the game can
assign them to the team.

Any player not standing in that area, will be left, unassigned and will not be able to participate.
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Once the game has started, the Host should make themselves Creative Mode so they can fly, observe and control the game. They do this by pressing ‘T’ then typing
‘/gamemode creative’ and pressing enter.

Once you have selected the game mode and all participating students are standing on the purple Team Selection Area, click on the Button on the Green block in the Game
Controls area to start the game.

Note: Please note that once you play the game, the arena cannot be reset. To replay the map, you will have to reload from the original file. We recommend that you make a
copy of the original file, and always ensure that any game is played from a copy, keeping your original file intact.
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Be sure you are ready to start the game. Use this checklist to get you started:
○
○
○
○
○

You have made a copy of the game to play from (i.e. you are not playing from the original file you downloaded)
Players are standing on the Team Selection Area
The Team has selected a Captain to lead the crew of Pirates
The Team Captain is ready to get supplies and allocate to the crew
There is no one standing on the Team Selection Area who isn’t intending to play

Once the time is set, it can be reset it at any time by clicking on the Button on the Black block in the Game Controls area.
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Due to the nature of the game, with destruction to the island environment, the Reset Timer function is not designed to reset the game to a fresh start. It is merely designed to
reset the timer. It is useful if there was an error in team selection or the incorrect time was set.
Using the Reset Timer buttondoes:
○ Reset the timer
Using the Reset Timer buttondoes not:
○ Repair any damage done to the island by players
○ Reset any Treasure Chests on the island
○ Enable the map to be played from fresh

The only way to start a new game is to reload a fresh copy of the original game file:
Download Pirate Cove Speed Run.

Scoreboard and Timer
This game is scored and timed. These can both be seen on the Main Ship’s Sails throughout the game.

IMAGE?

One of the key objectives of the game is to locate, mine, and retrieve Treasure Chests. These can be found located in several sites around the island, marked by a ‘X’. When a
Treasure Chest is found, players collect the Gold Blocks inside. The number of Gold Blocks in each location varies. Teams will have to decide which chests to seek out first, and
when to return to the ship with the Gold. If they don’t place them inside the giant Treasure Chests on the Ship’s Deck before the timer ends, the gold won’t be counted
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when to return to the ship with the Gold. If they don’t place them inside the giant Treasure Chests on the Ship’s Deck before the timer ends, the gold won’t be counted
towards their score.

Players find Treasure by exploring the island and seeking out ‘X’s. Once located, they will use their tools to dig for the treasure. Some chests are buried deep, and they will
have to ensure they leave an exit route after their excavation.
They may also have to defend their haul from enemies, or get past booby traps.
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Pirate Cove is not only home to Pirates, but to a dark and mysterious magic that awakens the Skeletons of pirates long passed away.

These Skeletons roam the island and attack anyone hunting Treasure, for the Treasure players seek is their own, hidden on the island many moons ago.

Skeletons will attack players and players can defend themselves using tools they can purchase.

Points are allocated to the team for each Treasure Chest on the Ship’s Deck that is filled. There are 9 Chests in total on the deck, and therefore a maximum potential score of 9
points. Points are displayed on the Ship’s Sail.
Victory Objective 1–Pieces of 9
Fill the 9 Treasure Chests on board the Ship’s Deck before the time runs out. Teams will gain 1 point for each Chest that is filled. To fill a chest, players must place 9 blocks of
Gold inside.

Victory Objective 2 –Fill Your Boots!
Fill as many chests as possible before the time runs out.
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Teams will gain 1 point for each Chest that is filled. To fill a chest, players must place 9 blocks of Gold inside.

Pirate Cove Speed Run Champions
By keeping a record of each team’s time and score, teams can compete against themselves to set and exceed their own personal best. Different teams can also play asynchronously, to best
the highest scoring team.
To enable this kind of competition to take place, make sure you keep an accurate record of each team’s time and score.

Download Pirate Cove Speed Run here.
○ The file will download a single .mcworldfile.
○ If you choose to Open in directly, it will automatically engage Minecraft: Education Edition and load the world, ready to beg in.
If you choose to Save the world first (recommended) you will need to open the file by double clicking on it.

From <https://ukc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DUS&rs=en%2DUS&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Fimmersiveminds-my.sharepoint.com%2Fpersonal%2Fplay_immersiveminds_com%2F_vti_bin%
2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2Fffcb6849fd2c44779d817b58abeb4476&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=0&wdodb=1&hid=324FE09F-6014-3000-1259-B54013F5FD7B&wdorigin=ItemsView&wdhostclicktime=1627570719124&jsapi=1
&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=29b24a96-426f-e839-4ac6-0fad09f0c105&usid=29b24a96-426f-e839-4ac6-0fad09f0c105&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1
&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&preseededsessionkey=7c495899-a9a2-a785-55eb-6a8fb6b875d8&preseededwacsessionid=29b24a96-426f-e839-4ac6-0fad09f0c105&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected>
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Video Playlist
Tuesday, August 24, 2021

1:01 PM

Please find the full playlist of helpful video overviews
and tops at https://aka.ms/esportsvideos
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